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Abstract
Folded almanacs are fascinating manuscripts that display astrological
content relevant to the practice of medicine. However, due to the lack of
primary evidence demonstrating the almanac in practice, it is difficult to
ascertain their actual use. Medieval Scholars have therefore concentrated on
the almanac’s sources, materiality and contextual evidence of apparent
medical purpose. My thesis examines the metaphysical principles within the
folded almanac, which exemplify the micro/macrocosm inherent in medieval
astro-medicine. I argue that the folded almanac, as a material object and
compilation of medical knowledge, situates the physician, patient and
constellations within metaphysical ideas of body, time and space.
Using the yet unstudied folded almanac from the National Library of
Scotland, Acc 12059.3 (the Borthwick almanac) as a primary model, I
demonstrate how this physical object, in dealing with the corporeal body,
exhibits the unity of body, time and space. This approach reveals that the
folded almanac (1) is a performative object that establishes medical authority,
(2) tracks the progress of health and illness using Aristotelian and Thomist
concepts of time, (3) maps the intersection of celestial and human bodies
onto practical textual spaces. The culmination of these findings illustrates
that the folded almanac engaged with a very technical but abstract branch of
medieval medicine which sought to explain how, why, when and where
illness was manifested, and also operated as an interventional tool for aiding
in the restoration of health.
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Lay Summary
Around the fifteenth century, medical practitioners looked to the movement of
the heavens and the passage of time in order to understand and predict
changes in bodily health. This comprehensive approach to medicine required
an understanding of anatomy, environment and astrology. The folded
almanac was adapted to make such relevant information accessible and
transportable. This thesis examines the manner in which the folded almanac
presents as a practical medical tool. Furthermore, the content and the design
of the folded almanac gestures to the understanding of the metaphysical
positioning of the body—that is to say theories regarding where the physical
body was positioned within the greater system of the universe.
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Introduction
This thesis has evolved greatly since its conception in 2013. Originally,
I planned to comb medieval texts for evidence of the manner in which God
was addressed or represented in theoretical medicine. However, as I
pursued my research, I discovered, initially to my disappointment, that God
rarely appeared beyond acknowledging His greatness, and gift of creation.
Providence then guided me to the folded almanac—one particularly
impressive manuscript of its kind housed at the National Library of Scotland.
In its leaves I discovered a medieval representation of the divine: not as I
expected, with text instructing the physician in ways of heavenly healing, but
instead, in the celestial arrangement that unites the body with the entirety of
the universe. Here in this manuscript I found a far more sophisticated and
interesting connection to the divine than I initially anticipated.
The folded almanac as a genre is a short manuscript, usually around
twelve folios, with charts, tables and diagrams that assist a medieval
physician in determining the correct time and place for treatment. Its content
typically includes a calendar listing astronomical data for the year, diagrams
demonstrating the orientation of the earth, sun and moon during the eclipses,
tables that connect the humours to the movements of the planets and their
correlation to the body and figures of the human form depicting where and
when to perform phlebotomy. Rather than a recipe book or collection of
medical treatments, the folded almanac is a guide that situates the body
within time and space. It provides its reader with a map and agenda of
planetary movements and their impact on the body.
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Medieval medicine inherited its theoretical principles from classical
writers, such as Aristotle and Galen, who reasoned that the universe and its
inhabitants were made up of four elements: earth, air, fire and water. These
elements correspond to four humours within the living body: black bile, blood,
yellow bile and phlegm. Therefore, the body has a direct connection through
the elements to the rest of the universe. In order to evaluate or predict the
way that the humours changed, depending on the influence of the elements,
medieval physicians incorporated astro-medicine into their diagnosis and
prognosis for the patient. Astro-medicine required analysis of the position of
the planets, sun and moon along the zodiac circle, and evaluation of the way
that these changes in position corresponded to the changes in the humours.
It was a mathematical, astrological and as I will demonstrate, metaphysical
science. The folded almanac engaged with this very technical but abstract
branch of medieval medicine which sought to explain how, why, when and
where illness was manifested. It also operated as an interventional tool for
aiding in the restoration of health.
Astro-medicine has been, to a degree, represented in medieval
scholarship; however, beyond historical context and book history, there
remains a gap in its analysis. In 2003, Hilary Carey published the first of two
essays on the folded almanac and astro-medicine. In it, she writes that
“although the need for a more complete study of medical astrology has been
evident since 1913, […] neither survey nor specialist study of medieval
English medicine have gone very far to supply it” (Carey “What is a Folded
Almanac” 481). Much work has been done in the field of medieval medicine
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and astrology since the date that Carey highlights. She acknowledges that
sections of larger medieval medical surveys are dedicated to astrological
medicine; however, no scholar had yet dedicated a large piece of scholarly
work to examining its texts in detail and their importance to medieval medical
practice.1 As a result, scholars are aware of the significance of astrology in
medieval medicine, but there is still much to understand about the practical
application of this approach in medical intervention during the Middle Ages.
In the second of two articles on the folded almanac and astromedicine, Carey extends her analysis of the manuscript to inquire about
intended audience, and what the role of the folded almanac in medical
practice might inform us about the role of astrology and the calendar in
medieval medicine. Carey is hesitant to assert that the folded almanac was
predominantly owned by medical professionals; however, the nature of the
manuscript, its form and content provide too much circumstantial evidence to
deny its probable usefulness to a medical practitioner. The folded almanac is
a utilitarian object. Its folded pages allow large tables of information to be
condensed into a portable size. Its sturdy triangular binding appears to be
convenient for holding in one hand while the other flips through the pages for
quick reference. Finally, the content provides all the information about
planetary time and movements required for performing astrologically relevant
medical procedures, such as bloodletting. In her two articles, Carey brings to

1

Carey emphasises the following works: Siraisi, N. Medieval and Early
Renaissance Medicine. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1990; Getz, F.
Medicine in the Middle Ages. Princeton: Princeton UP. 1998; and Rawcliffe,
C. Medicine & Society in Later Medieval England. Gloucestershire:
Sandpiper books. 1999.
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medieval scholarship a confident if introductory analysis of the folded
almanac and its role as a medical tool.
In addition to the texts highlighted by Carey in her 2003 and 2004
articles, other works have contributed to our understanding of astro-medicine,
its theoretical foundations and its texts. Some of these works were published
before Carey’s article, but most are newer. In Medieval Medicine in
Illuminated Manuscripts, Peter Murray Jones traces the history of medieval
medicine through the images found in extant manuscripts dealing with the
discipline. He draws attention to the numerous ways that the microcosmic
body is linked to the macrocosm, represented by the elements, planets and
seasons. Illustrations in Jones’ book include tabulated data, such as circular
diagrams revealing the correlation between the planets, elements and
humours, but also richly decorated and intriguing images such as the figure
of the zodiac man. This image in particular has captured the academic eye
due to its impressive form, but also because it explicitly demonstrates how
the body was considered a small representation (microcosm) of the entire
universe (macrocosm). Jones’ book does little to expand on our
understanding of the way in which these texts might have seen use in the
physician’s practice; however, they do much to emphasise the proclivity for
incorporating astrology alongside medical theories.
One article that closely examines content that appears in many
folded almanacs and its connection to medieval medicine is “Astrology and
Medicine in Later Medieval England: The Calendars of John Somer and
Nicholas of Lynn” by Cornelius O’Boyle (2005). In his article, O’Boyle
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investigates the calendric and astronomical material sourced from two friars
who independently created new versions of multi-year calendars with
astronomical calculations required to determine the paschal feasts. O’Boyle
posits who, and of what profession, might have owned calendars such as
these. Due to the significant amount of not only paschal-related material but
also other astrologically significant information within the calendar, learned
medical practitioners would also benefit from its content. Most intriguingly,
O’Boyle hypothesizes that there was likely no distinction between what he
calls “high and low” astrology, by which he means mathematical astronomical
tables used by educated physicians versus popular divination perhaps
thought more commonly used by laypeople. He believes that the calendar is
testimony to “a continuum of astrological beliefs, stretching from the top of
English society to the bottom, united in the shared cosmological belief that
the movements of the heavens influenced human events on earth” (18). The
calendar demonstrates how practitioners might have used complex
mathematical calculations to predict the way that the body would react to
astrological ascendency. It records the data derived from educated
astrological formatting, and disseminates it through visual and systematically
organized text, so that both physician and patient can see the connection
between the body and cosmos.
More recently, two particular works have contributed to the expansion
of scholarly understanding of medieval astro-medicine and its manuscripts.
J.P. Gumfort published his book, Bat Books: A Catalogue of Folded
Manuscripts Containing Almanacs Or Other Texts, in 2016. This book
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catalogues and describes all known extant folded almanacs, many but not all
of which are medical in nature. The folded almanac format was also used for
liturgical texts and record keeping. While Gumfort does not particularly focus
on medieval medicine, his book emphasises that examination of the folded
almanac is of particular interest in contemporary medieval scholarship.
The other recent publication of timely interest is a chapter in the
forthcoming The Agency of Things in Medieval and Early Modern Art:
Materials, Power and Manipulation, edited by Grażyna Jurkowlaniec, Ika
Matyjaszkiewicz, and Zuzanna Sarnecka (Routledge 2018). Written by Karen
Overbey and Jennifer Borland, the chapter titled “Diagnostic Performance
and Diagrammatic Manipulation in the Physician’s Folding Almanacs”
engages in areas of inquiry similar to this thesis. Overbey and Borland argue
that the design of the folded almanac produces a performative reading, which
depicts a “complex network in which patient, doctor, and book are all active,
and in which the materiality of the almanac is instrumental” (2).2 This chapter
examines the “objectness” of the almanac and the “multiple social discourses
in which [they] were implicated” (3). Overbey and Borland analyze the folded
almanac as an object, examining its size, binding, and the manner in which
the folios were folded. They visualize how the manuscript must have been
handled, and the effect this interaction with the object may have had on the
patient. This thesis approaches the folded almanac in a similar way; however,
my analysis extends to the content as well as the materiality of the almanac,

2

This book chapter is forthcoming; therefore, these in-text citations reflect
the pagination from the copy I received from the authors.
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and I incorporate the constellations into a complex network involving the
physician and patient.3
Metaphysics, a Methodology
This thesis argues that the folded almanac creates a line of inquiry that
unites the body, time and space into an astro-medical system of change and
influence. By examining the way that the physician uses the manuscript to
determine the position of the patient represented by the constellations of the
stars and bodies of knowledge, the folded almanac can be viewed as a
demonstration of the practical implementations of the micro/macrocosm
relationship between the human body and the cosmos. This methodology
approaches physical texts—by which I mean texts that address the physical
body in a manuscript with a unique physical form—and reads them
metaphysically—by which I mean the manner in which the body is made up
of the foundational components of corporeal being, and as such, has a
designated place within the system of the universe.
Aristotelian metaphysics advises the methodology of this thesis. The
first methodological point derives from Aristotle, who reasons “every body is
in place, so, too, every place has a body in it” (Physics 4.1). Second, in book
five of his Physics, Aristotle also posits that change is the result of
movement: the first mover is the cause, and that which moves is the effect.
Aristotle clarifies that any change in condition or substance, such as a log
that is burned, is also evidence of motion: a shift from one state to another
3

I arrived at the arrangement of physician-patient-constellations
independently of the work of Overbey and Borland, having not been made
aware of their book chapter until the final months of completing this thesis.
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(5.1). The final component of this approach incorporates the concept of time.
Aristotle instructs his readers that time is a unit for measuring motion. He
asserts “Not only do we measure the movement by the time, but also the
time by the movement, because they define each other” (4.14). Time and
movement are intrinsically linked because it is through one that we observe
the other. Measuring the movements of the body through space by recording
time allows us to observe in part the nature of being. Evaluating this
information is a major component of astro-medicine. Space encompasses
the orientation of the planets and the cosmos in relation to the patient’s body
on earth. The planets move throughout the cosmos along the zodiac circle.
This motion is measured and recorded using the unit of time. I argue that
astro-medicine requires the physician to determine where the body of the
patient is situated among time and space in order diagnose changes in
health. The content in the folded almanac provides textual data regarding the
movements of bodies, both human and planetary, through space over time.
Chapter Summary
This thesis is divided into four chapters. The first chapter provides medieval
medical context and a manuscript description of the Borthwick almanac; the
second chapter investigates bodies in the almanac; the third chapter looks at
its use of time; and the fourth chapter examines space and its relevance to
astro-medicine and the folded almanac. The last three chapters are each
divided into three sections focusing on the physician, patient and
constellations. These divisions emphasise the three participants in astromedicine. First the physician, who practices medicine, second the patient
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who is the recipient of medical treatment and third the constellations, which
are the agents of change. Just as in medical treatment these three
participants do not operate independently but are part of a united practice,
these sections are not homogenous and there is overlap between the three
subjects. However, approaching the folded almanac through these different
points of inquiry will demonstrate the functional diversity of the manuscript as
a medical tool.
Chapter 1 begins with a manuscript description of the National Library
of Scotland MS Acc 12059.3 (the Borthwick almanac), a heretofore unstudied
manuscript that serves as the primary example throughout this thesis. I
hypothesize the likelihood of a folded almanac such as the Borthwick being
owned and used by medical practitioner. I then provide a brief summary of
the medieval physician and his profession. This summary illustrates the
manner in which a physician behaved and performed his duties. Beginning
with Chaucer’s Physician and expanding to historical physicians who were
possible influences on the character, this chapter gives an outline of the
educational background of the professional doctor and the theories that
informed his practice. An abbreviated explanation of humoral theory and
astrology are provided in order to offer the foundational principles needed to
analyse the folded almanac. Next, the chapter introduces the astro-medical
texts, particularly as they are found in the folded almanac. The next section
examines illustrated evidence of its possible use before finally returning to
Chaucer’s Physician and a close reading of his description in the General
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Prologue, which may gesture toward the Physician’s familiarity with astromedicine and its relevant texts.
Chapter 2 begins the main metaphysical analysis of the folded
almanac. It examines the connection between the object and its content to
the bodies of the physician, patient and constellations. The physician section
argues that the folded almanac acts as a medical appendage that enhances
the healing authority of the medical practitioner. The folded almanac behaves
as a performative charm that increases the physician’s agency for healing. It
also orients the physician’s gaze so that it is simultaneously directed to the
patient as well as the cosmos. The patient section examines the multiple
ways that the body of the patient is represented in the almanac. It conducts a
close reading of two particular images, the zodiac man and the vein man,
and illustrates how these images incorporate classical and Christian
iconography in order to contextualize the body within the universe. This
section also takes a closer look at the way in which the humours were
thought to function within the body, how the planets influence them, and how
this is recorded and represented in the folded almanac. Finally, the
constellation section investigates the microcosm of the body, how it was
thought to mimic the macrocosm of the universe, and the manner in which
this dichotomy was used to inform medieval medicine. This section also
analyses two particularly intriguing textual bodies within the almanac: a
volvelle, and a table depicting the moon in the zodiac houses, both of which
synthesise celestial movements and record its data in a manner that can be
easily consulted by the physician.
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Chapter 3 draws upon the concepts of time put forth by Aristotle,
Augustine and Aquinas and argues how they apply to astro-medicine. The
physician section summarizes the three kinds of time as outlined by
Augustine: eternity, aeviternity and time, and illustrates how these three
temporal categories are contained within the Ptolemaic model of the universe.
This section emphasises how time operates in astro-medicine. The patient
section analyses how time is recorded in the folded almanac, and its
implications on medical treatment. This section differentiates between
artificial time, which is directly related to the movement of the planets, and
clock time, which is adopted by the public. These two concepts of time are
used and recorded differently in the almanac, illustrating the multivalent
function of time as an instrument that tracks movement, progress and
change. The constellations section compares and contrasts the presentation
of time in the folded almanac and the book of hours. It argues that time
functions differently in the almanac, which seeks to understand the individual,
versus the book of hours, which demonstrates the impact of time on society.
Next, the constellations section summarizes the humoral effect of the
seasons on the body, which are directed by the progress of time throughout
the year. Finally, this section emphasises that time records moments within a
circular and perpetual system: a system that causes degradation to the
vulnerable temporal human body.
Chapter 4 takes Aristotelian and Thomist concepts of space and
applies them to the folded almanac. The physician section examines how
medieval thinkers situated the earth in the centre of the universe, and
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postulates the implication of that position within the immensity of the universe.
This section also addresses the interconnectivity between the Ptolemaic
spheres and argues that through the lens of astro-medicine, the universe is a
Cartesian field, where the motion of the spheres impacts the body at the
centre. The patient section again turns to the content within the folded
almanac and analyses how metaphysical concepts of space are applied to
practical diagnosis. It returns to the notion of the microcosm/macrocosm, and
argues that the content within the almanac maps the “whereness” of the body.
Finally, the constellations section applies theories introduced by Mary
Carruthers, which demonstrate the use of textual spaces as mnemonics and
tools for meditation and memory. This section further emphasises that the
folded almanac is a medical tool that situates the body within the abstract
and complex universe machine.
A Note on Translation
This thesis approaches the entirety of the folded almanac as a text. That is to
say, close readings of its purpose and meaning expand beyond the writing
and incorporate the materiality of the object into its analysis. The content in
the folded almanac is written in Latin, and its sources have already been
traced and translated by scholars. Since the content within the almanac has
already undergone proficient translations, I have opted to build upon the work
of excellent translators rather than reinvent the wheel. Therefore, the sources
used in this thesis are translations, which have provided the opportunity to
focus instead on analysing the folded almanac to a degree that has not yet
been undertaken. Rather than being caught up in the nuances of translation,
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I am heeding the challenge put forth by Hilary Carey to supply a more
complete study of medieval astro-medicine in England that goes beyond
summary and book history.
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CHAPTER 1: ALMANACS, PHYSICIANS AND ASTROLOGY IN CONTEXT
Since its debut in 2015, the Apple Watch has become a practical tool in the
medical profession. Apps can monitor sleep patterns, heart rate and glucose
levels and send patient’s information directly to his or her general physician,
who can then diagnose chronic conditions more accurately. Additionally,
entire medical texts such as Greys Anatomy (first published in 1858) or the
3D Human Atlas can be downloaded onto a tablet or phone for easy
portability. Technological advances have provided medical practitioners with
a vast body of knowledge condensed to fit into a pocket. Yet, the luxury of
portable medical knowledge is not a recent achievement. In the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries, medical practitioners also carried an object that
consolidated a large corpus of medical information into a portable format.
The folded almanac provided valuable information assisting in diagnostic and
prognostic medicine, which could remain conveniently available wherever
and whenever the physician travelled.
NLS Acc12059.3: The Borthwick Almanac
This chapter will begin by situating National Library of Scotland MS Acc
12059.3, hereafter “Borthwick” among the other extant almanacs in order to
reveal its state of completeness and, in many cases, superiority as an
example. MS Acc 12059.3 was presented to the National Library of Scotland
in 2002 as an acceptance in lieu of inheritance tax from the Borthwick estate.
Hence, I have chosen to give this manuscript the nickname Borthwick
almanac in order to differentiate it from other almanacs, and for ease of
reading. This manuscript has yet to receive a detailed description, or indeed
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any scholarly attention. It is an exemplary folded almanac and will be used as
the primary example throughout this thesis.
Summary Manuscript Description
Date: 1398-1462
The NLS dates the Borthwick Almanac in the fifteenth century,
evidenced by the inclusion of the feast days for Saints David, Chad, and
John of Beverley, which were introduced in 1398 (NLS Inventory). The date
1462 is also written on the bottom of folio 5v beneath the calendar month of
December.

Figure 1: Borthwick Almanac f 5v
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Language: Latin
Binding: Leaves are cut at the top narrow end to form a triangular
edge. These leaves are interspersed with extra layers of parchment to
increase thickness. Two threads stitch these leaves together to form a sturdy
tab binding. Folios 11 and 12 are later additions, revealing that the almanac
was rebound after the original content was written. The binding measures
60mm x 30mm x 12mm. The original cover is lost and replaced by an early
nineteenth-century cover of cardstock wrapped in green machine-made silk.4
The inside of the cover is pasted in grey silk with diagonal pinstripes. The silk
has weakened and is torn along the right side of the front-facing cover. The
binding is also wrapped in this green silk, but tears in the fabric make the
biding easily visible.

Figure 2: Borthwick Outside Cover
4

Thank you to Nicholas Pickwoad for helping me to identify the cover
material.
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Collation: The leaves are not gathered into a quire, but are instead
stacked and stitched together at the tab binding. The leaves have been
foliated by the NLS.
Material: The leaves are parchment. Folios 1-9 appear to be of the
same quality, with the hair side arranged as the recto and flesh side as verso.
Folio 10 is loose and made of parchment of a cheaper quality. Folios 11 and
12 are bound with the original folios, but are again of different quality of
parchment.
Size: The cover is 73mm x 229mm from edge to tip of binding.
Folios 1-9: Folded, 70mm by 190mm
Unfolded, 200mm by 375mm
Folio 10 (loose) Folded, 70mm by 185mm
Unfolded, 190mm by 360mm
Folio 11: Folded, 70mm by 195mm
Unfolded, 270mm by 385mm
Folio 12: Folded, 70mm by 190mm
Unfolded, 190mm by 370mm
Frames vary. The calendar pages are justified left.
Content: The folded almanac contains source material from John
Somer’s Kalendarium, Robert Grosseteste, and John of Sacrobosco. It
includes a monthly calendar, astrological tables, a sphere of Sacrobosco,
Sphere of Apuleius, zodiac man, vein man, and volvelle. The right upper
column of each recto side is reserved for indexed keywords that act as a
table of contents.
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Folio 1r: Incipit Ad notitiam tabularum et calendari sequential primo
ponitur tabula docens legere algorismum. Canon from John Somer’s
Kalendarium.
Folios 2-5: Monthly calendars arranged with three months per leaf.
Folio 6r: Table to know the hour of the planets, canon for table to
know the signs of the moon.
Folio 6v: Table to know the signs of the moon, zodiac man.
Folio 7r: Canon to know the solar and lunar eclipses. Incipit Hic incipit
canon eclipsum solis et lune.
Folios 7v-9v: Solar and lunar eclipse diagrams. Also on f. 9v, a
volvelle modelled after Robert Grosseteste’s paschal key.
Folio 10r: John Sacrobosco’s table of the stars and planets.
Folio 10v: Disposition on human nature in relation to the planets.
Incipit Sciendum est igitur aiquis nascatur in aliqua hora diei in qua
dominator. Sphere of Apuleius.
Folio 11r: Volvelle revealing the phases of the moon during the solar
and lunar calendar year.
Folio 11v: Additional diagrams showing the rotational arrangement of
the sun, moon and earth.
Folio 12r: Bloodletting canon. Incipit Minucio alia fit per methatlesim,
alia per anthipasim.
Folio 12v: Bloodletting canon continues. Salernitan verse incipit
Anglorum regi scripsit tota scola Salerni. A vein man diagram appears on the
lower half of this folio.
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Condition: Condition of the folds exposed on the sides shows
substantial handling. There is some staining on parts of the folios that would
be more exposed, but the centre of the parchment where the text is
contained is well-preserved. There is a wormhole in folio 1, carrying slightly
into folio 2. Parchment is curling at corners. Most of the folios have small
holes or tears at the folds, suggesting frequent folding and unfolding. Folio 12
has significant staining at the bottom of the page.
Decoration: There are two very elaborate illuminated initials, one of a
dragon on folio 1 and a lion on folio 7. Both initials include tassels and foliage
and are drawn in red, blue, green and gold. Simpler decorated initials in
boxes begin other paragraphs in the canons. Thistles are present on folios 1v,
3v, 4v, and 7r. An elaborately drawn and coloured zodiac man appears on
folio 6v. Folios 7v-9v contain solar diagrams coloured in red and lunar
diagrams in blue, with gold leafing used to demonstrate the portions of the
celestial orbs hidden in shadow. The vein man on folio 12v is sketched in
black, with red lines drawn from the body to bloodletting instructions.
Page layout: Folios include pricking and ruling. Columns are not
always used, but when they are they adhere to folds of the page. If there are
columns used there are three on a page, measuring 70mm in width. The
folios are each folded in half horizontally so that the verso side is on the
inside, and then folded again vertically so that only the left upper column of
the recto side is visible. Eleven of the folios are trifolded, while one is folded
into panels of four rather than three. The folios are much larger than their
cover. When unfolded they measure 200 by 375 millimetres. There is one
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loose leaf, folio 10 grouped with the manuscript but left unbound. It does not
have the triangular edge and is written in a different hand.
Hand: Four hands in total. Primary hand is neat, anglicana bookhand,
written on folios 1-9. Hand on folio 10 is different, but also bookhand. Folio
11 has a different bookhand then a secretary hand addition. Folio 12 is a
different secretary hand.

Figure 3: Borthwick f 7v
Folio 7 recto upper has some later writing with a colophon including
the signature: “Clement Hulle,” or perhaps “Halle” or “Hille.” Folio 10 verso
lower has two marginal inscriptions, which mark two separate owners from
London in 1456 and 1504.
The NLS catalogue has mislabelled Borthwick a girdle book. This
categorization is not without reason. Until one delves into the content and
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purpose of the manuscript, it is feasible to label a manuscript designed to be
carried on the body a girdle book. However, a closer examination of the
folded almanac in contrast to other extant manuscripts that can be worn
reveals, as Carey notes, that this particular type of manuscript functions as a
medical referential tool rather than a portable text for reading or updating
records.
Doctour of Phisik
In the General Prologue of The Canterbury Tales, Chaucer tells the reader of
the Doctor of Physic that “In al this world ne was ther noon him lik, / To speke
of phisik and of surgerye, / For he was grounded in astronomye” (I (A) 412414). Critics have pondered about the skill of this doctor, and whether this
rather flat and uninteresting character represents a talented physician, or a
predator taking advantage of the sick who had gold to pay. Joshua Stigall, for
example, questions whether the doctor’s introduction depicts a consummate
professional “grounded in astronomy” who “full redy hadde he his
apothecaries / To sende hym drogges and his letuaries,” or a pragmatist
whose “studie was but litel on the Bible” reveals an unethical man (Stigall
248-249; CT I (A) 425-426; 438). John Cartwright offers another
interpretation, questioning whether no one else could speak as he did of
medicine and surgery because the physician may be “a little too fond of his
own voice or is all bombast and no substance” (23). Both of these scholars
note that his lack of interest in the Bible suggests that he is not a pious man,
but instead a self-centred profiteer. Certainly there were practitioners in
Chaucer’s time whose pragmatic enterprises tarnished the name of the
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professional physician. However, Chaucer’s description of the Doctor of
Physic includes details of the professional physician that I believe have been
misread. Before delving into broader implications of medicine in the Middle
Ages, it would do well first to characterize the medieval physician, his field of
understanding and his tools.
It is apt to begin with the most obvious English physician, mentioned
by name in the description of Chaucer’s Physician: John of Gaddesden
(c.1280-1361). John was perhaps a contemporary of Chaucer’s, both having
ties to the court. Chaucer lists John among the greats whom the pilgrim
physician had studied, giving him apparent credentials: “Wel knew he the
olde Esculapius / and Deyscorides, and eek Rufus, / Olde Ypocras, Hall,
Galyen, / Serapion, Razis, and Avycen, / Averrois, Damascien, and
Constantyn, / Bernard, and Gatesden, and Gilbertyn” (GP 429-434).
Allegedly, John of Gaddesden was a controversial figure in the medical
profession. Although Chaucer was not the only one to list him among the
greats—according to Talbot and Hammond he was praised by the likes of
Leland, who referred to him as an “eminent philosopher, a skilful physician,
and the brightest man of his age”, but he was considered by others, such as
Guy de Chauliac, to have promoted “a stupid rehash of the worst of medieval
medical lore” (Talbot and Hammond 149). Indeed, some have suggested that
John was looked upon as a medical charlatan, profiting off expensive drugs
for the wealthy, inexpensive options for the poor, but overall “remedies [that]
were nauseating or filthy” (John of Gaddesden, Contemporary of Chaucer
67). One of his most famous treatments was the alleged curing of smallpox
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of future King Edward III by wrapping the child in red cloth (Talbot and
Hammond 149; John of Gaddesden 67). Regardless of whether Gaddesden
was a successful healer or a mercenary quack, Gaddesden’s reputation
reveals that, like Chaucer’s doctor, the professional physician of the Middle
Ages was met, even in his own time, with some uncertainty and scepticism.
Perhaps due to this scepticism, there was much written by medieval
physicians and surgeons regarding their appearance and behaviour. Another
famed physician, John Arderne (1307-1376) attracted comparisons to
Chaucer’s Physician. Elaine Whitaker contrasts favourably the behaviour and
characteristics between Arderne and Chaucer’s physician, including his diet,
his dress, and his “prudent management of resources” (4). There are,
however, discrepancies between the pilgrim Doctor and Arderne’s
description of an ideal physician. In his Treatise of Fistula in Ano, written
around 1381. Arderne cautions that a physician “be noȝt y-founden temerarie
or bosteful in his seyingis or in his dedes; and abstene hym fro moche
speche” (Arderne 4). The English physician cautions practitioners to keep
their cards close to their chest because “ȝif his werkes be oft tyme nowen for
to discorde fro his wordes and his byhestis, he shal be halden more vnworthi,
and he shal blemmyssh his oone gode fame” (4). Whitaker points out that
Arderne discourages “shop talk” for risk of being challenged by patients’
families or medical competitors, whereas we have seen that Chaucer’s
Doctor, according to the description of the narrator, cannot be outranked in
discussion of his craft. At the same time, Arderne recommends that doctors
be capable of telling stories in order to reduce a patient’s anxieties, but the
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Physician’s Tale is problematic, both to critics as well as the Doctor’s pilgrim
companions (Whitaker 5-6). In contrast to the prologue, which proclaims the
Physician as a great speaker, his tale is dragged down by poor storytelling.
His tale is so dissatisfying that the narrator emphasises that it is the
Physician’s words, not his: “The Doctour maketh this descripcioun” (VI (C)
117). By the end of the tale, the Host is distraught, claiming that he needs a
“myrie tale” in order to cure him of his affected heart (VI (C) 316-317).
Accepting that Chaucer’s Physician, like the rest of the pilgrims, is not a
stereotype of his position or profession but instead a complex and puzzling
representation of an individual defying expectations, we will leave Chaucer’s
Physician and examine additional medical masters, including Arderne, Henri
Mondeville (c. 1260-1316), and going as far back to the classical works of
Galen to glean a sharper image of the medieval physician.
The Professional Travelling Physician
Three questions then arise when considering the work of a professional
travelling physician. First, what education did a physician have, second, what
methods did he use for diagnosing a patient, and third, what tools
accompanied him on these journeys? This thesis attempts to provide a
thorough investigation of the latter, and so here a survey of the first two
questions is provided.
Medieval universities of Paris, Montpellier and Bologna set forth
multiple classical texts for the medical curriculum. These include texts
attributed to Aristotle, Galen and the Persian polymath, Avicenna (980-1037
CE). Although great physicians and surgeons in the thirteenth and fourteenth
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centuries wrote their own tracts on the theories and practices of medicine,
the foundation of their profession was anchored in the classical period.
Instructional lectures on astrology, anatomy and metaphysics, supplemented
by texts such as Aristotle’s Physics and Metaphysics, Galen’s On Medicine
and Avicenna’s Canon of Medicine informed medical students of the art of
medicine and prepared them to synthesise the whole of nature and medicine
in order to treat their patients. The rise of university medical programmes in
the thirteenth century saw a standardization of learning and texts,5 but as
with many complex applications, the practice of medicine was subjective,
individual, and developed with experience.
In his introduction to the Treatise of Fistula, John Arderne imparts
advice from Galen, explaining that “Experience without reson is feble, & so is
reson withoute experience fest vnto hym” (Arderne 3). Experience
supplemented by reason and learning is a common strength among
practiced physicians, who insist that a physician who has only approached
practice through theory is not an accomplished physician. Yet in addition to
experience, appearance and behaviour are essential to the medieval medical
profession, as is evidenced by the emphasis placed upon such matters by
those who advise upon professional practice. Arderne goes on to say that a
physician must “abstene he hym fro moche speche” and “noȝt mich laughyng
ne mich playing.” He must keep away from dishonest people and instead
occupy himself with reading, studying, writing and praying. He must avoid
5

For more on medicine in the university, see O’Boyle, Cornelius. The Art of
Medicine: Medical Teaching at the University of Paris; Garcia-Ballestee, Luis,
et. al. Practical Medicine from Salerno to the Black Death; and Siraisi, Nancy.
“Medical Education.” Medieval and Early Renaissance Medicine.
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drunkenness, and also he must refrain from scorning those who do not. He
must instead practice good manners and pay particular consideration to the
women of the house. A physician must practice charity but must be assertive
in asking for payment, lest he be taken advantage of. Finally, he must dress
as a clerk rather than a minstrel and ensure that he has “clene handes and
wele shapen naileȝ and clensed fro all blaknes and filthe.” All this advice
betrays that the professional physician need not only know how to practice
medicine, but he also must perform the character of a professional physician.
A generation prior to Arderne, another respected practitioner in France
offered similar advice. In his great work on surgery, written sometime around
1314, Henri de Mondeville provided “twenty-six Notables which are meant to
serve as an Introduction To The Entire Profession of Surgery, to be a
common ground for all surgeons” (Rosenman vol I. 197). In the Notables,
Mondeville writes an acerbic description of “the ignorant charlatans [who]
acquire fortunes and brilliant reputations while the educated and experienced
surgeon often is oppressed and lives in poverty as a beggar” (200). At the
time, surgery was in its infancy as a respected profession and was still
battling the stigma of “manual labour.” It comes as no surprise, then, that a
passionate surgeon such as Henri de Mondeville would look upon practicing
healers who lack professionalism with such disdain. He therefore illustrates
in a number of his Notables the requirements and significance of a
professional healer. In Notable XXV, Henri laments:
What advantage is there for a famous, honoured and honest
surgeon if
he is always on the move, dawn to dusk, here and there,
calling on his
patients; awake at night when everything about
the patients whom he
encountered that day passes in review in
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his mind, when he
anticipates and plans the work of
the day to come, if he expends
himself in the affairs of others
who say that he alone can perform
miracles, and who
then fail to reward him payment worthy of his
work. Having
been restored to health they fail to award him high fees
and
respect. The law does not say that anyone has to serve in the army
at his own expense. The man in the street says that even a soldier at
work merits good pay and rewards. (311)
Here, Mondeville provides us with a number of notable details. First, it
appears that the surgeon must travel to his patients. If a patient is ill or
wounded enough to require surgery, it is most likely that the patient is too ill
or wounded to travel. The burden then falls upon the surgeon. Furthermore,
the practitioner mulls over his experiences of the day and plans ahead for the
day to come. One must assume that this planning requires some semblance
of notes and theoretical preparation. Finally, Mondeville likens the combat
against disease to a battle. The rhetoric here suggests that the practice is
characterized by peril, and one must assume that the practitioner must then
have the equivalent of weapons and armour. He must appear prepared to go
into battle for the patient. Once again, the medical practitioner requires
theoretical knowledge, experience, and a seemingly equal amount of
performative ability in order to navigate social expectations.
Thanks in no small part to Peter Murray Jones,6 scholars have been
made aware of one such physician who was required to travel in order to
maintain a successful profession. Thomas Fayreford was a practicing
physician in and around the West Country in the fourteenth century. Along
with a list of cures and two texts on medicine and surgery, Fayreford kept a

6

For a detailed account of Fayreford’s text, see Jones, Peter Murray.
“Witnesses to Medieval Medical Practice in the Harley Collection. eBLJ 2008.
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ledger of patients whom he allegedly cured, which has been preserved in MS
Harley 2558. It is thanks to this account that we know that at least one
physician saw to the healthcare of patients diverse in social backgrounds and
locales. Fayreford treated an array of ailments including gynaecological
issues such as the “wandering womb,” and an assortment of burns and
fevers. His medicaments derived from academic sources as well as empirical
experience. Fayreford was evidently a well-read student of medicine: he
quotes from sources such as Avicenna, Bernard de Gordon, and Gilbert the
English (Jones “Witness” 4). Yet alongside these sources we find evidence
that he also employed healing charms with alleged success. If we are to
believe Fayreford’s own hand, it is evident that he was an established
practitioner and possibly gained some renown.
Fayreford appears to tell us upfront that he was a travelling physician.
Jones points out that his list is titled “cures made by Thomas Fayreford in
different places” (Talbot and Hammond 164). This, along with the town
names recorded in his list of patients, provides ample proof that Fayreford
did not have a stationary practice, but instead travelled to multiple locations.
Jones goes on to suggest that Fayreford “may even have made longer
journeys not so much to visit particular patients as to drum up business for
himself in new areas where itinerant doctors were infrequent visitors” (165).
Given Henri’s woeful account of the poor yet brilliant surgeon, one can
envisage a keen and capable physician travelling to make a living.
Examining the circumstances under which physicians and surgeons
worked in order to make a living uncovers clues regarding which profession
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the almanac was intended. Much of the content of the folded almanac is
directed toward bloodletting—a practice that was delegated to the surgeon.
However, the almanac also contained information that would assist the
physician in diagnostics, such as the Salernitan poem cautioning against
overeating and recommended dietary changes throughout the seasons
(Borthwick f. 12v). I argue that the type of medical advice provided in the
almanac would be beneficial to either a physician or an educated surgeon.
Regardless of the professional label, the content in the manuscript facilitates
the practice of restoring a healthy balance, and any practitioner engaging in
such a profession could conceivably benefit from a folded almanac.
According to Galenic medical theory, the balance of health depends
on three categories: naturals, non-naturals, and contra-naturals. Naturals
include the natural makeup of the body, including the elements, mixtures,
compounds, parts of the body, and the spirits. Much more will be said about
these components throughout this thesis. The non-naturals are conditions
that can affect the body, such as climate, diet, sleep, exercise, bathing and
emotions. Contra-naturals are defined in Galenic medicine as “things against
nature” (Galen Method of Medicine lxxxvi). They include pathological
conditions causing illness, including fevers, swellings, and disease (Siraisi
101; O’Boyle Art 85; Wallis 147). Evidence of these contra-naturals was
exhibited by a number of signs, including pulse, quality of urine,7 and colour
of the body (Wallis 256-263; Rosenman vol. I 243). In addition, contra-
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Europe. Surrey: Ashgate. 2015.
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naturals could be deduced by reasoning the condition of naturals in relation
to astrology. Naturals such as elements, mixtures, and compounds made up
the four humours, and were influenced by the movement and condition of the
planets. The branch of medical theory that examined these influences is
known as astro-medicine.
Astro-Medicine
Medieval medicine regarded the theories of Aristotelian elements and
Galenic humours as the foundation of health and wellness. According to
Aristotle, the four elements were earth, air, fire, and water, and these
elements were imbued with different combinations of sensual qualities of hot,
cold, wet and dry. Everything that existed in the universe, including inanimate
and animate objects, was made up of these properties. Humoral
characteristics were then assigned to the sense-pairings of hot-wet, cold-wet,
cold-dry, hot-dry. These were respectively attached to blood, phlegm, black
bile and yellow bile. The role of the physician was to identify an imbalance
between these elements and determine a course of action to realign them
within the body.
These elemental properties extended from the world into the celestial
realm: the moon, sun and five known planets. As such, these planets had a
direct influence upon the elements in the world. Therefore, part of the
physicians’ role was to calculate the planets’ influence over the body in order
to provide an accurate diagnosis and course of medical treatment. In her
important and frequently cited book Medieval and Early Renaissance
Medicine, Nancy Siraisi draws upon the ninth-century Persian physician and
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philosopher Rhazes, who is said to have written “Wise men among the
medici agreed that everything relating to times, the air, and waters, and
complexions, and diseases is changed by the motion of the planets” (qtd. in
Siraisi 123). The inclusion of time and disease reveals the complexity of
calculating elements and humours, a process that went further than, for
example, adding heat or moisture to achieve balance.
One of the uses of astrology in medicine was to trace the movements
of the moon and predict its effect on the humours. Hilary Carey explains that
this type of treatment relied on the astrological calendar (33). In addition to
marking the days of the month, the astrological calendar contained
information relevant to the position of the sun and moon relative to the stars.
One of the key advantages of a medical calendar, Carey argues, is to
provide a “visible” explanation leading to a choice of therapy. In other words,
the written information provided an authoritative prescription already
established in order to help explain cause and treatment to the patient.
One purpose of the astrological calendar is to track the movements of
celestial bodies across the skies. One of the most medically significant paths
of movement in the Middle Ages was the zodiac. Named after the
constellations, the twelve zodiac houses are arranged along the ecliptic route
the sun traverses in one year. The moon and other known planets were also
observed to move in and out of the zodiac houses. The orientation of these
celestial bodies within the ordered system of the Zodiac comprised another
significant component of astrological medicine. Ancient and medieval
astrologers observed that, as the sun travelled through the zodiac, it aligned
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with seasonal changes, which not only prompted agricultural and other
labour shifts, but also affected the body. One of the implications of this
interpretation of seasonal cycles is that the zodiac became “a kind of
shorthand for the Aristotelian natural philosophy of change and decay”
(Carey 38). All of this meant that a physician could apply astrological
calculations to the condition of the patient in order to achieve an in-depth
analysis of the individual. The arrangement of the planets at their birth
determined a person’s general temperament and complexion, and the
subsequent position of the planets and zodiac at the time of illness divulged
the impact of these planetary movements on the humours.
Humoral Theory
Hippocrates’ (c. 460 BC) treatise on the humours deeply impacted the great
physician Galen, who was inspired to pursue Hippocratic medicine to a
degree that ultimately instituted the foundation of medicine from the Classical
period through to the fifteenth century. Hippocrates’ explanation of the
humours laid the foundation for medical practice for almost two thousand
years. Thanks to Galen’s commentaries on Hippocrates, Hippocratic
methods maintained popularity and were eventually translated into Latin from
Greek via Arabic intellectuals such as Avicenna and Constantine the African
who preserved the ancient texts.
Humours, as established by Hippocrates following Aristotle, are the
base elements that make up the organic, animated body. Humoral blood is
contained within the blood that runs through the veins, but all blood is not
humoral blood. The same can be said for phlegm—humoral phlegm is not
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what is expelled from the nose during a cold, but there is humoral phlegm
contained within that substance (Arikha 8-9). According to Galen, these
humours are characterized by their natural mixtures: wet, dry, hot and cold,
which are observed in their most extreme states, water, earth, fire and air,
respectively (Galen On Hippocrates’ Elements of Man 87-91). Classical
writers also theorized that these humours manifest themselves in the
seasons as well as the body. Therefore, not only does phlegm embody the
characteristics of cold and wet, for example, but phlegm also imbues the
essence of winter. Likewise, hot wet blood corresponds to spring, hot dry
yellow bile to summer, and finally cold and dry black bile possesses the
temperament of autumn (87-91). Humoral theory of the body reveals that not
only do the primary elements of the body correspond to the basic elements of
the universe (earth, air, fire, water) but they also correspond to moments in
time by way of the seasons.
This brief summary of the humours reveals that, while it was believed
that the distinct balance of humours was intrinsic to the individual person,
established at birth based on the positions of the zodiac in proximity to the
earth, external variables greatly influenced an individual as he or she
progressed through time and space. That is to say, the season, the place
where the individual lived, his or her occupation, emotional state, and diet
could vastly alter a person more phlegmatic, sanguine, melancholic or bilious
by nature. It was believed that there was consistent and ongoing turbulence
between the humoral forces within the body battling against the outside
elements. In order to understand the patient’s individual balance of humours
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and how the current seasons or zodiac arrangement might affect him or her,
the folded almanac contained tables that demonstrated the dominant humour
based on the alignment of the planets. From this initial calculation, the
physician might then adjust the interpretation of the body depending on diet,
emotional state, and occupation in order to make a clear, educated diagnosis
of the patient’s level of health.
Astro-Medicine and the Folded Almanac
How might a travelling physician reference such calculations or demonstrate
his astro-medical understanding to the patient? He possibly used something
such as a folded almanac. This oblong manuscript is on average 13 x 5
centimetres and contains around ten to twelve folios.8 Within its leaves one
typically finds a calendar, eclipse diagrams, tables regarding the movement
of the planets, urine charts, a zodiac man, and a vein man. Medical canons,
sourced from John Somer, Robert Grosseteste, and Johannes Sacrobosco
accompany the diagrams, and instruct on how to read the various tables,
along with advice on bloodletting. The material design of the almanac is as
intriguing as a physician’s object as its content. Rather than a codex9 with
pages bound into quires along a vertical edge, the almanac’s leaves are
bound individually, with the parchment at one end cut into a tab and all the
8
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Overbey and Borland also distinguish the almanac format from a “codex
with quires sewn into a binding” (“Diagnostic Performance and Diagrammatic
Manipulation in the Physician’s Folding Almanacs” 4).
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pages stacked together, supplemented by extra pieces of parchment
between the layers that make up the tab, and united into a sturdy triangular
binding. This binding has in some instances shown evidence of a silken cord
from which to hang the almanac on a physician’s belt, or alternatively, the
manuscript might be carried in a purse or case.10
In the past, the folded almanac was mislabelled as different
manuscript types: the girdle book and the vade mecum (Latin for come with
me). Hillary Carey writes in her article, “What is a Folded Almanac” (2003)
that the girdle book, “reflect[s] the needs of the mendicant orders to travel
lightly and with due respect to their vows of poverty” (485). Carey goes on to
say that like the mendicant orders, medieval medical practitioners also
needed transportable texts as part of their professional travel and that these
manuscripts shared some similar content with the girdle books and vade
mecums. Carey clarifies, however, that “the folded almanac represents a
group of manuscripts that is technologically distinct from the vade mecum
and should not be conflated with it” (486). The folded almanac, she argues, is
not a codex but a species unto itself. Carey draws attention to the sturdy
triangular binding and suggests that this shape “allowed the owner to clasp
the almanac firmly in one hand while flicking open—and unfolding—the
relevant page in the other” (489). This particular construction suggests that
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For additional descriptions of the folded almanac as object, see Hilary M.
Carey, “What is a Folded Almanac? The Form and Function of a Key
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Social History of Medicine 16.3 (2003) 481-509; and Jones, Peter Murray.
“Image, Word, and Medicine in the Middle Ages.” Visualizing Medieval
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the practice of reading the folded almanac was suited to quick consultation
rather than lengthy periods of reading.
In 2005/2006 a piece was published in the International Journal of the
Book called “The Medieval Girdle Book Project.” (Smith and Bloxam 21). It
aimed to raise awareness of the girdle book and call scholars and book
experts to focus attention on these extant manuscripts. The article states that
girdle books are usually found to be religious texts or, with the invention of
movable type, law record books (20). Smith and Bloxam go on to suggest
that girdle books were signifiers of knowledge and wealth, and they were
objects that were meant to be seen, either as accessories or read at leisure
by nobility (19). In addition to this aesthetic design, these girdle books had a
functional purpose, such as a transportable record or ledger that could be
quickly edited and referenced. According to the article, there are images of
travelling clerics wearing girdle books, and lawyers and their clerks used
them “when travelling the circuit to dispense justice” (19). Certainly the
compact size of the girdle book allows for portability: they are manuscripts
designed for transportation. However, Simon and Bloxam exclude the folded
almanac from their proposal of “The Girdle Book Project.” They state:
Our research to date has identified other types of books that
were ‘worn’ namely long, folded sheets of parchment or paper,
held together at one narrow end by a ring or clasp which could
also to be attached to a belt. These are referred to as folded
almanacs and contain mainly calendars, (also referred to as
computus), astronomical and astrological treatises, reckoners,
and medical vade-me-cums. (19)
Significantly, Simon and Bloxam count twenty-four extant girdle books
in their research. Hilary Carey had noted twenty-nine extant folded almanacs.
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The Wellcome 8932 and National Library of Scotland MS Acc12059.3
almanacs are excluded from this list, having been undiscovered by scholars
until after the publication of Carey’s article in 2003 and follow-up article in
2004.11 There are more extant folded almanacs than girdle books, and yet
these texts have been understudied.
Almanacs of this sort were designed to conform to a unique shape
and binding. Writing rarely traverses the folds in the folios, and instead
honours the columns created by the folds. Planetary tables, zodiac man
diagrams, and monthly calendars, however, are not restricted by the
boundaries of these folds. Additionally, the upper half of the recto side of the
folios is kept predominantly blank except for the left column, which is
reserved for key terms that inform readers of the folio’s content. This unique
design of intentionally leaving so much empty space, particularly when
parchment was expensive, suggests that the indexical key terms on this halffolio were meant to, as much as possible, remain clear and easy to quickly
locate.
One final word is given here on the physical characteristics of the
folded almanac. There is plenty of speculation about the wearability of the
manuscript. Some almanacs, such as the Edinburgh Observatory Cr. 2.20/3
show evidence of a hole in the binding as well as a carrying pouch, which
N.R. Ker likens to a “slip-in spectacle case” (qtd. in Carey 489). Other
almanacs show evidence of transportation: Harley 937 has a hole in the tab
binding that may have once held a cord; Harley 5311 includes the remnants
11

For a complete list of known extant folded almanacs, see Carey “What is a
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of a knot in green cord; Wellcome 8932 has a beautiful cover embroidered in
silk thread and ties to keep the cover closed around the pages; finally, the
Talbot almanac has a sturdy cord fixed to its binding. These remnants within
the binding and cover give evidence of the potential for the manuscript to be
hung on a belt or for its folios to be protected against outside elements. If this
is indeed the intention of this design, then, regardless of illustrative or textual
evidence of the folded almanacs being worn, this function suggests their
potential for transportation.
One of the characteristics that blur the taxonomical boundaries of the
folded almanac is that the bulk of almanacs contain a calendar that is partly
liturgical in nature. For example, Harley 5311 in the British Library, the
privately owned Talbot almanac,12 and Acc12059.3, all superior examples of
the medical folded almanac genre, contain calendars that calculate moveable
feast days along with sun rise times and midday times. Carey helpfully
defines the folded almanac as “part of a family of calendar manuscripts,
which were produced in the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in order to
meet the demand for calendrical, astrological, and medical information” (487).
In other words, calendars are the genus, while almanacs are the species.
The almanac evolved when medical practitioners required more
sophisticated references.
The bulk of the information in the folded almanac derived from John
Somer’s Kalendarium, a text mentioned in Chaucer’s Treatise on the
Astrolabe. In the introduction to her 1998 edition of the Kalendarium, Linne
12

Carey uses Harley 5311 as a model early almanac and the Talbot
manuscript also contains exceptional examples of almanac content.
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Mooney points out that Chaucer references Somer and another calendar
author, Nicholas Lynn, by name in part three of the text: “Frere J. Somer and
Frere N. Lenne” (qtd. in Mooney 20). Somer was a contemporary of
Chaucer’s and, although this third part of Chaucer’s Treatise was left
unfinished or lost, Mooney argues that Chaucer’s familiarity with Somer’s
work is “certain” (22). The Kalendarium was created during a period that saw
increased interest in astronomy. Somer’s Kalendarium had a patron, Joan,
Princess of Wales, and the book was instigated by Thomas Kingsbury, the
Provincial Minister of the Franciscans in England at the time (34). Mooney’s
research suggests that Somer wrote his work in Oxford, during a time when
the Merton school of astronomy held much prominence (9). The calendar
includes a table of bisextiles, showing the leap years in four nineteen-year
cycles beginning with the birth of Richard II; a chart of movable feasts; a
month-by-month calendric chart showing days of the month, altitude of the
sun, the time of the sunrise and feast days, among other details; a table of
the planets; solar and lunar eclipse diagrams; and accompanying canons for
explaining the use of these components. These calculations serve to chart
the movements of the planets in relation to time, but in particular, they locate
the reader in relation to these calculations. Since the Kalendarium of John
Somer was developed in Oxford, the calculations are specific to that region,
but Somer includes instructions in his canon for adjusting the calculations
depending upon the latitudinal degree of the reader. Certainly determining
the upcoming leap year, a future dawn, or a solar eclipse has scientific merit;
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however, the connection between astronomy, and indeed astrology, and
medicine deserves more investigation.
The folded almanac includes additions not found in Somer’s
Kalendarium. The vein man and zodiac man are two additions with an
obvious medical purpose. The vein man is a figure of a person with
bloodletting points plotted over the body. Surrounding the figure are
instructions that outline the ailments or regions of the body that these points
relieve. The zodiac man is also connected to bloodletting, but this figure
maps the time according to the zodiac when one must avoid bloodletting,
rather than the region upon the body where the act must occur. Other
additions include circular charts that summarize solar and lunar periods,
feasts, and positions of the planets. Some almanacs, such as Acc12059.3,
contain content attributed to Johannes Sacrobosco, a thirteenth-century
astronomer who wrote a treatise on the Ptolemaic universe, The Sphere of
the World, which was adopted into the regular university curriculum. The
almanac also contains a Sphere of Apuleius, or Sphere of Pythagoras, which
uses a form of numerology to predict the outcome of a patient’s illness.
Furthermore, Acc12059.3 includes an intricate volvelle that is designed to
track multiple measurements of time, including zodiac signs, calendar
months, moon phases, and feast days. A volvelle is a circular chart with
moveable arms, which can be configured in different arrangements in order
to reveal customized information. For example, the volvelle will reveal the
phase of the moon according to the time of the year combined with the
position of the zodiac. Not only is the almanac designed for portability, but
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there are components within the manuscript that adjust in order to situate the
reader in a more accurate context of time. Again, while some of these
additions have an obvious connection to medicine, the preoccupation with
time and space requires further examination in order to determine the
almanac’s use for a physician.
Acc 12059.3: An exemplary folded almanac
In order to illustrate its degree of completeness as a folded almanac, this
section will continue by listing the content of the Borthwick almanac in
comparison to John Somer’s calendar as compiled by Linne Mooney in her
study, as well as the folded almanacs, Talbot and Harley 5311. As this
description progresses it becomes evident that Borthwick is essentially a
combination of Harley 5311 and Talbot. The purpose of this comparison is to
situate Borthwick firmly inside the genre of the folded almanac and to
establish its credibility as an exemplary text for analysing the folded
almanac’s contribution to medieval medicine. The Borthwick almanac
contains much of the same content found in the Somer calendar, typical to
folded almanacs in general. While each almanac is unique, they all contain
monthly calendars and astrological calculations pertinent to the sun, moon
and zodiac. However the Borthwick almanac is particularly of interest
because of its additions. This will become clear, as the content is discussed.
Descriptions of the folios here will include recto and verso as well as
upper and lower to designate the halves of each folio. The almanac pages
are oriented so they can be read while suspended from the body. Due to this
design, the recto upper half of each folio is almost entirely blank, save for the
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key terms that act as content references for the reader. When this folio is
unfolded it reveals the consideration required when creating these almanacs.
The recto upper part of the canon is upside down compared to the lower half
of the canon so that when the folio is folded and hanging from a belt it will be
oriented properly for the reader. This is concise evidence that the almanac
was created with its functionality as a worn object directly in mind.

Figure 4: Arrangement of folios
Folio 1r upper: 1387 Canon
Folio 1r lower marks the beginning of Somer’s introductory canon.
This is a full instruction of the components of the Kalendarium and how to
use it. The text begins with a decorated initial A depicting a dragon, leaves
and thistles. This canon from the third group of Somer’s calendars explains
what the reader will find in the calendar’s pages. First, the canon explains the
table instructing the reader on how to read Arabic numbers. Next, the canon
explains the bissextile or leap year table and the method in which the red and
black dominical letters are used to mark this year. Instructions for calculating
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the moveable feasts are given next. Mooney explains that the extant
calendar texts attributed to Somer can be categorized into four groups based
upon edits of the introductory canon. The first group includes a copy of the
original in its entirety, including the prologue attributing the text to Somer and
honouring his patron, Joan of Kent. The second includes an abbreviated
version of the prologue. The third omits the prologue and begins immediately
with the introduction of the calendar. Finally the fourth contains a heavily
abbreviated canon or none at all. Both the Borthwick almanac and Harley
5311 belong to the third group. In addition, the Borthwick canon is
interspersed with passages instructing how to read a calendar attributed to
Robert Grosseteste (Mooney 51-2). The Talbot does not contain a canon or
any other opening text.13
The canon calls for complicated deductions involving referencing
dominical letters and prime numbers. From here it explains the numerous
columns in the monthly calendars, instructing the method for calculating the
length of the night and adjustments required for making these calculations at
a different meridian altitude from the original column. The canon then moves
on to explain that the monthly calendars show the day, hour, and minute of
the truest conjunction of the sun and moon. There are four cycles of these
conjunctions or metonic cycles. Further instructions are given for adjusting
these calculations in accordance to the reader’s proximity to the original
meridian in Oxford. The canon next describes the table of the planets and the
phases of the moon, the signs of the zodiac, and the solar and lunar eclipses

13

Talbot’s almanac was not included in Mooney’s survey.
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scheduled for the metonic cycles. These eclipse diagrams are given
substantial explanation as a deceptive amount of information is contained in
these small circular, illuminated figures (Mooney 96-111). This description
serves to illustrate the degree to which the almanac adheres to the order of
Somer’s Calendar. It also highlights that the canon was written with
awareness that it would be mobile and the calculations adjusted to suit the
user’s time and location.
The canon continues onto the upper verso side of the first folio. On the
lower half of this side are tables showing Arabic numbers beside their roman
counterparts. The second table on this lower half depicts the bissextiles or
leap years, beginning with 1367; this table also shows the dominical letters.
Next to this table is one showing moveable feasts. Harley 5311 does not
include the Arabic numbers table; however, it does contain the bissextile and
moveable feast tables. The Talbot almanac does not contain any of these
tables, but at only six folios, this MS is incomplete. Talbot notes in his article
that there are folios missing from this MS, including some of the monthly
calendars.
Folios 2-5 contain monthly calendars, arranged three months per folio.
One month is written on the recto lower side, and the other two months are
on the verso side. Talbot’s does not include a canon but instead begins with
the calendar months. Some months are missing from Talbot, although Harley
5311 and Borthwick are complete.
Somer’s calendar is the main source text of the medical folded
almanac. In Mooney’s survey of the calendars, she includes the relevant
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folded almanacs known to her at the time; however, the majority of the
manuscripts in her survey are not folded almanacs. This suggests that
Somer’s calendar was a well-known text and was used for diverse purposes
and ways of reading beyond a travelling medical tool. In her survey of the
manuscripts of Somer’s calendar, Mooney selects the MS Cambridge, St.
John’s College K 26 ff. 26-45v (J) to act as her standard for comparison. It is
important to note that J is not a folded almanac, but part of a codex that also
includes a glossed psalter (Mooney 55). While she does not give an explicit
reason for choosing J as her standard, she does outline details that make
this manuscript unique. In fact, on close examination, all of the extant Somer
calendar manuscripts contain variances, including the addition of items such
as a zodiac man, supplementary texts on phlebotomy, and reordering of
columns in the monthly calendar. Some also have omissions of content. J
appears to be the only extant calendar that includes the complete Somer
prologue, including the acknowledgement of his patrons and the introductory
canon. The columns in the calendar proper (the monthly calendars as
opposed to the complete manuscript calendar including all charts and tables)
are uniquely arranged. Virtually none of the twenty one manuscripts in
Mooney’s survey use the order given in the St. John’s MS. In fact, while the
content in these monthly calendars appears to be consistent, Mooney’s
compilation of monthly calendar descriptions shows that the order of this
information was widely varied. In addition, the J manuscript does not include
a zodiac man, something that is characteristic of a folded almanac; instead,
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the instructions for avoiding bleeding certain parts of the body at certain
times of year are included at the head of each calendar month.
Yet, while none of the calendar proper columns Mooney surveys are
identical, two of the arrangements differ by only one column. Harley 5311
and the folded almanac Cambridge Magdalene College Pepys 1662 are
almost identical. Of further significance, the Borthwick almanac follows the
same column order as the Pepys calendar, but includes four additional
columns unique to Borthwick. While this observation is not enough to
suggest there is any method of standardization of the folded almanac—in
fact, more can be observed of the customization and individual
characteristics of the almanac—the similarity between Harley, Pepys and the
Borthwick reveals that any of these three manuscripts are representative of
the folded almanac genre. The columns listed in Borthwick and also present
in Harley and Pepys are:
• Medietas Noctis
• Ciclus 1
• Ciclus 2
• Altitudo Meridiana14
• Ortis Solis
• Aureus Numerus
• Littere Dominicales
• Ides & Nones
• Feasts

14

This column is arranged before column 1 in Harley.
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• Ciclus 3
• Ciclus 4
• Medietas Diei
However, as previously mentioned, Borthwick also includes columns
not found in other versions of the monthly calendars. Its first and last
columns are labelled ascendit and ascensiones gradus. These columns do
not follow the days of the month but instead appear to connect to the
ascendant of the zodiac. This is the sign that is rising on the eastern horizon
on any given day. The degree of the ascendant would have been imperative
for determining the patient’s sign at birth and subsequent effect of the zodiac
on overall health.
Folio 6r upper: Tabula Planetas, Tabula Lune, Ymago Signos.
The right column of the recto side contains half of Somer’s canon
explaining these planetary tables.
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Figure 5: Borthwick f 6r
The lower half of 6r contains a table that reveals which planet
governed each artificial hour for the seven days of the week. The artificial
hour, which will be discussed further in chapter three, was determined,
according to the introductory canon, by the rising and setting sun rather than
the hours governed by the clock. These hours, Mooney explains, would only
coincide during equinox (42). Although this table is part of Somers’ original
calendar, it has medical significance, as the planets were imbued with
elemental and humoral characteristics, as were the times of the day.
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Therefore, this table was useful in determining the effect of the daily and
hourly conditions on a patient.
On the verso side of fol. 6 are two tables revealing first the zodiac sign
housing the moon, and next its angle in comparison to the earth. These
tables are designed to be used together. Mooney describes how her model
calendar, the St. John’s College MS, arranges these tables side-by-side. The
same can be said for its arrangement in Harley 5311.15 However, in
Borthwick, the tables are arranged so that the ruling sign table bookends the
table revealing the angle of the moon. This alternative layout of the tables
reveals that the maker of this almanac had a firm understanding of the
method for using these tables, and redesigned them so that the two tables
formed one body of text. In this arrangement, the tables are read, not linearly,
but from the margins into the centre, directing the reader further inside the
text rather than across it.
The zodiac man is found on the lower half of 6v. This impressive
figure shows the body of a man overlaid by the signs of the zodiac. These
signs are arranged over the parts of the body which they govern: for example,
the fish of Pisces are depicted at the feet. Surrounding the figure is an arrow
shape pointing upwards. This image is then enclosed by the text of a canon
explaining the ruling signs and their correspondences to the body. While
some extant zodiac men are merely labelled by the names of the signs (for
example, Ed Cr. 2.20(3)) the majority of these figures are intricately drawn
and lavishly coloured. The care given to these diagrams reveals their
15
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importance within the genre. Much more will be said about the zodiac man,
but for now it will do to point out that, while the arrow surrounding the zodiac
man points upwards, the reader, in the lunar tables, is directed inward.
Harley and Talbot have equally elaborate zodiac men arranged in the same
way in the text. This pattern of reading turns the almanac into a microcosm,
where in order to calculate the influence of the planets on the body, the
reader must delve deeper into the centre of the text.
Folio 7r upper: Eclipse solis et lune cum canon.
This is the second substantial canon present in Borthwick. It contains
the second of two beautifully decorated initials: a P beginning the word Primo
in the eclipse canon (Mooney 208). Harley 5311 includes this canon, as does
Talbot; although Talbot’s canon is taken from the first or second groups of
Somer’s calendar, as it begins with the incipit “secuntur figure eclipse ubi
supra quamlibet figuram ponitur tempus principii eclipsis…” (Talbot 219).
Folios 7v-9v contain illuminated diagrams of the solar and lunar
eclipses occurring during the four nineteen-year metonic cycles that trace the
complete rotation of the moon across the cosmos. The cycles recorded begin
in 1387 and ending in 1462. Harley and Talbot also contain these figures;
both sets also illuminated. Surrounding the figures are angles and durations
of the eclipses. That these sets of figures are all consistently illuminated and
surrounded by data reveals the significance the eclipse had to medieval
practitioners. Borthwick contains further information about eclipses later in
the MS, and this will be discussed in more detail in later chapters of this
dissertation. In addition to eclipse diagrams on folio 9v, there is a volvelle
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containing a mnemonic derived from Robert Grosseteste’s paschal keys,
which assist in determining the correct date of the moveable feasts.
Unfortunately the movable arms of this volvelle are now missing.
Folio 10r marks the first of three folios that are later additions to
Borthwick. It remains unbound and is written in a different hand. The upper
half of 10r bears the key terms “tabula speras et planetas” twice in different
hands: once in black and once in red. On the lower half of the recto side of
10 is an intricate circular chart that appears to be a supplemented version of
the Divisio sphaerae secundum substantiam or division of spheres in
substance attributed to the monk and astronomer Johannes Sacrobosco
(1195-1256) in his work Sphere of the World (c. 1230). The sphere divides
the world by substance and perspective relative to the earth’s poles. The
chart in Borthwick includes extra spheres: whereas Sacrobosco’s is divided
into nine concentric circles, Borthwick’s chart contains 13. In the centre is
written twice and inverted, “infernis est in centro terre.” The outer perimeter
circles contain information that is similar to the Sacrobosco chart: the names
of planets and zodiac signs. The circles nearing the centre, however, contain
notes about elements and humours. This chart is present in neither Harley
nor Talbot.
Folio 10v contains an astronomical text that also appears in Bodleian
Ashmole 391 [5], a calendar also listed in Mooney’s survey. The text
addresses the disposition of human nature related to the planets. Its incipit
reads “Sciendum est igitur aiquis nascatur in aliqua hora diei in qua
dominator.” The canon begins on the upper half and continues onto the lower
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half of 10v. This half also contains what appears to be a sphere of Apuleius,
which calculates a patient’s chance of surviving illness based on date of birth.
Harley 5311 includes a sphere of Apuleius of a different design as well as a
separate canon attributed to Robert Grosseteste. The Talbot MS contains no
such canon or spheres.
Folio 11r includes a striking component that appears to be absent
from other extant almanacs. The parchment is of different quality and the
hand much later, suggesting this is a later addition bound into the Borthwick
almanac. On the upper half of this side is a masterful volvelle. Even though
the upper recto side is usually left largely blank, the volvelle is conveniently
placed here so that it could be used without entirely unfolding the folio. Two
arms that move independently around the circular diagram and a hole in the
base of the top arm reveal the eclipses arranged on the base of the arm
beneath it. The volvelle also contains calendar and zodiac measurements of
time as well as feast days and dominical letters. It essentially houses most of
the information contained in the aforementioned tables. The volvelle is
meticulously measured and written in a tiny but very neat hand, revealing
that an extremely capable scribe must have penned this folio.
On the lower half of this recto are coloured diagrams revealing the
planetary conditions for a solar eclipse. These diagrams continue onto the
verso side of the folio, showing solar eclipse diagrams as well as two circular
diagrams further explaining the orientation of the sun, moon, and earth
during an eclipse. There is also an excerpt from De illuminationibus lunae
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from Sacrobosco’s Sphere. Again, these components are not found in Harley
or Talbot or (as far as I can tell) any other extant almanac.
Folio 12r upper: Ymago Flebomie.
The final folio, 12, contains instructions on bloodletting, which matches
the text found in Talbot. This treatise continues onto the verso side of 12.
Following the canon is a diagram of a vein man, which shows all the points
for bloodletting on the body and what these points may treat. Mooney states
that brief instructions are given on bloodletting at the beginning of each
calendar month in the St. John’s MS, but the vein man appears to be a
characteristic of the folded almanac rather than Somer’s Calendar. Talbot
located the bloodletting canon in Cambridge Trinity College MS 500 ff 4-6v
and Gonville and Caius MS 413 ff 34v-36v (Talbot 223, n. 28). The vein man
diagrams in Talbot and Borthwick are very similar. Both figures are arranged
in the same fashion, with the left arm bent and hand on the stomach. Their
faces and hair are also similar. There are notes held in circles outlining the
perimeter of the figure with lines in red running from the points on the body to
the corresponding note. The similarities are so striking that it is no stretch of
the imagination to assume these figures were either drawn from the same
source, or that one was the source for the other. The vein man in Harley
5311 is drawn with more detail, includes colour, and stands in a different
position. The notes are also without margins and are instead blocks of texts.
Nevertheless, the notes are arranged in the same order suggesting that
these vein man images follow a standard pattern.
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The folded almanac is a particularly unusual manuscript by design. Its
folded leaves and triangular binding suggest a form of reading more suitable
to quick reference and transportation than solitary and leisurely reading. The
primary source material comes from John Somer’s Kalendarium, which was
originally designed to calculate moveable feasts and astrological movements
over a long span of time. Due to the interdisciplinary nature of this material,
the content was adapted for medical use and additional texts, such as
bloodletting instructions, and images of the zodiac man and vein man were
incorporated alongside Somer’s text. A survey of the folded almanac as a
genre reveals that, while much of the content is the same, each almanac
exhibits unique characteristics including the order of the columns in the
calendar proper, and additions or omissions of content. The Borthwick
almanac, which has yet to receive full scholarly attention, is an excellent
example of this manuscript genre. It contains virtually all of the material that
might be included in a manuscript of this type, save for a urine chart.
Furthermore, the calendar proper includes additional astrological information
that is unique to the Borthwick and does not appear in any other known
folded almanac. Due to its design and functionality as a probable medical
tool, the previously unexamined but exceptional Borthwick almanac is the
primary example used in this thesis to investigate the use and meaning of the
folded almanac in medieval medicine.
Physicians and Almanacs
Yet upon whose belt were these almanacs hung? In his article, A Physician’s
Vade Mecum, Talbot claimed that these were physicians’ tools and that
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these texts must be the objects housed in the pouches depicted in artistic
renderings of medieval physicians (213-14). However, Carey criticises this
conclusion, arguing that there is no evidence that physicians commissioned
these texts at all, let alone exclusively. The chief source text, the
Kalendarium of John Somer was patronised by Joan, Princess of Kent
(Carey 492; Mooney 34), and the 26th Earl of Crawford requested that folded
almanacs be included in the astronomy library housed in the Edinburgh
Royal Observatory in 1888. Crawford allegedly sought and commissioned as
many books of astrological significance as possible in order to make the
observatory library a significant contribution to the science of Astronomy.
This suggests that scientists beyond the field of medicine acknowledged the
folded almanac. Carey goes on to argue that images of physicians carrying
almanacs eluded her attempts to confirm Talbot’s claims. She states that
images she found are instead monks carrying liturgical texts:
Although there are hundreds of illustrations of saints and clerics
wearing the continental girdle book, physicians do not
appear to have
been depicted in a similar pose […] Physicians
are sometimes shown
reading or consulting books, but these are
borne conventionally on
tables or in the hand. The only
English image of a ‘physician’ who
may be said to be
wearing something at his belt are the depictions of
Reynard the
Fox in BL, Royal 10 E IV, f.54 and 54v, a character
whose
sly needs required him to carry his own medicines. (493)
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Figure 6: "The Last Judgement" by Hieronymus Bosch
This detail of the 15th century painting “The Last Judgement” by
Hieronymus Bosch, depicts a monk or pilgrim wearing the girdle book
suspended from the belt” (Smith and Bloxam 20)
Carey challenges Talbot’s attractive claim that the folded almanac is a
physician’s tool. The actual use of the almanac by travelling physicians is
undocumented. There do not appear to be illustrative proof or textual
accounts of the almanac on the body of a physician. On the other hand, the
almanac is quite obviously designed for wearability, either hung by a rope on
a girdle or carried in a pouch. Its content allows for quick reference of
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material that would require lengthy time to calculate on the spot. Regardless
of Carey’s assertion that there is no direct evidence of physician’s using a
folded almanac, even she concedes that they are medical in nature.
A Clue in Vesalius’ Frontispiece
There is, however, a very good chance that an almanac on the hip of a
physician has been hiding in clear sight. Andreas Vesalius published his
foundational text on modern anatomy first in 1543. The Fabric of Human
Anatomy brought about a new era of the science of anatomy and challenged
the “Galenic orthodoxy” followed by practitioners before its time (Margócsy,
Somos and Joffe). The most significant impact of the Fabric was brought
upon by its heavy use of detailed woodblocks illustrating the human body.
Vesalius was an excellent anatomist, and his lavishly illustrated text,
“plac[ed] ‘evidence of the body’ over the evidence of the texts” (Cunningham
124). In other words, Vesalius, having read the works of Galen and other
prominent medical thinkers, focused on visual experience in order to bolster
or challenge established notions of anatomy. The result was a popularized
new gaze upon the body.
The Fabric contains an impressive woodcut frontispiece depicting the
anatomy theatre. The image is crowded with students and onlookers who are
observing Vesalius as he dissects a female figure on a table. Surrounding
Vesalius are three prominent figures that stand “larger than life”
(Cunningham 126). Charles Donald O’Malley suggests two of these figures
might be contemporaries to Vesalius, patrician Wolfgang Herwart and
philosopher Marcantonio Genua (144). Yet I tend to agree with Cunningham
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who suggests that these three figures more probably represent the fathers of
medical theory: Galen on the left, identified by a “prescription case on his
belt,” Aristotle on the right, gesturing the reader to the centre of the action
and, standing slightly hidden behind Galen, perhaps Hippocrates (126-127).
Vesalius appears to be directing his attention to Galen, who stands slightly in
the foreground of the anatomist. He is dressed in robes and sandals in
contrast to the sixteenth-century fashions worn by the less prominent
onlookers. On his right hip he carries a pouch, and protruding from the top is
an object that, evidenced by its shape and the apparent representation of the
binding, appears to be a folded almanac. Galen’s right hand rests upon the
object, suggesting that there is a significant connection between the
physician and the possession—a concept that will be explored further in the
next chapter. If this object is indeed a folded almanac, the fact that the father
of medicine appears to be represented as holding it is suggestive evidence
that physicians were known to have used and indeed relied upon
manuscripts such as these. However, a comparison between the 1543
frontispiece and the later edition published in 1555 reveals that the woodcut
artist was possibly unfamiliar with the folded almanac and its significance. In
the earlier version, one can clearly see a boxy binding attached to what
appear to be pages, whereas in the later edition, the pages appear to have
vanished and the box seems to levitate above the pouch. Even the first artist
seems a little uncertain about the structure of a folded almanac, given that
the folds of the folios run parallel to the binding rather than perpendicular, as
they would in an actual manuscript. By the time Vesalius’ Fabrica was
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rereleased in 1555, the details that render the object suggestively
reminiscent of a folded almanac have disappeared. Horizontal lines have
replaced the small vertical lines on the top boxy portion of the object, so that
it no longer looks like a possible binding, and the horizontal lines beneath the
box have disappeared. The object now looks like it might hold a poultice or
medicinal herbs.

Figure 7: Frontispiece from 1542 Vesalius Fabrica
You can clearly see the object appears suggestive of a binding
attached to folded pages.
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Figure 8: Frontispiece from 1555 the pages have mysteriously
vanished.16
Vesalius’ work, of course, appears later than the time these almanacs
were in popular use, which could explain the confusion.17 However, the fact
that a possible folded almanac appears in the frontispiece at all, and
furthermore, the fact that it is in the possession of the most prominent
physician up until that point in history makes a very compelling argument that
these manuscripts are indeed physicians’ tools.
Christ the Physician
If Galen is not authoritative enough to suggest that the almanac was a
physician’s tool, then perhaps Christ will be a stronger persuader. The
Christus Medicus, or Christ the Physician was an allegorical figure frequently

16

Special thanks to Dr. Jack Hartnell for pointing out this discrepancy.
Hilary Carey dates the newest almanac, Ballarat, Victoria, Fine Art Gallery,
Crouch 4 created c. 1508
17
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used by St. Augustine in his sermons (Arbesmann 1). The Christus Medicus
symbolizes Christ as a divine spiritual healer and also illustrates his
miraculous healing of the sick. Images depict Christ the Physician performing
such miracles as healing the lame and blind, and raising Lazarus. Some
renderings show Christ performing these miracles without the assistance of
tools, such as this 1510 engraving of Christ raising Lazarus from the tomb.

Figure 9: Jesus Christ raises Lazarus from his tomb. Coloured
woodcut, ca. 1510. Imprint [Paris?]: [publisher not identified],
[1510?] Wellcome Library
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Yet, there are other images of Christ independent of miracle scenes
where he is depicted as a medical practitioner. This sixteenth-century
engraving depicts the Christus Medicus, the physician as Christ.

Figure 10: Line engraving after H. Goltzius, Wellcome Library
Images
Here, Christ is accompanied by many of the identifiable tools of the
medieval and early modern physician. In his right hand he holds a matula, or
urine flask. In his left, a container most likely carries some form of medicine.
At his feet are various books and surgeons tools; at his hip, an unusually
shaped pouch. It is very difficult to determine what this pouch intended to
carry. It bears a striking resemblance to a case found among surgical
instruments in Hieronymus Brunschwig’s 1497 book on surgery.
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Figure 11: Hieronymous Brunschwig 1497 woodcut. Wellcome
Library Images
Brunschwig’s text was among the first books on surgery to appear in
print, and allegedly the first illustrated surgical text to be printed. Its images
were designed to depict “medical customs of the period” (Zimmerman, 207).
On the right side of the image a familiar shape hangs from a strap,
reminiscent of the object hanging from Christ’s hip. It is difficult to tell whether
these two images depict a box designed to hold sharp surgical tools, or a
case housing a folded almanac. I suggest that there is a distinct possibility,
due to its unorthodox shape, that the case held both. It looks like it could be a
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carrying case for a folded almanac, with slots on the outside designed to hold
other medical tools.
Regardless of the content inside the case at the hip of Christus
Medicus, it is apparent that part of the physician’s costume included a pouch
at the waist. The structure and size of the almanac allows for transportation
in such a garment. All of this remains circumstantial evidence; however, upon
examining these significant, albeit later sources, the circumstances are far
more plentiful than once thought.
Ascendants and Images in Chaucer’s Physician
Returning to Chaucer’s Physician, I offer one final observation linking this
iconic physician to astro-medicine and perhaps even the almanac. After
Chaucer describes the pilgrim doctor as “grounded in astronomye,” he
informs his reader that “Wel koude he fortunen the ascendent / of his ymages
for his pacient” (I (A) GP 417-418). Scholars have puzzled over the correct
way to interpret this phrase. Some have suggested that the physician is
capable of creating astrological talismans (Cartwright and Baker 23). While
this is a very reasonable interpretation of the line, it may be that the term
“ymages” has been misinterpreted. The zodiac man, so commonly present in
the folded almanac, is fairly consistently titled as an ymago signorum, or
image of the signs. The “ymages” in the General Prologue may not refer to
talismans, but instead to astrological texts and diagrams. In other words, well
could the physician interpret the ascendant of his astrological texts, such as
the calendar proper found in Borthwick, or other astrological tables and
images, for his patient. If this is the case, then it is easy to envision
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Chaucer’s doctor referencing a folded almanac in order to calculate and
deduce the condition and needs of his patient. Physicians folding almanac,
indeed.
Medieval physicians and other medical practitioners depended upon
the works of their predecessors to understand the foundations of medicine
and the body. Yet, in terms of diagnostics and course of treatment, they
needed to look to more current movements of the stars. An accomplished
physician could read the intricate calculations that tracked and predicted the
conjunctions of the sun and moon along the zodiac and related to the earth in
order to observe humoral changes in the patient. However, these
calculations were laborious and complex, and so a reference text containing
such content was a useful addition to the physician’s arsenal of tools. The
folded almanac, which was adapted from John Somer’s Kalendarium,
provided the foundation of these astrological calculations, and was also
supplemented with additional medical content relating to practices such as
bloodletting. The almanac’s design made it a convenient object to
accompany a physician who travelled to see patients. As a practical tool, the
almanac provided important information; as a theoretical medical artefact, it
gestures to the metaphysical ways in which medieval medical approaches
use an amalgamation of the body, time and space.
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CHAPTER 2: THE BODY
Introduction
The body is central to the consideration of medicine. This is, after all, where
the symptoms present themselves, and is the focus of health and well being.
While this thesis will demonstrate that in fact the almanac creates a cyclical
gaze that examines the body through time and space, nevertheless, the body
is the ultimate focus. It will do well, then, to consider which body is being
scrutinized. One might assume that the patient’s body is the single concern
of medicine in this context—the patient is sick, after all, and sickness was
used to describe an ailment of the body in the early fifteenth century (OED18).
However, as I will demonstrate, the physician’s body plays a performative
role in the healing process. There are other bodies at play in medieval
medicine as well: astral bodies, bodies of knowledge and textual bodies.
Furthermore, the almanac’s proximity to the physician renders it an
identifiable part of the body of a medical practitioner in a manner I refer to as
the physician’s appendage.
The Physician
The Physician’s Appendage
Medieval medical treatment, in one sense, began not with the patient or with
the stars, but rather with the physician. It was essential at the time the
almanac was in use, and indeed it still is today, to demonstrate calm
confidence in order to gain the trust of a patient and ease anxieties. This
18

“illness, n.” OED Online. Oxford University Press, March 2017. Web. 20
April 2017.
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conduct on the part of the physician began the healing process because the
patient was reassured by the physician’s apparent competence to heal. This
placebo effect was used to a great degree in medieval medicine, as
evidenced by the ninth-century Syrian translator and medical practitioner
Qusta Ibn Luqa (Costa Bin Luca). Wilcox and Riddle outline his explanation
“on no less authority than Plato, the idea that the mere belief in the efficacy
of a remedy will indeed help in a cure” (2).19 In his twelfth-century tract on
medical conduct, Archimatthaeus, a master at the medieval medical school
of Salerno, emphasises “professional decorum” as much as the importance
of proper urine and pulse analysis. He instructs the physician upon first
seeing the patient “ask him how he feels and reach out for his arm, and all
that we shall say is necessary so that through your entire behaviour you
obtain the favour of the people who are around the sick” (Wallis 389; my
emphasis). The physician begins by establishing physical contact with the
patient. Taking hold of the arm is necessary in order to measure pulse, but
first grasping the arm appears to create a bond of trust. The patient,
Archimatthaeus explains, has an affected pulse due to “rejoicing” at the
arrival of the physician, or because “he has already become stingy and has
various thoughts about the fee” (390). It appears, then, that the physician
must perform a sort of pre-diagnostic ritual in order to create a neutral
atmosphere and return the patient to a state of calm. Archimatthaeus
explains further that if invited for dinner the physician must “inquire explicitly
from some of the attendants about the patient or about his condition. If [he

19

See also McVaugh, Michael. “Incantations in Late Medieval Surgery.” 343.
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does] this the sick will have great confidence in [the physician] because he
sees that [the physician] cannot forget him in the midst of delicacies” (391).
Evidently, the performance is ongoing and extends beyond the immediate
scene of the sick room.
Thus far it has been established that a professional practitioner must
dress in a respectable, clean manner because it “semeth any discrete man ycladde with clerkis clothing for to occupie gentil menneȝ bordeȝ”20 (Arderne
6). In addition, the physician must make intimate contact with the sick and his
or her household in order to establish trust and authority. What might the
folded almanac accomplish on the grounds of appearance and behaviour? If
we imagine how the almanac could have been manipulated during this
diagnostic exchange between physician and patient, then the object plays a
very interesting part. Picture a sick patient waiting for the physician to arrive.
Not only is he or she concerned about his or her health, but also anxious
whether the physician will be knowledgeable enough to help, and honest
enough to demand a fair fee. The physician enters looking clean and healthy
and arranges himself before the patient. He takes his arm and addresses him
with professional concern. Upon hearing some of the complaints and
perhaps requesting a urine sample, the physician removes from a pouch or a
cord attached to his person a small, elongated manuscript. He flicks through
the pages, selects one, unfolds it, consults, returns it to its original folds and
flips to another. At some point he might open out the volvelle and rotate the
arms, checking for a phase of the moon. Perhaps the physician directs the

20

Bordeȝ here means table.
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patient’s attention to a zodiac man, gesturing to the current star sign and its
aligned location on the body. All the while, the almanac remains intimately
connected to the physician and partially obscured by the folds of the pages
from the patient. Overbey and Borland suggest, “these eccentric layouts
meant that the gestures of diagnostic performance were personal gestures,
unique to each doctor as he consulted his well-worn almanac” (7). The folded
almanac’s structure and layout gesture to the significance of its materiality.
The content is valuable to the practice of medicine, while the functionality of
the object—the manner in which it is carried, handled and read—creates a
performance that is starkly different from the conventional reading of a codex.
Accessing the content in the folded almanac requires understanding of the
text as well as a physical relationship between manuscript and practitioner.
When the almanac is consulted, the gestures performed by the physician
express a utilitarian choreography, and the patient is simultaneously the focal
point and audience.
The patient remains central to medical practice, and although the
almanac is physically connected to the physician, the almanac reaches
toward the patient as well. The cover and the manner in which the pages are
arranged in proximity to the binding create a spatial line between the
physician and the patient. The almanac begins either hanging from a girdle
or housed in a pouch. When it is needed, the physician either lifts it up or
removes it from its concealment. As the physician opens the cover, he opens
it towards himself. When he has chosen a page, he unfolds the two vertical
folds and exposes the content on the recto lower side of the page. If the
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content the physician needs to consult is on the verso side of the page, it is
unfolded horizontally. This ultimate unfolding reveals a folio that has
effectively grown out of the manuscript. The almanac creates a symbolic
bridge between the physician grasping the almanac, with the cover leaning
toward him, and page reaching out to the patient, towards whom the
physician is likely facing.
The object, in the context of the role of the physician as an
authoritative and competent healer, is an emblem of adept medical practices.
Borland and Overbey suggest in their chapter on folded almanacs that it is
possible “the exact medical information was less important than the
appearance of learned medical authority conveyed by wearing the book” (4 n.
8). While I shall argue that the content within the almanac plays a large role
in the practice of medicine, I agree that the medical authority established by
the manipulation of this almanac must have been an effective gesture. The
manuscript not only identifies the physician as an educated authority, but it
also physically distinguishes him from the patient. Since the almanac is
bound in some way to the physician, it appears as a textual appendage from
which the physician’s knowledge and practices are demonstrated.
There is a broad range of aesthetic embellishment among the thirtyone extant folded almanacs. In 2013, the Wellcome Library purchased MS
8932, a beautiful example of such a manuscript. Dated around 1415, this
particular item includes an impressively rendered zodiac man along with
illuminated eclipse diagrams and decorated initials on the calendar pages.
Most exciting for book historians, MS 8932 retains its original green and pink
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embroidered cover. In her survey of folded almanacs, Hilary Carey notes that
only one extant almanac has a robust leather cover, while many of the
almanacs have soft covers with evidence of decorations such as bits of
velvet or coloured thread. She argues that, due to the wet English weather, it
is most likely that these soft-covered almanacs had the added protection of a
leather carrying case (Carey “What is the Folded Almanac 489). Cr 2.20/3,
housed at the Royal Observatory in Edinburgh is one such example of a
folded almanac kept in a custom leather sleeve.21 By contrast, the elaborate
specimen, Wellcome MS 8932, Royal Observatory Cr 2.20/3 is starkly plain.
While the content is similar—there are eclipse diagrams and a monthly
calendar—there are no illuminations decorating these elements in Cr 2.20/3.
Furthermore, and quite significantly, one folio contains the instructions for
avoiding bloodletting according to the zodiac, and a space has been outlined
where a zodiac man was obviously meant to be drawn; however, the image
was never completed. A comparison of these two manuscripts suggests that,
while some of the almanacs, such as the Wellcome example, were designed
to impress, others were more utilitarian in nature. There are multiple possible
reasons for producing either a plain or elaborate almanac: economics or
scribal skill, among others. Certainly, a folded almanac such as the
Wellcome example is more striking visually, and most likely gave the
impression of wealth along with competence. In contrast, the Observatory
almanac is modest and utilitarian. However, regardless of embellishment, the
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It is unclear whether this sleeve is original; however, it is most certainly
customized to precisely fit the size and shape of the almanac, revealing
that it was specifically made for this particular manuscript.
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object’s design is the same—the way that the pages are folded, the easily
graspable binding, and the ease of switching between pages and crossreferencing reveals an object that is designed for ease of consultation and
demonstration. I liken these two versions of folded almanacs to a cheap
ballpoint pen and a diamond-studded engraved fountain pen respectively.
Each object suggests different degrees of wealth and value, but ultimately
they are both designed for the same function. Returning back to the scene of
the physician assessing the patient, there might be an extra level of
impression succeeded by displaying an almanac full of colour and luxury, but
the impression of knowledge is not negated if the almanac is not illuminated.
Regardless of dressing, the physician possesses an object demonstrating
medical knowledge and competency that is bound to his person, and
therefore distinguishes his body from the patient’s.
The Charmed Almanac
As an object of healing textual authority with close proximity to the
physician’s body, the folded almanac displays some of the inherent features
and functions of a healing charm. Charms, amulets and talismans were
carefully and at times controversially accepted as healing and protective
magic. They were employed not only by folk healers, but also cautiously
incorporated into academic medical practice alongside technical medicine as
empirical treatments. Through a combination of mysterious power and
placebo performance, charms were empirical, rather than theoretical
methods of treatment. Comparing the reception of the charm to the possible
performativity of the almanac suggests that the almanac operates in a similar
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way to a charm, but one that enhances the healing authority of the physician,
rather than the curative effect on the patient. This section will illustrate the
manner in which the almanac behaves as a medical charm. Regarding the
almanac as a charm designed for the physician helps us to understand the
means by which this textual object amplifies the practitioner’s agency for
healing.
In his book, Binding Words: Textual Amulets in the Middle Ages, Don
C. Skemer differentiates between charm and amulet. He explains that the
term amulet refers to “an object, not necessarily textual, worn on the body,
especially around the neck, as a ‘preservative’ against a host of afflictions”
(6). However, Skemer notes that the term amulet was not commonly used
during the Middle Ages, and wasn’t revived until the sixteenth century, when
it referred to items associated with witchcraft (6). Skemer defines a charm as
a “textual amulet” (9). Both he and Lea Olsan point out that charm derives
from the Latin carmen, which can mean poem, song, or spell (Skemer 9;
Olsan 349 n. 28). Charms, according to Skemer and Olsan, do not require an
object. In fact, in her essay “Charms and Prayers in Medieval Medical Theory
and Practice,” Olsan differentiates her use of “charm” as the verbal utterance
rather than any object upon which the text might be recorded (349). In other
words, charms gain their power not from the object but instead from
language and text. Since charms did not necessarily rely upon an object in
order to transfer healing or protective power, the term “textual amulet” might
serve as the best terminology regarding textual objects used in medical
treatments. However, these empirical treatments were most commonly
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referred to in medieval medical treatises as charms, and so, despite—or
perhaps because of—the murky distinctions between charm and amulet, I
have settled here on the term “charm”.
Charms were used for a variety of medical scenarios, including
protecting the mother and child in the birthing chamber, as well as treating
diseases and infections such as dropsy and tooth pain. In many cases, the
treatment required a prayer or evocation to be written down and placed on
the afflicted area of the body (Rubin 111-112), while in other instances, an
object such as a book of psalms would be used in order to transfer spiritual,
healing power (Nutton 21).
Among recipes, gynaecological content, patient details, and other
accounts of his medical practice, Thomas Fayreford, the travelling physician,
included as many as forty-three charms in his medical book. Jones’ analysis
of these medical writings makes the inclusion of charms in medieval
medicine very compelling: “Like other respectable medical practitioners of
this period Fayreford also made use of healing charms, making little
distinction between a charm for epilepsy and a ‘rational’ remedy for the same
complaint” (Jones 4). Indeed, educated and respectable physicians such as
Fayreford, John of Arderne, John of Gaddeston, and Gilbertus Anglicus all
incorporated charms in their prescriptions, some of which appeared common
amongst practitioners. For example, both Fayreford and Arderne prescribed
text to be written on communion wafers and ingested in order to alleviate
dangerous conditions during birth (Olsan 362). Other charms linked to
Arderne and Fayreford recommend suspending text, written on metal plates
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or parchment, around the knee or neck of the patient (Olsan 354; Jones,
Olsan 421). If it was accepted that charms were incorporated into the
practices of educated physicians, then it stands to reason that the almanac
might also be viewed as having similar qualities of reassurance and textual
empowerment. This object, suspended from his person, strengthened the
physician’s connection to mysterious texts. By incorporating the healing text
onto the body of the physician, he appears strengthened or bolstered by
textual authority.
If the almanac were imbued with mysterious power, then the
practitioner would very likely want to protect its proprietary value. Charms
seemed to maintain their power in part by their mystery. Many charms were
written down, folded, and concealed in a metal cylinder or pouch. For
example, in her account of medical practices and charms, Lea Olsan traces
the opinion of British physicians regarding the use of charms, and she
outlines a similar treatment given to them by John Arderne and then later
Fayreford: “Fayreford follows Arderne’s lead in saying that ‘this medicine is
kept secret before all others’, and repeats his directions to write it down but
keep it folded (clausum) in the manner of a letter so the words may not
become common knowledge and thereby lose their power” (Olsan “Charms
and Prayers” 356). In some cases, words and their order retained power by
concealment, being left unread and unshared; the power remained contained
inside the charm. This concealment not only enhanced the mysterious
strength of the charm, but it also protected the charm from medical
competitors and laypeople. In Affective Literacies, Mark Amsler points out
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“the increasing availability and desirability of [medical] texts and the ways
people used them diffused traditional literate authority” (4). That is to say,
available images such as the vein man, zodiac man, and medically relevant
calendars allowed a broader audience to obtain medical knowledge, thereby
threatening the necessity of the physician. By keeping this knowledge secret
and enclosed, the physician retained his essential role in the ongoing
treatment of current and future patients.
The almanac, therefore, employs a similar concealment to that of
charms. The pages contain powerful images and information, yet this content
remains folded and hidden from the public unless the physician needs to call
upon the information to strengthen understanding and a course of treatment.
Once the pages were unfolded, the physician performed a physical
interaction with the text, images, calculations, and charts. This engagement
allowed him to read the patient’s body and its position within time and space.
Later in his study, Amsler argues that the act of reading involves a
performance of the body. The gestures in the reading process—touching and
turning the pages, scanning over the content—carry “literate power and
authority [that] are challenged and retexted in those gestures of reading”
(102). In other words, to the audience, including the patient in this case,
knowing that the physician has read in the past does not carry the same
weight as witnessing the physician reading in the present. By interacting with
the almanac, the physician conjures healing authority derived from the act of
reading.
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In addition to the power enhanced through the bodily proximity of the
charm, Lea Olsan highlights the ritualistic approach to using charms. She
states that they are often “accompanied by ritual gestures and prayers” (349
n. 28). The visual impact of the physician unfolding the almanac’s pages
must have had a ritualistic element. The physician would clasp the almanac
hanging from his girdle or untie the closure of the pouch and retrieve the
almanac. Held fittingly in the hand, the cover would unfold toward the
physician’s body, revealing folded pages betraying no evidence of what is
within, save for a few notes written on the visible fold. From there, the
physician could flip through, choosing the appropriate folio. The folio’s panels
would be unfolded to the right and left, revealing only half a page of
information, keeping the remainder of the folio’s text hidden from view. If the
required material was on the still-hidden side of the page, the physician
would conduct one final unfolding, revealing a leaf strikingly larger than the
manuscript that originally hung from the girdle sat in the pouch. This
unveiling revealed that, regardless of what the patient saw when interacting
with the physician, a substantive body of knowledge was left concealed. This
handling of secret or at least protected knowledge would render the
physician the purveyor of closely guarded information with power that could
be transferred to the patient.
Returning to the notion of the mysterious and intimately connected
charm, this type of proximate healing is well-documented in miracle exegesis.
For example, there are cases of the belts of holy men used to cure the ill.
Eadmer of Canterbury relayed the following story in his account of his master,
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St. Anselm: Descriptio Miraculorum Gloriosi Patris Anselmi. A knight named
Humfrey suffered from an extreme case of dropsy. Having previously met
Anselm of Canterbury, the knight invoked the posthumous saint’s name in his
prayers. A monk from Canterbury brought Anselm’s belt to the suffering
patient, and tied it around his swollen body. The swelling subsided and the
knight kept a swatch of the belt, which he used to keep the dropsy at bay
(Macmullen Rigg 282-283). A similar legend involved St Gutlac, an exiled
English priest in the seventh century. St. Gutlac encountered a warrior called
Ecga who suffered from an “unclean spirit” and could no longer speak or
retain his faculties. St. Gutlac presented Ecga with his belt, and after the
warrior wrapped it around his body his intellect was restored. Ecga kept the
belt and suffered no more episodes (Felix 131-133). These examples
address relics and holy artefacts, rather than charms; however, Richard
Kieckhefer distinguishes relics as types of amulets, which he argues are
parallel to charms in medieval magical medicine (62). As noted above, the
definition of charms, talismans and amulets overlapped, and examples of
each can be found throughout the corpus of medieval medical texts.
Furthermore, according to Lea Olsan, John Ardene preferred amulet
remedies to formulaic charms and prayers (“Charms and Prayers” 363).
Certainly the popularity of Thomas Beckett’s relics alone suggests the
significance of relics within the scope of healing practices in the Middle Ages.
Amulet belts also appear in the literary imagination. The famous green
girdle depicted in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight was supposed to keep
the Arthurian knight from suffering injury by the supernatural green knight.
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Scholars focus on the symbolism of the girdle as a token of chivalry; however,
it is primarily a successful health charm that keeps Gawain’s body safe. In
the legend, Gawain keeps the belt as a reminder of his lessons. For the two
unhealthy patients, the girdle continued to ward off the attacking ailment. In
Gawain’s case, the girdle is a visual marker of his experience. Choosing to
wear this garment is a public declaration of the knowledge Gawain
possesses: a familiar behaviour found among physicians displaying their
almanacs.
Further evidence that the almanac carries characteristics of charms
and amulets derives from a specific type of charm used in labour and
delivery—the birthing girdle. These are scrolls of parchment in which
incantations and bible passages are written and wound around the abdomen
of the expectant mother. Their purpose was to ease in the delivery of the
child, protect against the dangers of delivery and offer care to the new child.
Olsan and Jones detail the use of prayer rolls operating as girdles
surrounding the mother during childbirth. Some of these prayer rolls or birth
girdles were owned by monasteries or friaries and were loaned out for the
purpose of treating labouring mothers (425). The mother would be enveloped
in the text, which created a protective circle around her and the child.
Sometimes, the passages written on the birthing girdle were read out loud
instead, and this, according to the sources outlined by Olsan and Jones, was
sufficient to offer protection to the mother: “The book itself thus becomes a
protective amulet, whether as a physical presence or as the exemplar for a
telling aloud” (425). The engagement with the text, whether the mother hears
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the words or they are wrapped physically around the body, offers a holistic
treatment by way of hearing and/or touch.
The literary performance achieved by wearing the almanac is aligned
with these girdle charms. The physician is encircled by the text if the almanac
is tied onto the girdle. Even if the almanac is kept in a pouch, the proximity of
the object to the physician, and knowing that he has obtained this body of
knowledge, empowers the practitioner with authority and healing ability.
Whether the physician reads the text in order to treat the patient, or the
almanac simply performs as an emblem of medical authority and power, the
object is charmed to enhance the healer’s capability in carrying out his work.
The folded almanac, situated at the hip of the physician, can thus be
seen as a relic of the body of knowledge. The compilation of information is
condensed and folded into a unified object signifying that the physician
harnesses the power to effect healing onto the body. In this manner, the
almanac is a diagnostic tool as well as a manifestation and embodiment of
knowledge and healing. The almanac acts as a charm because it contains
knowledge that has empirically treated others before. Being worn, the folded
almanac becomes a supplementary appendage by which the physician
conducts his or her work on the patient. Furthermore, physically consulting
the almanac in proximity to the patient places a spotlight on the intellectual
prowess of this type of medical practice: that is to say the almanac proclaims
the knowledge and experience of the physician while he interacts with the
patient. In the same way the charm bonds with the afflicted and transfers its
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spiritual and healing power, so too does the almanac bond with the physician
and offer its authoritative knowledge in the act of healing.
The Customized Body of Knowledge
As has been demonstrated in the first chapter, educated physicians acquired
medical training by reading Classical medical works by great thinkers such
as Galen and Aristotle, and also by gaining experience. Yet, throughout their
practice, they collected additional understanding and incorporated it into their
personal methods of treatment. The texts left behind by Fayreford and
Arderne show us the importance of empirical evidence and evolving
practices. As such, it is no great surprise that the folded almanacs, as
personal practitioner tools, show evidence of customization and
supplementation.
While this type of manuscript follows a standard format modelled on
the ecumenical calendars of Somer and Lynn, each of the thirty-one extant
folded almanacs is unique. On one hand, the content of these folded
almanacs remains consistent—most include monthly calendars, tables of
planets and signs of the moon, eclipse charts and tables of moveable feasts.
On the other hand, these manuscripts embrace varying additions. Further
distinctions between manuscripts are most evident in the order of columns in
the monthly calendar sections. While the content headings are generally the
same, the arrangement of these columns is distinct.
Folio
1r

Harley 5311
Canon incip. ad
notociam
tabularum

Wellcome 8932
Canon incip. ad
honorem Dei et
Virginis

Borthwick
Canon incip ad
notociam
tabularum
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1v

7v
8r

Moveable feasts /
vein man
January
February March
April
May June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Table to know the
hours of the
planets
Sign of the moon
/ Zodiac Man
Canon for
eclipses
Solar eclipses
Lunar eclipses

8v

Lunar eclipses

9r
9v

Lunar eclipses
Sphere of
Apuleius / Urine
chart
Grosseteste
canon
Canon /
Astrological
sphere

2r
2v
3r
3v
4r
4v
5r
5v
6r
6v
7r

10r

Moveable feasts

Moveable feasts

January
February March
April
May June
Missing
Missing

January
February March
April
May June
July
August
September
October
October
November
November
December
December
Table to know the Table to know the
hours of the
hours of the
planets
planets
Sign of the moon Sign of the moon
/ Zodiac man
/ Zodiac man
Solar eclipses
Canon for
eclipses
Solar eclipses
Solar eclipses
Lunar eclipses
Solar and lunar
eclipses
Solar and lunar
Lunar eclipses
eclipses
Lunar eclipses
Lunar eclipses /
Grosseteste keys

Sphere of
Sacrobosco
10v
Astrological text
Sphere of
Apuleius
11r
Volvelle and sun
moon diagrams
11v
Lunar phase
diagrams
12r
Bloodletting
canon
12v
Canon / vein man
Table 1: Comparison of order of contents in three folded almanacs.

Column
1

Harley 5311
Medietas Noctis

Wellcome 8932
Medietas Noctis

Borthwick
Ascendit
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Altitudo
Meridiana
Primus Ciclus
Hore
Minute
Secundus Ciclus
Hore
Minute
Ortis solis

Primus Ciclus

Medietas Noctis

Hore
Minute
Secundus Ciclus
Hore
Minute
Ortis Solis
Altitudo
Meridiana
Aureus Numerus
KL
Hore Planetarum
Tertius Ciclus
Hore
Minute
Quartus Ciclus
Hore
Minute
Medietas Diei

Primus Ciclus
Hore
Minute
Secundus Ciclus
Hore
Minute
Altitudo
Meridiana
10
KL
Ortus Solis
11
Hore Panetarum
Aureus numerus
12
Tertius Ciclus
KL
13
Hore
Hore Planetarum
14
Minute
Tertius Ciclus
15
Quartus Ciclus
Hore
16
Hore
Minute
17
Minute
Quartus Ciclus
18
Medietas Diei
Hore
19
Numerus Dierum
Minute
20
Medietas Diei
21
Ascen Gradus
22
ciones Minute
23
Ascendit
Table 2: Comparison of columns in calendar proper in three folded
almanacs.
Subtle differences and additions raise questions about the awareness
of the customized manuscript among practitioners. The folded almanac was
modelled from a standard text: those who commissioned and/or created the
manuscripts drafted from the patterns of the Somer and Lynn calendars. Yet,
even those calendars were customized and modified from earlier calendar
models. Somer’s inclusion of bloodletting texts and zodiac charts went
beyond what was required to determine paschal dates. The corpus of folded
almanacs contains generally the same information; however, they are not
exact copies, and these differences divulge the preferences and perhaps
needs of the individual owner. These customizations reveal, to borrow a term
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from Mary Louise Pratt, a “contact zone.”22 The folded almanac assembles
content and form from previous sources, bridging classical medicine, astromedicine and contemporary calculations and technology. This customized
text exhibits intellectual intimacy by way of choice and materiality.
Amsler notes that Pratt’s use of the term “contact zone” derived from
geographical overlap. He argues instead that these contact zones are textual
spaces that disseminate “recipes of power and dominant identities in social
and textual contexts” (154). Supplemental and reorganized content reveals
that the users of these manuscripts developed and personalized their astromedical procedures, such as referencing material and ways of reading the
calendars. At the same time, these almanacs fairly consistently include the
canons instructing the user on their use. This produces a paradox. If a
practitioner were skilled enough in astro-medicine to make personalized
customizations to the almanac, why would they include these instructional
canons? Including the canons shows the communal aspect of these visible
and demonstrative manuscripts. Regardless of the user’s likely high level of
education and understanding, the canon signifies an awareness of the need
to (albeit selectively) pass on knowledge. This contact zone assimilates the
corpus of medical knowledge and re-mediates it into a customized and
performative body of knowledge.
The term “body of knowledge” is often used metaphorically to illustrate
a corpus of material united to encompass all that might be known about a

22

Mary Louise Pratt defines contact zones as: “Social spaces where
disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in highly
asymmetrical relations of domination and subordination. (Amsler 153).”
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particular subject. This expression is particularly apt in regards to the folded
almanac, as its material nature demonstrates that it contains the body of
medical knowledge, but it is also a medical body in its own right.
Beyond the sources of John Somer and Nicholas of Lynn, additional
texts make up what can be deemed a standard almanac. Works of authors
such as Robert Grosseteste and Johannes Sacrobosco are compiled
alongside these calendar authors. The Borthwick almanac and Harley 5311
both contain material attributed to Grosseteste. Borthwick boasts a
particularly impressive diagram of the Sphere of Sacrobosco, a nested multicircular diagram of the Ptolemaic universe, as well as a volvelle adapting
Grosseteste’s mnemonic for determining paschal dates referred to as the
“keys”. Accompanying the Sphere of Apuleius in Harley 5311 is a canon
instructing on its use, alongside an additional “canon on the nature of those
born under different planets” and an abridged version of Grosseteste’s De
prognosticatione aeri identified in the manuscript description created by the
British Library.23 In short, the folded almanac contains a compilation of useful
texts, which have been fashioned into a singular body of knowledge.
However, while no two folded almanacs are identical, there are
enough similarities among the manuscripts in this genre to declare a
standard list of contents. These components include: a canon explaining how
to use the calendar and tables, a table converting Roman to Arabic numerals,
a table for calculating bisextal or leap years, a liturgical calendar with
additional planetary information provided to calculate the movements of the
23

See Harley 5311 manuscript description at
http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/FullDisplay.aspx?ref=Harley_MS_5311
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sun and moon beyond dominical feast days, eclipse diagrams showing the
date and degree of solar and lunar eclipses for four metonic cycles,
additional planetary tables revealing the ruling planets for seven twenty-four
hour days and determining the sign of the moon and diagrams depicting
zodiac man and vein man. Supplementary material found in folded almanacs
includes urine charts and canons instructing on the use of the calendar,
perilous times for bloodletting, and other astrologically significant material.
Examining the way in which anatomists understood the makeup of the
body in the medieval period may help to elucidate the analogy of the
almanac as a body of knowledge for medical practice. Texts addressing
anatomy emphasise that the body is made of a sum of parts, subdivided into
simple members such as fat, veins, tissue, etc., and complex members such
as the circulatory or digestive systems or organs and limbs. A particularly
eloquent example of this anatomical division is found in John Trevisa’s 1397
translation of De Proprietatibus Rerum written by Bartholomeus Anglicus
around 1240. The Middle English text reads:
Herof it foleweþ þat somme membres [beþ] principal and rootes
and foundementes; and som beþ þe membres of office þat
fongiþ
of þe forseid membres þe influens and worchinge of vertue,
and
kepiþ þe beest, and serueþ eueryche oþir. […] For eueryche
par[t]ye
of fatnes is fatnes, and so of oþir. […] Also som beþ i-ioyned
togidres in a wondirful proporcioun þat hatte armonica; for þe
more beþ icouplid to þe lesse, and þe lesse to þe more[…] Also
þise membres serueþ iche oþir, and comuneþ here werkes and
vertues and here worchinges; for þe ouer ȝeueþ influens and
gouernaunce to þe neþire; and þe neþire
holdeþ vp þe ouere; þe myddel and mene coupleþ and oneþ þe
ouere and þe neþere in worchinge. þe eiȝen riȝtliche[þ] and
reuleþ
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þe [n]eþere membres; þe feet and þe þiȝes holdiþ and beriþ vp
þe
wiȝte of oþir membres; þe hondes and armes helpiþ and
defendeþ
boþe þe ouere and þe neþere.24 (vol. 1 165-166)
Bartholomeus’ work, by way of Trevisa, outlines that some members or
elements of the body are principal building blocks, such as muscle and
tendons. These simple members then make up the more complex systems
within the body, such as the eyes and feet. These complex systems use the
simple members’ craft and office—that is to say, strength25 and purpose—in
order to perform functions that “makeþ þe souled body parfite”26 (Trivesa Vol.
1 166). This passage emphasises how separate members on opposite parts
of the body share the responsibility of making the body functional. The eyes
watch over the body while the feet bear its weight, and the hands and arms
defend it.
When the manuscript of the folded almanac is open and its insides
exposed, the user performs an intellectual dissection, seeking within the
system the information that will help him to heal the patient. Individual
elements such as the calendar and tables are combined to create the
24

From this it follows that some members are principal, and [therefore] roots
and foundations; and some are members of office that receive of the
aforementioned members the influence and working of virtue and maintain
the best and serve every other [member]. […] For every part of fat is fat
and so of the other [simple members]. […] Also some be joined together in
wonderful harmonious proportion; for the greater they are coupled to the
less, and the less to the greater […] Also, these members serve each other
and share here works and virtues; for the upper gives influence and
governance to the lower; and the lower holds up the upper; the middle and
intermediary couple together and unite the upper and lower in working.
The eyes correct and rule the lower members; the feet and the thighs hold
and bear up the weight of other members; the hands and arms help and
defend both the upper and the lower.
25
This definition of craft comes from the first entry in the MED
26
Make the souled body perfect.
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complex systems of a functional body of work. By opening, closing, and
consulting the almanac, the physician demonstrates dexterity and control
over the discipline of healing, represented by the text. He flips back and forth
between individual calendar months and tables, and this use reveals how
individual parts are sinewed together into a contained body of knowledge.
The folios fold and unfold like limbs as the user participates in a sort of
abstract intellectual choreography. When not in use, the folded almanac sits
at the physician’s side as a companion and counsellor—or perhaps a
sentry—but certainly a presence.
The Physician’s Gaze
In Birth of the Clinic, Foucault imagines a post-Revolution utopian state in
which bodily suffering is excluded and sickness is eradicated (33-35). This
thought experiment leads Foucault to consider medicine as a sociopolitical
act. He argues that the health and wellbeing of a society require the
understanding of not only deterioration and disease, but the natural state of a
healthy individual: “Medicine must no longer be confined to a body of
techniques for curing ills and of the knowledge that they require; it will also
embrace a knowledge of healthy man, that is, a study of non-sick man and a
definition of the model man” (34). Foucault suggests that centralization of
medical care and advances in technology allow the system of healthcare to
concentrate on “normality” and to “analys[e] a ‘regular’ functioning of the
organism”—a practice Foucault argues was not in place until after the end of
the eighteenth century (35). In order to achieve this, he argues, the physician
must adopt an unbiased medical gaze that searches for visible evidence of
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disease, while setting aside characteristics that are intrinsic to a patient, such
as temperament and way of life, that might not necessarily be connected to
the disease: “It is a grid that catches the real patient and holds back any
therapeutic indiscretion” (8). Contrary to Foucault’s impression of medicine
prior to the nineteenth century, the medieval physician had a very clear
understanding of what he deemed a regular functioning organism. To him,
temperament and way of life had a direct correlation to a healthy body. One
might argue that the twenty-first century physician has evolved the medieval
practice of evaluating patients’ temperament by factoring lifestyle and
likelihood of following recommended health regimes. Today, physicians
engage in comprehensive dialogue with the patient in order to determine
attitudes toward health plans, whereas in the Middle Ages, the folded
almanac facilitated a concentrated gaze through a lens that encompassed
humoral temperament and other astrologically significant influences. In a
sense, the almanac allows the physician to remain neutral. Rather than
limiting diagnosis to patient testimony and expectations of what should be
visible on the patient, the almanac broadens the physician’s gaze to perceive
impacts of the unbiased influence of time and space.
Beyond viewing a broad set of circumstances, such as humoral
temperament and planetary movements that inform changes in the body, the
folded almanac creates a cyclical gaze involving the physician, patient, and
the constellations. The almanac can be attached to the body, either tied to
the girdle with a cord or kept in a pouch and held in a pocket. When worn,
the pages are oriented in such a way that when read, the binding is held
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closest to the body. This triangular binding, therefore, literally points to the
physician, who then opens the manuscript and expands the pages outward.
The pages, which initially lie upside down against the body, are only
rendered the right way up when the physician lifts the almanac towards him.
This suggests that the content of the manuscript was consumed by the
physician, rather than gazed upon by the patient. If the patient is lying on a
bed with the physician standing over him or her, then in proximity to the
physician, the pages are stretched out toward the patient. In order to
determine the appropriate calculations for proper diagnosis and prognosis,
this positioning of patient and manuscript creates a physical space where
both subjects are consulted simultaneously. However, since much of the
information contained in the folded almanac has to do with astrology and the
orientation of the planets, the line of inquiry is actually directed toward the
stars. This alignment creates a cyclical gaze, where the physician consults
his own body, by way of the attached almanac, in order to read the patient,
and beyond to the stars, which are then reflected back into the almanac.
This gaze is sharpened in a way that echoes the theoretical
development of a competent doctor: that is to say a surgeon or physician
must begin with a proper body of knowledge, but this body of knowledge
becomes sharper or stronger with experience with a patient. Medical
educators have advised this combination of formal instruction through text
and practical experience since Galen. In his lengthy treatises about the body
and its treatment, Galen argued that a good surgeon supplemented his
bookish knowledge with experience, but it was the experience beyond the
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knowledge that made the surgeon exceptional (Method of Medicine xliii). This
notion was echoed repeatedly by many medical practitioners from the
medieval period, including the oft-cited analogy from the Greek introduction
to Aristotle, The Isagoge (c.268) that a surgeon without experiential
understanding is like a blind man trying to carve a tree. Beyond the classical
and early medieval eras, these lessons were restated by the likes of Guy de
Chauliac, Henri de Mondeville, and John of Arderne, who draws upon Galen,
reiterating that the classical master cautioned “No man ow for to trust in
reson al-oon but ȝit it be proued of experience” (Arderne 3). In other words,
an experienced physician would not treat a patient on educated reason alone,
but would also rely on previous experience.
Reason, then, is necessary and derives from education and study. Yet,
this alone does not make a successful physician, because if the physician
has not applied these methods then he cannot know for certain how to
administer them in practice. The same can be said for the almanac attached
to the physician. Merely owning the almanac and keeping it in close proximity
may testify to the value of the knowledge it contains, but it does not render
the almanac useful to the physician. To prove his experience, the physician
must open the cover and put the content of the folios to use. This, then,
activates the physician’s gaze, elevating the physician from bookish
professional and compiler of knowledge to practitioner. With the almanac
closed, the physician’s line of inquiry goes no further than the acquisition of
knowledge and the public display of that ownership. With the almanac open,
however, the physician’s attention moves beyond procurement to
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employment. The very nature of the almanac, with its tables of calculations
and cross-referencing of time and space, requires the physician to increase
his experience whenever he engages with the almanac.
Once the body of knowledge is combined with experience, the
physician has a greater understanding of the medical requirements of the
patient that stretches beyond the initial consultation. Foucault argues that the
clinic developed out of a rebellion against systemic practices originating with
Hippocrates (56). He maintained that it was anti-clinical to blindly follow
procedures that balance humours and adjust environment, regardless of
individual condition, in order to restore “qualities of vigour, suppleness, and
fluidity, which were lost in illness” (35). Foucault cautions that “this unseeing
knowledge is at the source of illusion; a medicine haunted by metaphysics
becomes possible” (56). This unseeing knowledge is the Hippocratic system
of humoral changes, which cannot be viewed through dissection and
observation. Foucault argues that metaphysics and philosophy impede the
physician from seeing the unhealthy body because he is looking at systems
instead of the patient. On one hand Foucault’s observation of this Hippocratic
medical approach is correct. The medieval physician relied on humoral
systems to aid in diagnosis, and the folded almanac helped him to view these
systems at work. The astro-medical gaze facilitated by the almanac allows
the physician to look at the body metaphysically: at the way in which the
body is positioned within and influenced by structures and systems of the
humours and the universe. On the other hand, medieval medicine was not
constrained by these systems. Astrological changes were part of a broader
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theoretical approach that observed environment, diet and temperament and
their impact on the body. An accomplished physician combined
understanding of these systems with evidence observed in prior cases in
order to properly diagnose. The folded almanac provided both a microscopic
and telescopic lens that enhanced the understanding of the patient once the
physician gleaned circumstantial information about the individual. Rather
than hindering diagnosis, this was an intrinsic component to medieval
medical practice. While this says nothing for the possibility of a clinic—indeed
it has been established that in the medieval period many physicians
consulted by letter and did not feel obligated to make house calls or see
patients (Stolberg 11)—this elaboration of the medieval physician’s gaze
reveals that medical evaluation and treatment required a broad investigation
in which the physician sought to locate the ailment not only within the
patient’s body but out into a larger scope of nature. All this was anchored in
the small collection of information physically connected to the physician by
way of the almanac on his hip.
Consideration of the almanac in relation to the physician demonstrates
that the folded almanac subtly represents the many bodies present in
medieval medical practice. The almanac is designed to be bound to the
physician’s body as a supplementary medical appendage. When it is used, it
performs in a manner that gives textual power to the physician, akin to the
charms given to patients in order to enhance or engage medical healing.
These manuscripts have been identified as unique, suggesting that the
commissioner customized the almanac based on independent procedural
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use and experiential preference. When the almanac is used, it demonstrates
that the physician possesses a body of knowledge that renders him a learned
authority capable of mastering this contained medical understanding. As the
almanac is unfolded, it orients the physician’s gaze across the body, time,
and space, allowing him to see simultaneously the entirety of the
metaphysical body in nature. Yet, certainly, the body of the patient must also
play an important role in the folded almanac, as it would be unnecessary if
there were no ill sufferer. Moving forward, I will demonstrate that while the
physician is physically connected to the folded almanac, the patient can be
seen represented within its content.
The Patient
The previous section explored the way that the body of the physician was
enhanced by the folded almanac. Yet, it is the body of the patient for which
the almanac is primarily designed. After all, as a medical tool, its purpose is
to help cure the sick. Therefore, the patient’s body must in some manner also
be connected to the almanac. There are diagrams in the almanac depicting
human figures, with direct instructions for where and when to treat the patient.
The zodiac man provides instruction, according to the location of the moon in
the zodiac cycle, on when it is dangerous to bleed a patient. The vein man
provides a map detailing where on the body to phlebotomize in order to
alleviate specific ailments. Finally, there are tables in the almanac that
convey when the four humours are most activated, depending on the time
and the influential strength of the planets. A close reading of its content
reveals the way in which the patient is represented in its diagrams and tables.
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In medieval medicine, one of the most common interventions was
phlebotomy. In order to determine the correct time and location on the body
to let blood, two particular diagrams were consulted. The Zodiac Man
superimposed signs of the zodiac onto a figure of the body, and was
accompanied with text instructing to avoid phlebotomy when the moon was in
the improper house. The Vein Man provided a map of the body revealing the
correct place to incise depending upon the ailment. As human figures, these
two images most clearly represent the patient.
Zodiac Man
Among the pages of the folded almanac, the zodiac man is quite probably
the most intriguing image. A male figure is depicted with his arms
outstretched, and images or names of the zodiac signs are arranged on or
around different areas of the body. Each zodiac house was said to have
influence over different parts of the body: Aries rules the head; Taurus, the
throat; Gemini, the shoulders, arms and hands; Cancer, the chest, sides and
lungs; Leo the back, sides, nerves and bones; Virgo, the abdomen; Libra, the
lower back and pelvis; Scorpio,27 the testicles and anus; Sagittarius, the
thighs and fingers; Capricorn, the knees; Aquarius, the legs; and finally
Pisces, the feet (Talbot 228-229; Rosenman vol. II 662 n. 73).
27

Readers might question the image depicting the sign of Scorpio, as image
does not represent an accurate rendering of a scorpion. The folded
almanac is primarily an English technology, and so most scribes and
compilers would not recognize a scorpion, as they are not native to the
British Isles. Medieval bestiaries describe a scorpion as a worm with legs
and a poisonous tail. Isidore of Seville wrote that the scorpion is “formed
from the dead bodies of crabs” (“Scorpion”). This description
contextualizes the strange image found in the region of the body ruled by
Scorpio.
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The image of a human figure superimposed by the zodiac has served
as an archetypical model of the microcosm by those seeking to understand
medieval metaphysics. Aristotle alluded to the concept in his Physics when
he pondered about the movement of the universe: “But if this [initiated
movement] can happen in an animal, why should it not also be true of the
universe? If it happens in a microcosm, why not in the macrocosm as well”
(viii.2 b17). Avicenna’s foundational explanation of medicine, Canon of
Medicine, draws upon the foundation of the microcosm in his explanation of
the elements, humours, and temperaments of the human body (Avicenna 5455). This basic theory asserts that the celestial bodies have a direct
connection to and influence over the body. The zodiac man demonstrates
these signs in relation to the areas they ruled—Aries is located up at the
head, down to Pisces at the feet. As such, parts of the body can be seen as
representative of the greater cosmos. This is clearly represented in the
zodiac man. Sophie Page argues in her book Astrology in Medieval
Manuscripts that the zodiac man “may have been intended to increase the
understanding of the patient as well as the physician, impressing him or her
with the mingling of the celestial in the medical art” (56). In terms of technical
medical use, when the moon was located in a particular zodiac house, it was
believed to be dangerous to let blood in the associated location of the body
because, like a high tide, the blood was thought to be too close to the surface
of the skin and it was therefore considered superfluous to bleed that
particular area. As a medical guide, the zodiac man provides critical
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information for performing successful phlebotomy. As a metaphysical symbol,
the image demonstrates the celestial reflection of the microcosmic body.
Much like the varied aesthetic of the folded almanacs, zodiac man
images are diverse in their representation and quality. The folded almanac
MS Add 28725 at the British Library contains a rather simple ink drawing of a
figure with only the names of the signs written across the relevant areas of
the body. In contrast, the zodiac man images in Wellcome 8932, Bodleian
Saville 29, Borthwick, and Harley 5311 are elaborately decorated with vibrant
colours and great detail given to the representations of the signs. In particular,
Saville 39 and Wellcome 8932 are strikingly comparable. Both figures are
positioned facing outward toward the audience with their arms outstretched,
with a Christlike quality to their faces. The signs overlaying the bodies are
also remarkably alike. Of particular note are their representations of Scorpio,
drawn as oddly cute beasts with upturned noses, nestled between the scales
of Libra. In contrast, other zodiac man images depict less surprising images
of Scorpio such as dragons, snakes, or worm-like creatures.
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Figure 12: Wellcome 8932 zodiac man (no foliation.)

Figure 13: Bodleian Saville 39 zodiac man 7r.
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Figure 14: Borthwick zodiac man 6v.

Figure 15: Harley 5311 zodiac man 1v.
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The Gemini Twins
Some of the signs depicted interact with the zodiac man. The Taurus bull in
Harley 5311 is draped around the shoulders of the man. In all of the
examples, Sagittarius stands poised with his arrow drawn, looking out as if
guarding the thigh region from outside dangers. Furthermore, the zodiac man
stands on the fish of Pisces, which are being doused by the waters of
Aquarius. This interaction strengthens the idea of the body as microcosm, as
the celestial powers on the body are active. One especially interesting
interaction, however, can be found where the twins of Gemini regularly cling
to the arms. In the zodiac man examples provided, the twins can be seen
lying across the length of the arms, such as in the Wellcome and Saville
examples, or they are perched upon the arm like the example found in the
Harley manuscript. In the Borthwick example, the twins are seated behind
the man, but their own arms are extended on top of the zodiac man’s arms in
an embrace.
A closer examination of the zodiac man images reveals that they are
even richer and more suggestive than they first appear. For example, a close
reading of the Gemini twins reveals the juxtaposition of classical astrology
and Christianity. The interaction between the Gemini twins and the zodiac
man has particularly interesting medical implications. The story of the Gemini
constellation originates with the twin brothers of Helen of Troy, Castor and
Pollux. According to Greek legend, although twins and the sons of Leda,
Castor’s father was the mortal Spartan king, Tyndareus, while Zeus fathered
Pollux. Rather than being separated by Castor’s mortality, the twins share
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immortality, spending half their time in the netherworld and the other half on
Mount Olympus. The resulting effect is the constellation Gemini (“Dioskouri”
Kazhdan). Allegedly, the pagan twins were replaced in early Christian
mythology with the saints Cosmas and Damien (Harris 98). These were also
twins, living in third-century Syria, who converted to Christianity and became
surgeons. They preached to their patients and community, eventually being
martyred for their efforts. However, they performed miraculous cures during
their practice, one of which involved successfully grafting a leg from a
recently deceased Ethiopian onto the body of an amputee (de Boer 114).
Cosmas and Damien became the patron saints of surgeons. Read with this
connection in mind, the twins serve as an astrological symbol pointing to the
ruling power of the zodiac house over its region in the body, as well as an
extra level of protection brought forth by the Christian doctors and their
miraculous cures.
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Figure 16: Master of the Runuccini Chapel, Saints Cosmas and Damian
Healing Justinian’s Leg ca. 1370-1375.28
Some examples of zodiac man images engage further with the Gemini
twins. In examples such as Borthwick, Sloane 2250, Wellcome 40, and the
privately owned Talbot folded almanac, the zodiac man is looking not at the
viewer, but toward one of the twins. This astrological gaze clearly highlights
the line of inquiry that creates the physician-patient-planet synthesis. As
previously mentioned, the physician extends the almanac and its content
towards the patient in order to view the body through the lens of astrological
mapping. This trajectory requires the physician to look down upon the
almanac, through to the patient and simultaneously into the heavens.
Overlapping the almanac, constellations and patient places the immortal twin,
Pollux onto the right shoulder of the patient and zodiac man: the same
shoulder towards which the zodiac man gazes. This arrangement is further
emphasised in Sloane 2250, where the twin on the zodiac man’s right (the
viewer’s left) is clearly the younger of the two. Additionally, the mortal twin,
Castor is not seated on the zodiac man’s arm, but instead reaches out with
what appears to be a much weaker grasp than his brother’s.

28

Thanks to the Tumblr blog MedievalPOC for directing me to this image.
http://medievalpoc.tumblr.com
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Figure 17: Sloane 2250 12r.

Figure 18: Left Gemini twin, Sloane 2250.
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Figure 19: Right Gemini twin, Sloane 2250.
By favouring the immortal twin, the zodiac man directs the almanac
away from the deterioration of the body and instead looks toward maintaining
youth and, by association, health. In her book Dragon’s Blood & Willow Bark,
Toni Mount also observes that the Gemini twin pointing upwards in Sloane
2250 “serves as a warning against the powerful forces of the star’s astrology”
(Plate 13). In a medical context, the images emphasise that health is
achieved by heeding the stars through the guidance of the almanac.
Evaluating the symbolism rendered in the more decorated zodiac man
images, it becomes apparent that these diagrams must have captured the
imagination of the viewer. The Gemini twins perched upon the arms of the
zodiac man demonstrate the way that the zodiac’s impression on the body
was allegorized through classical astrology. Yet Christian iconography was
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far more prevalent and impactful during the time the almanac was in use.
The juxtaposition of the classical Gemini twins and the Christian patron
saints of surgery gestures to the way in which the body was a microcosm of
not only the celestial, but also the divine.
The Hand and the Apple
The other astrological symbols on the zodiac man also provide rich
emblematic interpretations of the connection between the body and the
celestial. Moving from the Gemini twins perched on the arms to lower on the
body, the depiction of Virgo allows for multilayered ways of interpreting how
the divine universe guided the body. While the Gemini twins allegorize
celestial influence primarily via classical authority, the image representing
Virgo suggests how the body was also contextualized through Christian
iconography.
The symbol of Virgo is often portrayed as a maiden. For example, the
early fifteenth-century French gothic illuminated book of hours, Très Riches
Heures depicts Virgo, located in the lower left corner of the zodiac table, as a
young woman in a long blue dress. However, in his study of this manuscript,
Harry Bober points out that during the early Middle Ages, many classical
zodiac symbols found Christian counterparts. Aries was at times represented
as the Lamb of God, Taurus was Christ the gentle calf and Virgo was
represented by the Virgin Mary (Bober 5 n. 3). This rendition of the sign of
Virgo is clearly illustrated in many illustrations of the zodiac man, with the
Virgin embracing the Christ Child. In the zodiac man, these symbols
represent more than astrological signs. They also represent locations within
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the body. The signs point to places on the human figure that are connected
to their celestial parallels. Virgo dominates the abdominal section, which
includes the stomach and liver. In order to understand the symbolic
connection between Virgin and Child and the stomach and liver, it is
necessary to outline medieval concepts of these organs and how they make
up the nutritive system.29

Figure 20: Très Riche Heures of the Duke of Berry, Musée
Chantilly.

29

This summary is drawn from Mondeville.
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Figure 21: Bodleian Ashmole 391 (2) 3r.

Figure 22: Borthwick zodiac man Virgo detail.
According to medieval anatomy theory, there are three systems that
facilitate the development and function of the human body. They are the
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animal, spiritual, and nutritive systems.30 The animal system centred on the
brain and governed the senses. The spiritual system was responsible for
delivering aerated or “spirited” blood throughout the body. The nutritive
system consisted of the stomach, liver, and bowels, and regulated digestion
and the production of the four humours. According to medieval anatomy, the
stomach provides two functions. First, it receives consumed food and drink,
which is warmed and digested in the stomach by the gastric wall. Next, the
digested material is separated into impure matter (faeces) and useful “pure”
matter, or chyle. The faecal matter is expelled by the stomach, travels to the
intestines, and is eventually purged. The chyle, however, is drawn away from
the intestines and travels to the liver, where it undergoes a second digestion.
Next, the liver “cooks” the chyle, and through this process, transforms it into
the four humours. At this point in the process, the liver is a vessel containing
four separate humoral liquids, layered and divided like oil and water in a jar.
The humours will be discussed in a later chapter, but for now it serves to
acknowledge that the four humours were believed to be essential to a
healthy body, and these four essences unite the body with nature
(Rosenman 821-822). Since dissections were uncommon, although not
illegal as some suggest, during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,
medical students and practitioners benefited from supplementary visual aids
in order to make sense of such complex anatomical systems.

30

This categorization is attributed to Mondino de Liuzzi of Bologna. See
“Academic Dissection as ‘Material Commentary’ (I): Montino de’Liuzzi”
Medieval Medicine: A Reader. Faith Wallis ed. (234).
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Anatomical texts of the Middle Ages did not always contain pictures of
the body. In their place, metaphors were occasionally employed to illustrate
the arrangement of the organs and emphasise their strength and purpose.
Mondeville uses such imagery to expand the sensuous appreciation of the
liver. He writes: “[the liver] has five lobes like the fingers of a hand […] The
hump of the liver is like the back of the hand, and the hollow under-surface of
the liver is like a cupped palm. That shape accommodates the stomach like a
hand grasping an apple” (Rosenman 165).31 This lovely image expresses the
beauty of anatomy, and the interconnectivity between certain organs within a
system. While the apple and hand orientation may simply be an easy visual
aid to describe the anatomy of the stomach and the liver, the image of hand
grasping apple also conjures the foundational Christian scene of the moment
of the fall.
The Virgo symbolism in the folded almanac, combined with the apple
metaphor used in the Mondeville Surgery, suggests medieval allegorical
interpretations of the Creation in Genesis and the story of Christ, and links
their sacred histories to the functions of the liver and the stomach. An
interpretation of this imagery suggests that the Mother-hand assists and
protects the nourishing and strengthening Christ-apple. Allegorically, Christ’s
Resurrection is prophesied to redeem the fall of human nature brought upon
by ingesting the fruit of knowledge. The symbolism of Christ being cradled by
the Mother, or a hand grasping an apple, reveals an intimate relationship that
31

Gibbus epatis est sicut pecten manus; syma ejus est sicut vola vel palma
manus vel concavitas. Utilitas, quare talem formam habet, est, ut melius
stomach applicetur; applicator enim stomach sicut manus pomo in ipso
contento.
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serves to emphasise the anatomical partnership between the stomach and
liver. Taking into account that the almanac operates as a textual
representation of the ways in which the body is connected to the natural and
spiritual universe, the juxtaposition of Virgin and Child and hand and apple
exemplifies yet another way in which the function of the body and the
balance of health is understood through the context of natural and divine
influences.
The Virgo symbol of Mary is, allegorically, the new Eve. This parallel
was considered as far back as the second century. An excellent
summarization of this analogy derives from St. Ambrose (d. 397), who wrote:
“It was through a man and a woman that flesh was cast from Paradise; it was
through a virgin that flesh was linked to God … Eve is called mother of the
human race, but Mary was mother of salvation”32 (Miravalle 114). In medieval
anatomy, hers is the hand that holds the apple.
Christ signifies the other half of this anatomical relationship. In her
chapter, “The Christ Child in the Tree: The Motif of the Thirteenth-Century
Wood-of-the-Cross Legend and Arthurian Legends” Nicole Fallon offers a
satisfying account of the crucified Christ symbolized by a child in an apple
tree. She recounts the story of the son of Adam, Seth, who travels back to
the Garden of Eden at the behest of his father. The Angel Gabriel instructs
Seth to peer through the garden gate, thereby causing Seth to have a vision.
He sees a tree stretching its branches to heaven, with its roots growing down

32

For more medieval sources of Mary as the New Eve, see Miravalle, Mark.
Meet Mary: Getting to Know the Mother of God. New Hampshire: Sophia
Institute Press. 2007. pp 112-116. Web.
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to hell. Among the branches of the tree, Seth sees a baby in swaddling
clothes. Gabriel informs Seth that this is the Son of God who will wipe away
the original sin (Fallon 94-95). Fallon points out that this trope of Christ
connected to an apple was rewritten in the popular Gospel of Nicodemus (c.
4 century), among other medieval texts (93). Mary holding an apple also
th

appears in liturgical drama. For example, according to William Tydeman’s
account of European staging, during a 1372 play performed in Avignon,
Presentation of the Virgin, the character Ecclesia addresses Mary holding a
golden apple. The apple, Ecclesia explains, signifies Mary’s fruitfulness, and
that she will bear God’s Son (Tydeman 120–126). These examples reveal
that an apple signifying Christ was adopted across genres throughout
multiple centuries. The iconography illustrated in the zodiac man allegorically
links the physical body to the Christian divine.
While explicit text comparing the hand and apple is not present in the
almanac, the orientation of the virgin and child symbol on the zodiac man
reveals that, at least regarding the nutritive system, the orientation of the
organs was reflected in the symbolic depiction of the Holy Mother and Christ
Child. Examining this image further reveals that the arrangement of mother
and child subtly mimics the orientation of hand and apple. In his explanation
of the placement of the organs, Mondeville goes on to say, “The liver lies
against the right side of the stomach […] They touch along a surface that is
slightly tilted toward the lower part of the liver” (165). Overlaying the imagery
of mother and child onto this orientation of the stomach and liver reveals that
the fold of Mary’s garment encloses around the right side of the infant. The
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association between the image and the organs reminds us that the scope of
the almanac covered not only the surface of the body and its locations
related to bloodletting in connection with the zodiac, but it penetrated
beneath the skin to where the biological systems operated.
In summary, this example of stomach and liver considers both the
tactile and the celestial nature of the practice of medicine. While the zodiac
signs and the holy family are out of reach to the earthly subject, the
arrangement of Virgo, its connection to the stomach and liver and the
creation and fall of humankind by way of the apple, are all emphasised by the
notion of being physically and spiritually bound. Beyond that, the almanac
must be held in a very specific manner in order to be properly read. In this
regard, the physician’s attention directed toward the patient encompasses
more than the specially orientated gaze previously discussed in the earlier
section on the zodiac man. The patient is also viewed through the multiple
ways he or she is held—that is to say the way in which the organs are held
together; the manner in which the body holds its complexions and balance of
humours; the place where the body sits in nature; and finally, where
humankind is seated in the greater context of the cosmos and the divine. In
order to control this multitude of perspectives, the physician is capable of
focusing on pertinent material, and then when finished, folding the zodiac
man back into the almanac and storing it away. The patient, on the other
hand, can take comfort knowing that God is literally holding the body
together. The metaphorical representations of the stomach and liver, the
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virgin and child or the grasping of the apple exemplify the spiritual core of the
human condition in the Middle Ages.
Vein Man
The use of phlebotomy among practitioners was prolific in medicine up until
the eighteenth century. From preventative to curative treatments, its common
use reveals the universality of bloodletting. Whether it was prescribed by a
physician for maintaining humoral balance, or a barber surgeon to alleviate a
headache, phlebotomy was often the starting point for medical intervention. It
is no wonder, then, that bloodletting is included in so many medieval medical
texts. Humours were malleable forces of change upon the body. To enforce
control upon the humours was to regulate the influence of the basic elements
upon the body. Bloodletting was the way to intervene with these agents.
Phlebotomy was, therefore, foundational in understanding medicine and
nature. In order to ensure that the practitioner incised on the correct location
for a particular ailment, a map of the body depicting phlebotomy points was a
useful resource. The vein man is an excellent example of this resourceful
map.
The theory behind bloodletting stems from classical theories of
humoral stability. An optimally healthy patient has all four of their humours in
balance. When health begins to fail, the medical practitioner must determine
the course of action for restoring this balance. Blood contained the sanguine
humour, but it carried the other three as well. Through bloodletting the
practitioner moved humours that may be gathering dangerously in one point
of the body, to somewhere else. For example, Henri Mondeville instructs that
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bleeding veins on the thighs after a meal will draw humours away from the
upper body (Rosenman 663). Bloodletting was further performed in order to
strategically draw out specific humours. Mondeville also informs that, while
letting blood in general will evacuate the sanguine humour, others can be
drawn out from targeted areas of the body (701), such as the spleen
(melancholy), gall bladder (bile), and joints, brains and lungs (phlegm) (822823). Therefore, the veins connected to these organs were targeted in order
draw out the necessary humour. For example, the basilic vein above the
elbow was connected to the liver and spleen, and was therefore targeted in
order to reduce melancholy (Jones Medieval Medical Miniatures 121). This
type of bloodletting helped a patient maintain health and pre-empted the
onset of disease.
In addition to excess humours, it was believed that bloodletting could
evacuate bad humours, or those that had become corrupted due to any
number of conditions. The idea of bad or corrupted humours reveals the
more prognostic side of bloodletting in the Middle Ages. This method of
treatment targeted a broader variety of points on the body to alleviate specific
ailments. For example, Mondeville suggests bleeding a vein on the bridge of
the nose to ease complications with vision, migraine and eye disease, and
bleeding the basilic vein at the elbow to assuage headache, shoulder pain,
issues with the spleen, and to stem nosebleeds (663). Finally, bloodletting
was used to divert humours from gathering around an abscess or wound. By
bleeding the opposite side of the body, the humours are drawn away from the
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wound toward the site of the bloodletting point, thereby redistributing them
and encouraging a safer balance throughout the body.
Practitioners that ran across the spectrum of the medical profession
made use of bloodletting. Physicians evaluated patients and determined a
course of action; however, they did not necessarily perform the bloodletting.
Surgeons were skilled at bloodletting, but, as Mondeville explains, it was not
common for them to be consulted about bloodletting unless the patient had a
pre-existing surgically related condition or they were part of the nobility or
higher class. “The common folk,” Mondeville explains, “put themselves in the
hands of barbers” (696). With such a diverse group of practitioners and a
plethora of bloodletting points on the body, a detailed guide assisted
practitioners in selecting the proper point for intervention and helped to
ensure consistent treatments among patients.
Textual evidence of the importance of bloodletting is vast, and a
majority of major medical thinkers wrote about it, including Avicenna,
Mondeville, Chauliac, Arderne, and Bartholomeus. Much of the content
written by these authors is the same. Mondeville even states in his Surgery
that “since all the medical and surgical hand-books deal with phlebotomy in
great detail” he will keep his chapter to a brief summary (696). However, his
chapter ultimately provides a comprehensive explanation of the practice.
Another example showing the importance of phlebotomy in standard practice
occurs in Huntarian MS 95, An Interpolated Anatomy of Guy de Chauliac.
This manuscript is predominantly an amalgamation of the writing on anatomy
by Guy de Chauliac and Henri Mondeville. However, there is an unattributed
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section dropped arbitrarily in the middle of the text that covers phlebotomy.
Wallner suggests that the compiler wrote this section (Wallner Part II 27). The
inclusion of this passage reveals how essential bloodletting was to the
medieval medical practitioner: although the bulk of the text describes the
anatomy of the body, someone felt that it was important to dedicate
manuscript space to discuss phlebotomy, its function and methods of
practice.
In his Cyrurgie, Guy de Chauliac calls bloodletting the “moste
commune among all Þynges and moste gentil helpe” (Ogden 534).
Characteristically, Guy supports his claim by citing numerous medical
thinkers who were in agreement: Arnold de Villanova, Avicenna, Galen and
Rhazes. He goes on to say that bloodletting allows the practitioner more
control than other purgatious treatments: “[Bloodletting] is þe more siker
(safer) helpe forsothe þan a laxatiff, for þis most goodnesse is in blode laste
[…] for whom þat we wil staunche it, we staunche it, and þat þat is ones
swelowed to þe wombe [stomach], it is wrought, ne we may not staunche it
as we wolde” (534). In other words, through the process of bloodletting, the
practitioner maintains control over the body and is positioned to stop or
adjust treatment, whereas with medicine, the practitioner is separated from
his treatment once it has been consumed. As a foundational practice, not
only does bloodletting allow the practitioner more control, but it is also a
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visual, very tangible course of treatment for the patient who can see and—
due to the loss of blood no doubt—feel an immediate change.33
By exploring the prevalence of bloodletting and its theoretical
foundations, its importance as a medical intervention is elaborated.
Bloodletting was a means to intervene in the control of the humours. It was
the method for redistributing the humours around the body. It was a safe way
to maintain control over therapy and make necessary adjustments quickly.
Finally, phlebotomy provided discernible evidence to the patient that
treatment was being enacted.
When we turn to the folded almanac we find the importance of
phlebotomy confirmed. Incorporating bloodletting into John Somer’s calendar
shifted the folded almanac from an paschal guide to a medical tool. Arguably
the most medically apparent diagram contained in the folded almanac, the
image of the vein man guides the medical practitioner in the proper practice
of phlebotomy. The vein man is a diagram showing the multitude of
bloodletting points on the body. The male figure is often depicted suspended
in the air—that is to say his feet are slightly tilted forward and don’t appear to
be resting on the ground. His right arm is extended palm up, while his left is
bent at the elbow so that the veins on both the inside and outside of the arm
can be observed. He is necessarily nude, as the diagram shows two
bloodletting points unfortunately placed on his penis.

33

Peter Murray Jones remarks that, regardless of its efficacy, bloodletting
must have “provided psychological reassurance if nothing else” (Medieval
Medical Miniatures 121).
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Like the zodiac man, the vein man is surrounded by text. Red lines
extend from the figure of the body to blocks of text instructing the practitioner
on the nature of the veins and the conditions they alleviate. While the figure
of the vein man is depicted uncut, the red lines are reminiscent of the veins
subjected to the treatment in question. In a sense, the veins are being pulled
from the body, directing the practitioner to the location where he must make
an incision or apply a leech. At the same time, the instructions are funnelled
from the periphery into the body via the vehicle that carries humorous blood.
Just as the zodiac man sits at a pivotal place in the trichotomous gaze of
physician, patient and constellations, so too the vein man acts as an
interchange at the point where information is being directed into the body and
matter is being drawn out.
The vein man’s position in the folded almanac and other medical texts
varies. In Wellcome MS 40, the figure appears on f 5 of 7 of the manuscript,
sharing a leaf with a lunar table. Harley 5311 places its vein man on the last
leaf, accompanied by an altogether different table used to track feast days
through the nineteen-year metonic cycle. The Borthwick vein man is located
on the final leaf as well, but it is accompanied by a bloodletting cannon; the
same text can found in the Talbot almanac. What is particularly interesting
about the Borthwick vein man is that this leaf is a later addition to the
manuscript. It is written on thicker parchment of a different size, and it is
folded into four panels rather than three. The text is also written in a later
secretary hand, as opposed to the anglicana script present through the bulk
of the manuscript.
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It will likely be impossible to gather more information about
provenance or the reason behind the addition, but we can infer a few
possibilities. Perhaps the original vein man wore out due to use and the
current image is a replacement. The Borthwick vein man is in reasonable
condition, but there is evidence of an oil spill on the bottom edge of the page.
Another possibility is that the original content in Borthwick lacked the vein
man and it was later bound into the manuscript by someone who felt the
need for it, or who was aware that folded almanacs often contained these
images. Regardless of the circumstances for including the vein man, its later
supplementation reveals that some owner of the manuscript understood its
importance in relation to the folded almanac and ensured its inclusion.
Not only does the vein man provide locations for phlebotomy, but it
also imparts instruction for addressing the ailments or features they
represent. In the Borthwick almanac, the vein man is accompanied by a
lengthy canon on bloodletting. It distinguishes bloodletting by “juxtaposition,”
letting blood on the same side of the body as the ailment, or by “opposition,”
drawing humours away by cutting on the opposite side. The text instructs that
phlebotomy depends on four conditions: time, habit, age and strength. The
final three categories refer to the state of the patient, whether he is of the
proper age and experience with phlebotomy, and whether she has the
strength to endure the procedure. The first condition, time, refers to the
seasons as well as the position of the zodiac. Temperature changes brought
about by the seasons appear to have been of concern, as the text cautions
that extreme heat will induce the humours to flow too quickly, while extreme
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cold will cause them to coagulate. This canon also reiterates the cautions
depicted on the zodiac man, reminding the practitioner, “when bloodletting is
carried out from the veins in the folds of the arms, the moon should not be in
Gemini” (Talbot 230). That related content appears around both the vein man
and the zodiac man emphasises the symbiotic relationship between both
figures.
Not only does the bloodletting text echo the instructions found in the
zodiac man, but it also draws upon Salernitan instructions regarding proper
diet throughout the seasons. Embedded in the Talbot text is a poem from the
Regimen Sanitatis Salernitanum, written possibly as early as the eleventh
century. It begins “The Salerne Schoole doth by these lines impart / all health
to Englands King” (Talbot 231).34 The poem advises moderation in food, drink
and sleep. It instructs the reader to dine lightly in the spring and summer, be
wary of too much fruit in the autumn and to eat more meat in the winter. This
poem reveals two significant components of medicine: first, that medical
practices in England were influenced by continental authority (the Salernitan
school of medicine was foundational in the advancement of medical practices
throughout Europe); and second, that there was a direct correlation between
diet and humours, evidenced by the inclusion of this poem within the
bloodletting canon. An additional poem further down the canon emphasises
the importance of time in relation to phlebotomy. It instructs: “If you let blood

34

While there is some debate over the authorship and primary intended
audience of the poem, Sir Alexander Croke, who produced an edition of the
text in 1830, felt certain that England’s King referred to William the
Conqueror’s son Robert who was a patient of the Salerno School in 1099
(Hoeber 25).
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on the 11 April or 17 March / You will not suffer blindness. / If you submit to
th

th

bloodletting on the fourth or fifth of May / You will never be taken by fever”
(Talbot 231). Finally, the canon states “The days best for bloodletting are the
feastday of St. Valentine in February and the feastday of St. Lambert in
September” (231). These passages in the canon elucidate that time was a
significant factor in changes in health as well as determining courses of
action. It reveals the interconnectivity between nature and its changes over
time. Successful phlebotomy treatment was an amalgamation of the humours
created via diet, the influence of those changes traced through time and
tracked by the zodiac and finally moderated by localized acts upon the body.
The vein man is a visual and textual guide to the body and the potential
changes of climate and time that bring about disease.

Figure 23: Borthwick vein man 12v.
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The vein man map arguably represents the patient more
comprehensively than any other diagram in the folded almanac. Unlike the
zodiac man, which illuminates the influence that planets have on the
humours, the vein man outlines the means by which the patient’s body can
mediate them. Certainly the practitioner plays an essential role, but, contrary
to the houses of the zodiac, in this instance the patient’s body is the source
of change. In this regard, the patient is drawn into the manuscript via the vein
man.
Further comparisons are to be made between the vein man and the
zodiac man in order to distinguish their roles in observing the ontology of the
body. The vein man, as has been discussed, directs the practitioner to
perform an act upon the body. As the body is tangible, accessible, and
obviously situated in the realm of the human, it is acted upon. On the
contrary, the zodiac man illustrates the ways in which the planets affect the
body. As the zodiac houses are celestial, intangible, and above the plane of
human existence, so too are their influences beyond reach. Here, the
practitioner is instructed to avoid, or participate in non-action. The respective
guidance of these two diagrams reveals the position of the body within the
universe. The body is in the hands of the human and can be manipulated;
however, the human is in the control of the celestial, and for that there is
nothing to be done.
The folded almanac acts as an astrolabe, orienting the practitioner
within the expanse of medical information. The zodiac man directs the line of
inquiry from the distant celestial reaches to the central figure of the body. The
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physician looks to the heavens to determine what forces affect the body. With
this perspective, the zodiac man creates a path of reasoning from the
outside-in. On the contrary, the vein man invites a reading of the body from
the inside-out. It urges the practitioner to begin inside the body at the veins
and administer the process outward. This outward movement is
encapsulated in the vein man image, where the veins lead from the inside of
the body out to the instructive text. It is also a very literal guide, as the
procedure draws blood in the same direction. Together, these diagrams show
that medicine, and its auxiliary folded almanac, operate on the visceral body,
via the surface of the skin at the phlebotomy points of contact, by observing
the body outward among the cosmos.
Humours
Beyond phlebotomy, the health of a patient depended on the proper
production and consistent balance of healthy humours. The vein man
instructed the physician on proper intervention when a patient was unwell;
however, much of medieval medicine also focused on preventative treatment,
and for that, a far greater understanding of the origin and behaviour of
humours was necessary. Humours developed in the body after food was
digested and separated into waste and chyle. The chyle was transferred from
the stomach to the liver where a second digestion turned it into the four
humours. These essential substances were then transferred by the blood
throughout the body. The yellow bile was thought to be transported to the gall
bladder, the black bile to the spleen, the phlegm dispersed throughout—
although it is most concentrated in the joints, brain, and lungs as they require
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lubrication—and humoral blood was carried by the veins to every part of the
body (Rosenman 822-823). Mondeville, echoing the teachings of Avicenna,
explains how it is possible that food becomes humours: “A humour is a fluid
part of the body, formed from the first mixture of foods, and foods are formed
from the admixture of elements, and the parts of the body are formed from
the first mixture of the humours” (Rosenmann 828). There is a sort of
alchemy at play in the digestion and transmutation of food to humours,
involving a subtle process where earthly material is transformed by heat and
time until it is broken down and regressed into its most basic, natural
elements. Physiologically, nutrition was significant to the proper creation and
balance of humours; astro-medically, humours were elemental in the
Aristotelian sense, and were thereby subject to the influence of the planets.
The folded almanac contains useful content in its “Table to know the hours of
the planets” for determining the changing impact of the celestial on the body.
A close reading of this table in conjunction with a general understanding of
how humours affect the body illustrates the degree to which a practitioner
must observe and predict the expansive factors that dominated health and
illness.
Since sickness was understood as a disproportion of the humours, the
physician needed to diagnose which excess humour was causing the
imbalance and prescribe restorative treatment. Humours were generated in
the body through diet and digestion; however, they were also influenced by
the planets, seasons and climate. The almanac includes tables that track the
effect of the planets on the humours throughout the hours in the day. In order
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to fully appreciate the usefulness of the table, it is first necessary to illustrate
the degree to which external conditions were a factor. Within the theory of
humoral medicine there are some key terms: humours are fluids within the
body that are characteristic of Aristotelian elements, hot, cold, wet and dry. A
Summary on Crises and Critical Days written by an unknown author
identified as “Master B,” instructs “Although the superior bodies exert an
influence on those below and although we receive some power of all the
stars, and notably of the planets, nonetheless two planets have a stronger
influence: the sun and the moon” (Wallis Medieval Medicine 318). These
heavenly bodies impose the most changes upon the earth and the human
body. The moon controls the tides, and as we observed earlier, it was
thought to draw the blood throughout the body in relation to its position within
the zodiac. The sun created the seasons, and its warmth and light were
known to be pivotal to creating and sustaining life on earth. Temperament is
made up of characteristics driven by the dominant humours within an
individual. This resulted in the categorizations of personality such as
sanguine, melancholic, bilious and phlegmatic. A person’s temperament was
established at birth but might be influenced by location, climate and humoral
imbalance. In summary, astrology determined temperament, which was
affected by humours, and humours were conditional upon food, seasons and
environment.
In his treatise On the Natural Faculties, Galen demonstrates the way
in which humours were believed to build up in the body by exemplifying the
various ways that honey is cooked and digested. He explains that honey is
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often changed into yellow bile (179). However, the transmutation depends on
the elemental temperature of the person digesting it. He explains, “For in
those who are in the prime of life, especially if they are warm by nature and
are leading a life of toil, the honey changes entirely into yellow bile. Old
people, however, it suits well enough, inasmuch as the alteration which it
undergoes is not into bile, but into blood” (181). This is because a person at
the prime of life, that is to say a healthy adult individual, is warm by nature,
whereas when a person ages their elemental temperature becomes cooler
and therefore the transmutation of honey is affected by this change, and the
sanguine humour is developed instead. Galen reasons this change by
observing how honey can become bitter if overcooked:
Who, in fact, does not know that anything which is overcooked
grows at first salty and afterwards bitter? […] Therefore the
external heat, which would be useful for insufficiently warm
substances, becomes in the honey a source of damage, in fact
an access [sic]; and it is for this reason it is easily transmuted
into bile in those people who are naturally warm, or in their
prime, since warm when associated with warm becomes readily
changed into a disproportionate combination and turns into bile
sooner than blood. (191-3)
Humoral theory postulates that, just as substances such as honey
change their flavour when cooked, so the same effect occurs when the
furnace of the stomach digests it. The initial temperature of the stomach, that
is to say whether the individual tends to be more hot or cold, has a direct
impact on how the honey changes into humours in the body. Galen moves on
to say that nature, by way of individual temperament and stage of life, is not
the only condition that sets the level of temperature and level of humidity in
the body. Environment, season, occupation and locality also impact the
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degree of elements within the body (193; Method of Medicine vol. 2, 503).
Medical intervention required the physician to synthesise multiple factors
leading to the condition of the patient. Prescriptions for an older, sedentary
patient would differ from a young labourer. Furthermore, a person born under
the sign of Leo would react quite differently to a course of treatment than
someone born in Capricorn. Prognosis, then, requires a broad calculation of
circumstances surrounding the body in order to prescribe the right conditions
to rebalance the humours.
The content in the folded almanac houses these calculations in one
unified space. The calendar proper, which contains information spanning
across 76 years, helps the physician to determine the dominant sign of the
patient at birth, and also at the time of sickness. The table showing the hour
of the planets and the table to know the sign of the moon give more specific
details about the fluctuation of the humours throughout the week, down to the
hours in the day. This content informs the physician so that he can give the
most accurate prognosis and course of treatment.
Since humours were created in the body through diet, food was
believed to be an effective way of maintaining balance. There are many texts
prescribing food as medicine in order to offset dominant humours and
rebalance the body. Guy de Chauliac includes a section instructing on
purging humours through food in his Cyrurgie. Since hot and dry
temperaments are akin to blood, phlebotomy would be the obvious treatment
for purging that excess humour; however, purgation was also prescribed by
means of a concoction to induce vomit. One could provoke “strong” vomiting
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with a combination of radish and “wallewort” (probably endive or chicory)
buried in the ground for two days (Chauliac 564). The bad humours would
then be carried out by the medicine and excreted or vomited. Beyond
medical recipes, the foods one regularly ate could also maintain proper
humoral balance. Eating black olives, for example, could soften and oil the
stomach due to their hot, moist quality. However, too many black olives might
produce black humour and lead to bad quality of blood. Pickled olives, on the
other hand, might also lead to a choleric humour (Arikha 95).
Humours are influenced by conditions outside the natural processes of
the body by means that Galen referred to as the “non-naturals.” In contrast to
naturals, which consisted of the humours, temperaments and “faculties of the
mind [and] the virtues or moral qualities,” non-naturals were outside variables
that influenced the body, such as the quality and temperature of the air, diet
and sleep (Arikha 99). Galen goes on to instruct that changes in
temperaments are also dependent upon “occupations also, localities and
seasons, and, above all, of natures themselves, the colder are more
phlegmatic, and the warmer more bilious” (On the Natural Faculties 183185). Considering the scope of effects on temperament and the way they
change with circumstances, humoral changes are not limited by their
generation within the body; they are instead ubiquitous. Although the patient
is capable of balancing humours through diet, external circumstances might
overwhelm the efficiency of this moderation. Health, then, is not a process by
which the medieval body possessed the agency to combat disease. Instead,
the body took in an amalgamation of the world around it by way of the most
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basic humoral elements. The healthy condition of the body represented the
surrounding environment. In other words, the body was a product of the
circumstances of existence.
Temperament also depended upon the arrangement of the planets at
the time of birth. A person was inherently sanguine, choleric, melancholic,
and phlegmatic due to the nature of the universe at the time. In addition to
physical disposition, temperament also affected personality. Galen outlines in
On the Nature of Man:
The characters of the soul follow on the mixtures in the body
[…] therefore the sharp and intelligent character in the soul will
be due to the bileish humour, the steadfast and firm character
due to the melancholic humour, and the simple and stupid
character due to blood. The nature of phlegm is most useless in
the formation of character, and it appears to have its necessary
origin in the first break-down of foods. (98)
According to Galen, the dominant humour informs the personality.
Changes in humoral balance caused a person’s mind to be affected in a
manner that would now be considered a mental condition. For a physician,
diagnoses about humoral balance can be deduced according to the
behaviour of the patient. If someone was typically quick and intelligent, but
begins to show symptoms of stubbornness or depression, then the physician
may deduce that there is a superfluity of black bile, which would require
purgation.
This influence on emotion and personality revealed the impact that
humours had on not only the body but also the soul. In her book Inward Wits,
Ruth Harvey emphasises the work of Costa ben Luca (820-912) who
explained that “since the human body is made out of all sorts of different
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parts and humours and spirits, the subtler and clearer the spirit, the better will
it be at receiving the motions of the soul; hence the philosophers say that the
virtues of the soul follow the complexion of the body” (39). This
interconnectivity between the body and soul reveals once again the power of
the mind over the body. As much as the universe influences the body through
its control over the humours, the noble constitution of the mind, which is the
seat of the intellectual soul, also exercises control by way of temperament.
Costa goes on to exemplify that excitement or extreme changes in emotion
have an immediate effect on the physical by means of changes in colour,
sudden weakness, and changes in bowel movements (Wilcox and Riddle 7).
Going further, he argues that if a patient is ill and behaves irritably, the
correct course of treatment might be to treat the mind rather than prescribe
physical therapy (8). Certain talismans and charms might be prescribed—
Costa cautiously admits that even occult remedies, while perhaps not
medically effective, strengthen the mind and offer some efficacy (2).
Evidently, the mind has the capability of readjusting the strength of the
humours within the body through emotion and will. We find that numerous
medical practitioners support what we now consider the placebo theory,
marvelling at the strength of mind to impact the condition of the body.
This mind/body relationship reveals the interconnectivity of humoral
medicine. It is not enough to simply let blood on the correct day. The air,
climate, season, emotional state, planetary movements and diet influence the
patient. Rather than the patient existing as a separate entity alongside the
many facets of the world, he is part of a complex system governed by the
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base essences of nature and the spiritual forces of the heavens.
Temperamental characteristics are manifested by humoral elements, but
outside factors play a significant role in altering those conditions.
Metaphysically, the humours are yet another primary layer of the system that
connects the human body to the greater universe. Much as the body is a
system of simple and complex members, it is also a concoction of outwardly
sourced and carefully measured fluids circulating through the organic
structure of the human that is just one of a multitude of systems bearing life.
Linked to both environment and the seasons, Galenic medical theories
require different diets to be observed during different times of the year. For
example, a treatise on diet and bloodletting in Ashmole MS 1477 f. 95
prescribes quite different eating habits in June, where “gode it is to drynke a
dyschefull of colde water euerye day, fastynge, and drynke ale and mede in
mesure, and ete sawge and letuse; and fore grete nede, lett þe blode. The vij
daye is of grete parell fore to blede on.” While, on the contrary, in January
“fastynge, white wynne is gode fore-to dryngke, & blode lettynge to forbere
thorough all thynge. Vij dayes in the monthe benne of peryll to blede inne, þe
j, ij, iiij, v, x, xv, xix” (Mooney “Diet and Bloodletting” 251-252). Whereas in the
hot summer months cold water is recommended in order to help cool the
body and ensure that the humours do not imbue the characteristics of the hot
dry season, in cold moist January, good wine is recommended in order to
help keep the body warm. With these directions, it is apparent that diet and
environment are essential components when prescribing an ongoing health
regime that includes nutritive changes and phlebotomy. Yet in order to
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provide the most comprehensive course of treatment, the physician need
also account for the planetary movements that cause fluctuations in the
humours. The folded almanac provides a guide to these changes
This brief summary of the humours reveals that, while it was believed
that humoral balance was unique to the individual and established at birth
based on the positions of the zodiac in proximity to the earth, external
variables greatly influenced an individual as he or she progressed through
time and space. That is to say, the season, the place where the individual
lived, his or her occupation, emotional state, and diet could vastly alter a
person. There is ongoing turbulence between the humoral forces within the
body battling against the outside elements. The folded almanac is a
comprehensive model of where and when this turbulence affects the patient.
Humours in the almanac
In order to understand the patient’s individual balance of humours and how
the current seasons or zodiac arrangement might affect him or her, the folded
almanac contained tables that demonstrated the dominant humour based on
the alignment of the planets. From this initial calculation, the physician might
then adjust the interpretation of the body depending on diet, emotional state,
and occupation in order to make a clear, educated diagnosis of the patient’s
level of health.
Humoral medicine runs through the age of Hippocrates to the folded
almanac. From the translations and commentaries of Avicenna, through to
the works of Modeville and Chauliac and into the English canons of
Bartholomeus (1270) and John of Gaddesden (1314), the humours are
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essential to the practice of each of these medical practitioners. When the
folded almanac was adapted as a medical tool, tables were included that
demonstrated the ruling humours according to the planetary arrangements
among the sun and moon, emphasizing that the zodiac influenced the
elements, which subsequently impacted the humours. Humours were the
foundational elements of the body, and the folded almanac provided a means
to calculate the way in which they would be affected by the stars.

Figure 24: Borthwick table of the planets 6r.
The Tabula ad sciendum quis planeta regnet in qualibet hora (Table to
know which planet reigns in every hour – fol. 6r) locates the dominant planet
for the days of the week and hours of the day. The days of the week are
located at the top of the table. Along the left side are twenty-four hours
divided into the twelve hours of morning and night. In the grid between these
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two axes are inserted the names of the seven known planets: the sun, moon,
Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn. The names of the planets are
arranged in alternating angles, creating a crosshatch pattern across the table
that gives it a sense of unification rather than a mere graph of data. This
unification conveys that, while the planets, hours, and days are all individual,
as an amalgamation of time and space they create one system. On the right
side of the table are listed the four elemental mixtures: hot and wet, hot and
dry, cold and dry, and cold and wet. Just above these descriptions are listed
the temperaments associated with these elements and the nature of
oncoming ailments at particular times. Beginning at the midday section of the
table it reads: “Colera eventatur; Melancholia habundat; Fleuma fluctuate”
[choler occurs, melancholia abounds, and phlegm fluctuates] (Mooney 4243). Interestingly, the very top and bottom sections of this chart are designed
to be read together. At the very top it is written “movetor” which corresponds
to the bottom where “Sanguis” is written [blood is moved]. If one reads the
bottom section and then the top, it becomes apparent that those two sections
are united in the same fashion as the other sections on the table. Therefore,
the table can be read cyclically. Once the time of day reaches the bottom it
continues back to the top. This cyclical reading, combined with the woven
appearance of the planets across the table enhances the idea that this table
is a united and perpetual expression of the time and space that dominate the
body. Whereas other pages in the folded almanac provide guidance by which
the physician can engage with the humours, this table itself explicitly
engages with them.
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The table is a textual amalgamation of the planets, the time of the day
and week, and the humours. The physician consults the table, focusing on
the relevant hour of the day, the governing planet during that hour, and the
dominant humour during that time. For example, on the fourth day of the
week at the seventh hour during the day, the governing planet is Venus, and
the table states that “choler occurs.” While Venus is characterized as a hot
and wet planet, this particular time of the day, according to the table, is
dominated by hot and moist properties. A juxtaposition of these two
conditions helps the physician to determine the elemental state of the
moment and its effect on the body. While the table is titled “to know the
planets in every hour,” in fact, it offers a great deal more. The table informs
us that there are three overlapping circles aligning like a Venn diagram.
Where the progression of time, the movement of the planets, and the
changing of humours converge, this is where the patient exists.
The patient-focused content examined in the folded almanac in this
section traces an arc through astro-medicine and the manner in which it
synthesised the development and maintenance of the humours. The zodiac
man offers a visual depiction of the influence that the twelve planetary signs
had over locals within the body. The vein man maps where and why
bloodletting should be performed upon the patient. Finally, the table to know
the hours of the planets reveals that the body was contingent upon the
movement of the planets down to the minutia of the day. The humours could
be observed and modified through diet, but ultimately external conditions
held considerable agency over them. By considering content within the
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almanac and anticipating how and why the physician referred to it, a broader
picture of how the patient was believed to be connected to the cosmos
emerges. The microcosm of the body is depicted in the diagrams and tables
enclosed in the folded almanac, which is informed by the macrocosm moving
around it.
The Constellations
Medieval medicine depends significantly on the degree to which the cosmos
affected change upon the body. The constellations are, next to the patient,
the most significant component of medieval astro-medicine because of the
control they exhibit over nature. Within the pages of the almanac, their
movements are tracked over time and superimposed over the microcosmic
patient. In order to understand the intricacy of this system, this section will
further investigate the complexity of the constellations and their authority
over the body.
Microcosm
In Reckoning of Time, the venerable Bede discusses the relationship
between the body and the world. He states “And man himself, who is called
‘microcosm’ by the wise, that is, ‘a smaller universe,’ has his body tempered
in every respect by these same [humoral] qualities; indeed each of its
constituent humours imitates the manner of the season in which it prevails”
(100-101). In medical theory, the influence of the planets, the zodiac, and the
seasonal changes on the body impress upon the reader that the microcosm
behaves in the same manner as the macrocosm. As winter is cold, so the
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body also cools during this time; the body mimics the humidity of spring, and
so on. This allowed medical practitioners to approach the treatment of the
microcosm quite practically, making calculations measuring the influence of
the planets upon the body relative to time and place.
Thus far the notion of the microcosm has been evidenced most
prominently in the zodiac man. The astrological symbols overlaying the body
reduce the macrocosmic entirety of the universe into the microcosm
emblematic of the humoral system. Yet, examining the other components of
the almanac reveals that textual medical content incorporates far more than
symbols on the surface of the body. A particularly compelling folio contains a
great deal of content that gestures to the manner in which astro-medicine
was concerned with locating the body within the greater system of the
macrocosm.
Folio 11r in the Borthwick almanac powerfully illustrates the way in
which the almanac encompasses the macrocosm into a microrepresentation. This folio is folded vertically into four columns rather than
three. After unfolding the first title column, the initial view reveals two
diagrams demonstrating the orientation of the sun in relation to the earth.
The diagram on the left traces orbital cycles of Venus, referred to here as
Lucifer,35 around the sun, as well as the pair’s rotation around the earth. The
diagram on the right demonstrates the possible shadow shapes cast by the

35

In Greek astronomy into the Middle Ages, Lucifer was the “Morning Star.”
Bede refers to Venus as such in Reckoning of Time: “In the loveliness of
her light, which she receives from her proximity to the Sun, Venus attracts
by her mien those who behold her. […] Venus, called both Lucifer and
Vesper” (33-34).
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earth relative to the distance of the sun. Both of these diagrams emphasise
the earth at the centre of the universe, even when it is not, at first glance,
physically central, as is the case with the left diagram. Linearly, the diagram
appears to show the sun in the centre; however, when one imagines these
revolutions in motion, it places the earth in the middle. Venus is rotating
around the sun, but the sun, accompanied by Venus, travels around the
earth. The diagram on the right emphasises that the earth reaches out
beyond its margins and casts its shadow into the universe. Both of these
diagrams acknowledge medieval concerns with the manner in which the
earth casts a figurative and literal shadow in to the universe, and it is one
component of a larger cosmological system.
Opening the next two vertical folds reveals a remarkable volvelle
displayed over half a folio. Much more will be said about this volvelle shortly,
but for now it serves to demonstrate that, as the pages of the almanac are
being unfolded, the line of inquiry is focusing inward. The first diagrams on
this folio were concerned with details that stretch beyond the boundaries of
the earth. The volvelle synthesises much of the information found in other
folios of the almanac and assembles all these details into a circular
representation of one year. It includes the lunar days of the zodiac, monthly
calendric days, and saint’s feasts. The phases of the moon for any calculated
day are revealed by adjusting moveable arms pinned to the centre of the
circle. The order in which the content is arranged on the volvelle represents
the timing of these events relative to their distance from the gazer’s
perspective. The zodiac encompasses the outermost circle of the volvelle,
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just as the fixed stars are furthest away from earth. The next circle inward
lists the monthly calendar, which is dominated by the cycle of the sun. This is
followed by dominical letters, which determine when the first Sunday of the
year will fall. The volvelle is now focusing inward from the general year to a
specific date, as well as from the month to the week. Further inward on the
volvelle are saints’ and feast days. Again, there is a narrowing focus of time,
from year to month and now to a specific day. In addition, these days denote
an intersection between individuals who were once on earth and have now
crossed into the realm of the divine. The very centre of the volvelle depicts
the lunar phases. Significantly, while these phases do address the moon,
they are in fact earth-centric. The phases of the moon only appear as such
because of the perspective from the earth. Certainly the phases change
according to the position of the moon, but it is that position relative to the sun
and the earth that causes these changes. In this manner, the volvelle focuses
on the intersections of body, time and space from broad to narrow, beginning
with the furthest celestial spheres and longest units of time, and condensing
to shorter time frames and closer proximity to the individual and the earth.
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Figure 25: Borthwick volvelle, 11r.
A final unfolding of the page exposes the verso side of the folio, where
additional diagrams are revealed that illustrate the lunar phases from the
perspective of the earth in accordance to the orientation of the moon. Two
diagrams are displayed: the top reveals the way the light from the sun shines
onto the moon, while the lower illustrates the phase of the moon as seen
from the perspective of the earth. In both diagrams, the earth is again located
in the central circle. This pair of diagrams acknowledges, like the first
diagrams examined in this section, that the earth sits in the centre of the
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Ptolemaic universe and, thus, it holds a unique perspective in comparison to
the rest of the celestial bodies.

Figure 26: Borthwick f 11v.
In terms of the microcosm, these pages illustrate the machinics of the
universe from the perspective of the earth. They gaze out into the universe
but they synthesise what is seen by looking down from the heavens and
inward. Furthermore, these diagrams are folded and condensed into a page
and represented on the surface by a few key words. This folded page is then
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sandwiched between other folios that also consider the universe and its
effect upon the realm of the human, going as far as to superimpose the
entirety of the universe onto a single human body, as depicted in the zodiac
man. All these pages are then bound tightly together and fastened onto the
body. Reading the two sides of this folio together reveals an inward/outward
gaze. The universe is condensed into simplified, inward-focusing diagrams,
which then expand outward from inside the body via the zodiac man and
back out to the distant astrological spheres. The entirety of the universe is
contained within the folded almanac, which is then unfolded into a map of the
patient, encompassing within his body an aggregate of the cosmos.
Volvelles
Volvelles aggregating astrological and calendric content exist in many
medieval manuscripts. In 2015 an exhibition was curated at the J. Paul Getty
Museum in Los Angeles called Touching the Past: The Hand and the
Medieval Book. The materials on display were primarily sourced from the
museum’s collections and emphasised that illuminated manuscripts, while
beautiful and precious, “were once turned, stroked, stitched, and sometimes
even sliced by generations before us” (Martin). One of the items on display
was a volvelle from the Getty collection: Ms. Ludwig XII 7 fol. 51r. In terms of
decoration and content, the Ludwig volvelle is rather simple in comparison to
other extant examples. However, the construction of these textual
technologies is consistently the same. Round discs of parchment, vellum or
paper are stacked onto a leaf of the manuscript and then fixed in the centre
with a tie. Included in this layered binding are discs, which have pointers
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jutting out from their circumference. This fabrication allows for the discs to be
rotated independently and point to the information written around the
perimeters of the circles. This information includes calendar dates, with the
names of the months on an inner circle and the days from one to twentyeight to thirty-one arranged on an outer circle so that the disc creates a
circular calendar. On a larger disc beneath are zodiac days with the numbers
arranged to signify the thirty degrees in a lunar month. Near to the centre of
the volvelle there is a hole, which reveals the phase of the moon for the given
date in which the discs of the volvelle are arranged.

Figure 27: Getty MS Ludwig XII 7 f51r.
Perhaps the most discussed volvelle, certainly in terms of medieval
medicine is contained in the Guild Book of the Barber Surgeons of York
(British Library Ms. Egerton 2572 f. 51). This volvelle is flanked by John the
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Baptist and John the Evangelist above, and medical patron Saints Cosmas
and Damien beneath. The names of the zodiac are supplemented by small
images illustrating the astrological symbols, and the months are interspersed
with symbols of seasonal labour. While one of the two is missing, the
surviving rotating disc reveals the elegant, elongated pointer used to set the
volvelle to the appropriate date. In the centre of the circle the lunar phases
are designed with gold illumination and dark blue. If the smallest disc
remained intact, the volvelle would include the small hole similar to the
Ludwig volvelle that revealed only the phase of the moon, rather than the
two-toned band exposed in its entirety. Examining the volvelle through the
lens of medieval medical practices suggests how relevant this textual
machine is during diagnosis. The user orients the discs in accordance to the
calendar year as well as the zodiac and, in turn, the volvelle reveals the lunar
phase. This small object encompasses three major systems of nature that
congregate into complex changes within the body. It acts as a medieval
medical database where content is easily retrieved and cross-referenced in
one central location. The Barber Guild volvelle is not only a workable tool
designed to aid in medical diagnosis, but it is also a decorated and certainly
celebrated piece of technology. One might question whether the Barber Guild
book contains a volvelle because surgeons—those who might not have the
academic training to read the calendars and tables required to calculate the
correct phases or planetary positions—used it. It is also possible that the
surgical profession required more technological adaptations in order to
improve practices. New tools were welcomed as much as new knowledge or
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techniques. The volvelle is an innovation adapted from the older, linear
textual model: from old books comes new science.

Figure 28: Volvelle from Guildbook of the Barber Surgeons 51r.
The volvelle in the Borthwick almanac is far more sophisticated,
although less highly decorated than the example in the guild book. Its
purpose appears to be the same: there are two independent arms that point
to calendric and zodiacal dates, revealing the phase of the moon predicted
for that moment in time. However, whereas the information contained in the
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two volvelles already discussed is limited to dates, the Borthwick almanac
contains far more information. Rather than having concentric discs displaying
information, it uses one circular graph filled with a multitude of data (See
Figure 25). Beyond the monthly and astrological days, the Borthwick volvelle
also includes saints’ days, dominical letters, and number of years in the
metonic cycle. Essentially, the volvelle in this almanac condenses the
majority of the information found in the rest of the almanac down to one living
calculator. As the volvelle is manipulated in order to point to the correct day,
the phase of the moon, as in the other volvelles, is revealed; but the volvelle
also informs of significances beyond the moon.
In her post on the Getty blog, “Decoding the Medieval Volvelle”
Reagan Martin describes the volvelle as “a form of ‘artificial memory’ that
freed users from committing large amounts of detailed information to mind.”
Certainly, the amount of information contained in the Borthwick volvelle would
be difficult to memorize, particularly the lunar degrees and gradients of
altitude included in the smaller circles. The idea of an artificial memory is
attractive: the compiler copies vast amounts of information—and indeed
when considering the purpose of the volvelle to decipher lunar phases, the
ever changing information—into a consolidated textual space that can be
manipulated in order to conduct calculations. There is no need to memorize
and then synthesise information in the mind when the page contains such
information. Yet, the artificial memory does not do justice to the volvelle and
its manoeuvrability. Instead, I suggest that the volvelle acts as a living textual
microcosm. The volvelle incorporates a body of knowledge compiled from the
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other pages of the almanac and condenses it within one contained space.
This space is equipped with moveable appendages that, when manipulated,
point to the location of the patient and almanac within time and space. As the
arms are capable of being manipulated, the volvelle physically reaches out
into space by pointing at its position in time, which is written on its own body.
As the arms are adjusted, the moon, encased within the centre of the volvelle
body also changes and quite literally moves with the time. Once again, there
is a gesture of simultaneous outward and inwards direction in the volvelle.
Then, just like the other pages of the almanac, the arms can be folded into
the centre and the volvelle condensed by the folds of the page and tucked
back inside the cover of the manuscript.
The content in the volvelle raises the question, if it contains much of
the information already extant in the manuscript, why have the almanac at
all? The volvelle, along with folio 12, which contains the vein man, are later
additions to the almanac. This is evident by the quality of the parchment as
well as the change in script. In addition, these two folios are folded vertically
into four, while most of the folios are only folded in three. This raises many
possibilities for the origin of the volvelle. Either a subsequent owner of the
almanac created the volvelle using the information contained in the almanac,
or the volvelle was later found and included in a rebinding of the existing
almanac. Regardless of its conception, the fact that the volvelle is now
contained in the almanac reveals that someone understood that its content
had a strong enough connection to the rest of the almanac for it to be
included. In a way, the volvelle is a microcosm of the almanac, and the
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almanac, as has been argued, is representative of the microcosm of the
body. The inclusion of the volvelle adds one more loop in the cyclical pattern
of searching outward in order to look within.
Tables to know the moon
Astro-medicine requires a complex synthesis of the seven known planets and
their movement through the zodiac, their orientation to each other and their
relative position to the sun and moon. Each alignment bears individual
significance to changes on the body. The moon draws humoral blood to
different parts of the body, but the planets influence the elemental properties
of the air. John Somer’s introductory canon to the Tabula Planetarium, Tabula
Lune ad Sciendum Eius Signum, et Tabule Lune ad Sciendum Eius Gradum
[Canons for Table of the Planets, Table to Know the Sign of the Moon, and
Table to Know the Angle of the Moon], states that “knowledge of the lunar
table is much less useful for bloodletting, since with art changing nature,
each thing may occur appropriately in its own time” (Mooney 140). He is
referring here to the practice of medicine, which was considered an art rather
than a science at this time because it incorporated philosophy and astrology.
The art of medicine is capable of mitigating the effects of the forces of nature
on the body. According to Somer, the ruling planets have a greater impact on
the affected air that conjures disease. For example, the Black Death was
thought to have been created in March of 1345 due to a conjunction of the
malefic planets Mars and Saturn, along with the planet Jupiter (Campion 7778). Mars was considered a harbinger of war and violence, while Saturn
provoked hatred and death. Campion also points out that, according to
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ancient astronomers, the conjunction between Saturn and Jupiter denoted a
change of historical significance (77). The alignment of the planets led
astrologers to predict evil in the air. Around this same time there occurred a
lunar eclipse, considered an omen of danger. When the plague hit Europe in
1346, astrologers had a ready explanation.
According to this analysis, the planets, and their humoral influence on
earthly circumstances, impress more upon the earth than does the moon.
Yet, as we have seen, the moon has a significant impact on the human body,
particularly with regard to letting blood. Such was the case with the zodiac
man, whose primary purpose was to caution against phlebotomy in
accordance with the position of the moon as it sits in the houses of the
zodiac. The moon perhaps acts as a conduit for transferring and recognizing
how the body is reacting in accordance with the impressions from the zodiac.
Therefore, although Somer cautions that the lunar table offered less pertinent
advice than the table of the planets, in fact, the planets and the moon equally
carry their responsibility for disease and treatment: the planets radiate
change down onto the earth, but the moon draws humours from the body up
to the surface.
Linne Mooney points out that the two tables: the table to know the
signs of the moon and the table to know the angle of the moon are used
together and thus often appear on the same folio. This is true of numerous
folded almanacs that contain these tables, such as Harley 5311 (fols 6r and
v), Wellcome 8932 (fols 6r and v), Wellcome 40 (fols 5r and v), and the
British Library MS Add 17358 (f2r). The Borthwick almanac also contains
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these tables; however, the design is unique in comparison to the other
examples, and its configuration emphasises the symbiosis of their use.
Rather than arranging the tables on either side of a folio or, as is the case
with Add 17358, stacked one on top of the other, Borthwick bookends the
table to know the angle of the moon with the table to know the sign. The
result is that, while other examples of these tables require the user to read
laterally from left to right, and jump back and forth across the page in order to
deduce proper calculation, Borthwick is oriented so that the user begins at
the outside of the page and looks into the centre.
Calculating the sign and the angle of the moon requires the user to
first consult the calendar proper to determine the date of the most recent
prime or golden number. This number relates to the date of the new moon
according to the nineteen-year metonic cycle. From there, the calendar
reveals the sign and angle of the sun during this conjunction with the moon.
For example, both Mooney and Eisner (in his Kalendarium of Nicholas of
Lynn) exemplify that on 25 April 1387, the new moon occurred while the sun
was eight degrees in Taurus. With this information, the user consults the
table of the sign to determine in which sign the moon was situated, and the
table of the angle to deduce its angle. With these calculations, the Borthwick
table reveals that on the date in question the moon was twenty-seven
degrees in Cancer.36

36

Eisner arrives at the same calculation. Linne Mooney produces a different
calculation: 7 degrees in Leo; however, she points out that according to
Eisner, Nicholas cautions that the moon can move 10-14 degrees per day,
thus arguing that both calculations are correct. It is not wholly clear from
Mooney’s table and calculations how she arrived at her conclusion.
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For the purposes of understanding how these tables exemplify a
microcosm, it is the pattern of reading that is significant. Once again, these
two tables compartmentalize a vast amount of information gathered from the
celestial movements, and organize such information into a structured table.
Just as we have seen with the volvelle and the table of the planets in the
previous section on humours, the user of the almanac is able to navigate the
movements of the planets through the text on the page. Furthermore, the
scribe who created the Borthwick almanac condensed these two tables into
one, so that rather than two tables representing the movements of the moon,
this almanac reveals only one. The unification of the tables to know the signs
of the moon and angles of the moon results in a microcosm of itself.
Furthermore, as the direction of reading focuses the gaze inwards, the
microcosm once again is drawn to the centre. As these tables are used in
order to prepare for bloodletting, the central focus is the body of the patient.
In this way, seeking for the movement of the moon begins in time through the
way it is represented in the monthly calendars. This information is then
directed to the arrangement of the moon in conjunction with the sun and the
earth. Finally, the synthesised information is focused inward via the centre of
the table, and then through the table into the body of the patient. The
microcosm is projected from the far reaches of the zodiac, down into the
almanac, and then beneath the skin into the core of the patient.
An examination of the celestial content in the almanac corroborates
the importance of understanding the arrangement of the cosmos in medical
practice. Changes in seasons brought upon by the sun affect conditions in
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the air, changing its temperature and humidity, which brings upon humoral
changes in the body. The zodiac cycle also governs the humours, as each
house dominates a different location within the body, and also emphasises
the strength of these humours depending upon the position of the zodiac in
relation to the earth. The moon is a tether between the universe and the
body. It draws blood and thus humours closer to the surface of the body,
much like it pulls upon the tides, depending on which zodiac house it rests in
at the time. Examining the content in the folded almanac as a unit
demonstrates the manner in which the universe was viewed as a symbiotic
machine in which the greater system is reflected in the singular, and each
working part of the system has a direct effect on the central figure of the
human body.
Conclusion
Astro-medical practice requires a synthesis of the position and movement of
celestial bodies to determine the manner in which they have an influence on
the body of the patient. The folded almanac gathers diagrams and tables
conveying this information into a comprehensive body of knowledge. These
manuscripts appear to be modified from existing texts, including John
Somer’s calendar and material attributed to Robert Grosseteste. Furthermore,
the order of content and supplementary material suggests that folded
almanacs underwent customization, possibly highlighting the needs and
preferences of the commissioner. The manuscript has physical features
indicating that the object is designed for wear and, due to its medical nature,
might act as a textual appendage enhancing the physician’s authority as a
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healer. This analysis demonstrates that there are multiple bodies engaged in
astro-medicine: that of the physician, whose body is enhanced through the
proximity of the text; that of the patient, who is represented within the
almanac via figures such as the zodiac and vein man and whose humoral
fluctuations are tracked in tables of the planets and moon; and finally the
bodies in the cosmos, which cause humoral changes dependent upon their
conjunction and position in the zodiac.
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CHAPTER 3: TIME
Introduction
Time is used extensively in the folded almanac. The zodiac man, tables to
know the sign of the moon, and volvelle all reveal medical information
dependant upon time. The arrangement of the moon and zodiac cycle
determines the appropriate time for bloodletting. The table to know the moon
must be cross-referenced with the monthly calendar. The volvelle functions
as a monthly and zodiac calendar, which incorporates the phases of the
moon into a textual machine. Investigating the manner in which time is
represented and functions in the folded almanac will further illuminate how
astro-medicine amalgamates the body, time and space into a system of
medical diagnosis.
This chapter will investigate time in relation to the physician, patient
and constellations. The section on the physician will investigate the theories
of time put forth by classical and medieval thinkers, and consider how these
concepts of time are present in astro-medicine. The patient section will
scrutinise how this content assisted in reading the condition of the body.
Finally, the constellation section will consider how and whether the treatment
of time in astro-medicine differs from notions of time in other fields of thought.
Physician
What is Time?
Medieval medicine was built on the principles of the great classical thinkers.
Indeed, much of the scientific world harkens back to the ancients and, as in
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medicine, concepts that addressed the natural world largely began as
commentaries on classical writers by medieval thinkers who sought to
reconcile their intellectual predecessors’ ideas with their own culture.
Thomas Aquinas, for example, filled multiple volumes of commentary on
Aristotle’s works. In these commentaries, Aquinas seeks to unite the
Aristotelian tradition with Christian thinking. This is not necessarily in order to
merely Christianize a pagan writer. Instead, Aquinas delves into the
foundations of scientific thought proposed by Aristotle, and in his inquiry
seeks to understand nature further than his forefather. As John Rowan points
out in his introduction to Aquinas’ Commentary, “Thomas is principally
concerned with the advancement of truth, he sometimes proceeds to draw
out what he feels is implicit in Aristotle’s doctrines. In so doing he introduces
his own personal views into his explanations inasmuch as he sees a
fundamental agreement between them and those of the Philosopher”
(Commentary ix). In other words, on one hand, Aquinas defers to his
predecessor’s authority on the subjects of nature and being, but on the other,
his expansion on these ideas reveals that the Aristotelian tradition was in fact
evolving in order to reflect the medieval understanding of nature and science.
The concept of time challenged the medieval intellect, just as it
continues to challenge modern thought today. Although time is a pervasive
system that dictates how we as a species organize our movements and
actions, it is difficult to explain and even harder to define. Augustine grappled
with its complexity in book eleven of his Confessions: “What, then, is time?
There can be no quick and easy answer, for it is no simple matter even to
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understand what it is, let alone find words to explain it. Yet, in our
conversation, no word is more familiarly used or more easily recognized than
‘time’” (Augustine 263-264). Therefore, in order to recognize how time is
incorporated in the metaphysical arrangement of body and space, it is first
necessary to examine the many concepts of time deliberated by medieval
thinkers, beginning with the concepts of time as formulated first by Aristotle
and then Aquinas.
Long before the Middle Ages, Aristotle set forth some of his ideas of
the natural world in his, Physics. In Book 4 he attempts to define and explain
the nature of time. Aristotle spends much time and energy grappling with the
present and its relation to the past and future, and he lays out,
mathematically, that time is a series of “nows.” However, in terms of
medieval medicine, the past, present and future are not as interesting or
relevant as Aristotle’s argument that time is a measurement of motion. In
Book 4.14 he writes:
Time is measured by motion as well as motion by time (this
being so because by a motion definite in time the quantity both
of the motion and of the time is measured. […] Regular circular
motion is above all else the measure, because the number of
this is the best known. Now neither alteration nor increase nor
coming into being can be regular, but locomotion can be. This
also is why time is thought to be the movement of the sphere,
viz. because the other movements are measured by this, and
time by this movement (Book 4.14)
A number of statements in this passage are of interest to the way that time is
connected to medical theory in the Middle Ages. First, in both the Physics as
well as and Aquinas’ commentary about this particular passage, the concept
of “locomotion” is used. Locomotion, from the Latin locus and motus refers to
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the ability to move from one place to another. “Locomotion” gestures toward
an important lexical distinction between movement, such as the ability to
wave one’s hand, and relocation, the ability to go from point A to point B.
This is where we truly recognize the nuance of defining and understanding
time. Certainly if a person stands in a room and waves her hand for five
minutes, she will not have relocated from the place which she stood. And yet,
we recognize that time has passed.
How can we know that it has been five minutes unless we recognize a
unit of measurement? Aristotle suggests that time is measured as a ratio of
that which is most well known: the circle. Earlier in book 4.5 of Physics,
Aristotle outlines the infinite nature of the circle and its relation to heaven and
the soul. He explains that heaven, or the All, must be a circle, because
everything in the universe must be contained inside something. Everything
must have a place because otherwise it would be in a void and this is
impossible. Just as heaven must be circular, so too must time operate in a
circular motion, because nothing can exist outside of time. And this circular
motion is observable to everyone who witnesses the rise, set, and rise again
of the sun. Augustine takes some issue with this explanation, arguing if “the
lights of heaven were to cease, and a potter’s wheel still turn around: would
there be no time by which we measure those rotations?” (Confessions XXIII.
29). He concludes by stating that just as a spinning potter’s wheel cannot
measure a day, so too would an educated man recognize that the circular
motion of this wheel is starkly different from the orbit of the planets.
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This observable repetition demonstrates that the motion of time is
sustained. The sun always rises and sets: the circular motion is constant.
This leads to the final important statement in Aristotle’s explanation of the
locomotion of time: “Neither alteration nor increase nor coming into being can
be regular, but locomotion can be. This is why time is thought to be the
movement of the sphere.” In other words, time continues to move at an
unwavering pace—it is the constant regulator. Yet, the body does not exist in
a circular pattern—it moves from youth to maturity to old age and finally
death and does not rejuvenate with the rotation of the sun or the other
planets. Unlike the heavens, which exist in the eternal realm, the body is
corrupted by its mortality. Essentially, the celestial sphere is eternal, but the
body decays and its place in the world will eventually end. This exemplifies
the impending alteration and coming into being that Aristotle marks as
irregular. Circular locomotion, on the other hand, the ability to move from one
place to the other but then eventually back again, is the eternal movement of
time.
Circular locomotion is significant to the relationship between time and
medicine, for not only does this imply that there is a perpetuity of time that is
exerting constant force on the body, it also emphasises the celestial sphere,
where governing planets are in constant rotation. Their movements direct
seasonal, humoral, and temporal changes onto the impressionable body, but
they themselves do not change. Time, according to Aristotle is not motion
itself, but the way that motion is measured, and vice versa, motion is the way
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in which time was recognized. Time is intrinsically linked to movement, but
specifically to the cyclical movement of the heavens.
Aristotle is distanced from medieval science and thinking by over a
millennium. In the thirteenth century, when St. Thomas Aquinas discovered
the writing of Aristotle, he undertook to provide commentary on the bulk of
his works, and in doing so, he confirmed through reason the construct and
impact of time. This passage, originating from the commentary on the
Metaphysics, examines the continuous and eternal nature of time:
For it has been shown in Book VIII of the Physics that motion is
eternal without qualification. It also seems impossible that time
should not be eternal […] And if time is continuous and eternal,
motion must be continuous and eternal, because motion and
time are either the same thing, as some claimed, or time is a
property of motion, as is really the case. For time is the
measure of motion, as is evident in Book IV of the Physics.
However, it must not be thought that every motion can be
eternal and continuous, since this can be true only of local
motion; and among local motions this is true only of circular
motion, as is proved in Book VIII of the Physics. (481)
Aquinas reaffirms Augustine’s distinction that not all movement measures
time. He writes that one must be cautious about recognizing which motion
inherits the property of time. “Time is the measure of motion,” Aquinas states,
and both motion and time must be eternal. Yet, certainly not every motion
can be eternal, which is easily observed. Aquinas clarifies that the type of
motion in question is local motion (locomotion), and even then it can only be
eternal if it is propelled in the circular.
Circular motion of the cosmos causes the alleged predictable changes
in the body. Tension exists between the corruptible patient and the eternal
movements explored by Aristotle and Aquinas. Time is the measure of
circular movement, and the most apparent and influential circular movement
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in the medieval universe is the celestial realm. Aquinas goes on to explore
the effect of the sun and the zodiac on generation and destruction. He
explains that, since the governing planets, particularly the sun, rotate around
the world and through the circular path of the zodiac, the forces of these
movements affect varying degrees of change based on the proximity of the
celestial to the terrestrial:
If generation and destruction are to occur in the realm of lower
bodies, it is necessary to posit some agent which is always in
different states when it acts. [Aristotle] says that this agent is
the body [the sun] which is moved in the oblique circle called
the zodiac. For since this circle falls away on either side of the
equinoctial circle, the body which is moved circularly through
the zodiac must be at one time nearer and at another farther
away; and by reason of its being near or far away it causes
contraries. For we see that those things which are generated
when the sun comes closer to the earth are destroyed when the
sun recedes (for example, plants are born in the spring and
wither away in the autumn); for both the sun and the other
planets are moved in the circle of the zodiac. But the fixed stars
are also said to be moved over the poles of the zodiac and not
over the equinoctial poles, as Ptolemy proved. And the coming
to be and ceasing to be of everything which is generated and
destroyed is caused by the motion of these stars, but more
evidently by the motion of the sun. (Aquinas Commentary 488489)
Aquinas’ postulation of the sun and stars’ role in generation and destruction
of earthly (lower) bodies aligns with medical concepts discussed thus far.
The proximity of the sun determines seasonal changes, which have a great
impact upon fluctuating humours in the air and the body. Furthermore, the
moon’s alignment to the stars draws forth the humours in celestially
governed regions of the body. However, as Aquinas points out, and this is
significant, the lower bodies experience the contraries or changes, while the
sun remains fixed in figure, but only moves. This stability of the stars
provides medical practitioners the confidence to predict their effects upon the
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patient. Furthermore, it provides theoretical reasoning for why the celestial
spheres have power to govern these lower bodies. Entities that are fixed in
form are more perfect and closer to the divine than things that deteriorate.
These ideas of time and the movement of the planets were an
established factor of medical practice. Galen outlined in his writings the
humoral changes affected by seasonal patterns, and many technical texts
explain that fevers must be carefully watched for changes throughout the day.
Henri Mondeville devotes a section in his Great Surgery emphasizing the
importance of the timing of phlebotomy:
The elective (scheduled) bleed aims to preserve and conserve
health. It is performed at the wish of the patient during the
spring and autumns because the weather is more temperate in
those seasons. […] Many other things are involved in that
decision, subjects for the surgeon to judge. If the temperature is
rising, wait for a north wind, preferably during the morning. If
the day is cool, bleed while there is a southerly breeze, toward
noontime. (Rosenman Vo. 2 705-706).
This passage emphasises once again that medical judgement
requires a practitioner to analyse a culmination of natural conditions,
including spatial relations (north or south wind) and time of the day.
Elsewhere in Mondeville’s work, he explains that elective phlebotomy must
consider astrological circumstances along with the environmental: “the
Physician waits for temperate weather, when the Moon is not in a bad
zodiacal sign, and after a laxative has been prescribed when all other
circumstances are favourable. It should not be when the Moon is in a
ruminant sign” (661). Mondeville’s direction to read astrological details
alongside the time of day emphasises the importance of gathering this
information into one source. Medieval medical practice is anthological. Yet,
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perhaps the most comprehensive statement confirming the interdisciplinary
nature of medicine derives from Rhazes, who remarks “Wise men among the
medici agree that everything relating to times, the air, and waters, and
complexions, and diseases is changed by the motion of the planets” (qtd. in
Siraisi 123).
Time is pervasive in the almanac: it is the unit of measurement in
which the movements of the planets are recorded. This is reflected in a
number of components, including the calendar section, planetary tables,
sphere of Apuleius, and a paschal chart derived from a mnemonic attributed
to Robert Grosseteste. Time operates within the almanac in the Aristotelian
tradition. That is to say, it records the movements of the celestial realm in
relation to the user. Just as an astrolabe or a celestial model can
demonstrate the location of the planets at a given moment, the almanac
records this information by using the unit of time. The numbers that are
recorded on the calendar pages, for example, reveal time measured by
twelfths of the year, but, as will be shown, these measurements also expand
out to include the movements of the zodiac and the angle of the sun. In this
regard, the calculations, which express movement not only by minutes or
days, but also by degrees, demonstrate multiple measurements of time. Yet,
while time in the almanac is expanded to include multiple measurements, the
result is an examination of very small segments of time. Once again, the
almanac shows us that the medieval body is affected by the far away and
greater-than-human celestial power of the universe, and yet that influence is
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focused inward and segmented into the smallest movement and moment of
change.
Three Kinds of Time
Many medieval thinkers were preoccupied with time. They were mostly
concerned, however, with the way that time overlapped with or existed
outside of God. Aquinas and Augustine, among other theorists, grappled with
God’s ability to know the future while maintaining that humans had free will.
They resolved this paradox by determining that Eternity existed alongside but
not inside time. A popular simile was developed by Boethius (b. AD 480) and
repeated by others to exemplify the location of God in relation to time. He
suggests that God’s relation to time sees him standing on a mountaintop
looking down at a road. From this perspective, He can see the entire road
from beginning to end, whereas the people on the road can only see a small
section (Kukkonen 529; Stump 137). In terms of medical practice, the notion
of God’s foresight is not particularly relevant. However, this example does
serve to show that, according to medieval theory, temporality operates on
different levels. Circular motion is eternal. The human body, however, exists
in finite time. Therefore, the impact of the celestial on the body exists in
earthly time, but the celestial operates ad infinitum. This imbalance of time, I
argue, is an essential component to the medieval understanding of health
and physical vulnerability. Eternity includes time but is not the same as time.
Eternity is where God exists. Living in eternity equates to living in total health,
as would have been experienced by prelapsarian humankind. According to
Aquinas, and most other theologians, Adam and Eve before the fall were
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immortal, and invulnerable to illness: “For man’s body was indissoluble not
by reason of any intrinsic vigour of immortality, but by reason of a
supernatural force given by God to the soul, whereby it was enabled to
preserve the body from all corruption so long as it remained itself subject to
God” (Summa Theologica q. 97 a. 1). Yet, the body became vulnerable to
time after the fall because the relationship between God and humankind
changed when the soul was altered by sin. Therefore eternal movements of
the celestial realm imposed temporal changes onto the body. The monthly
calendar in the almanac enables physicians to chart the various movements
of the planets in order to anticipate or at least interpret the effect of this time
imbalance.
The writings of Aquinas, Bede, John of Sacrobosco, and Robert the
Englishman offer a view of the three levels of temporality: eternity,
aeviternity—an unusual concept of time situated between eternity and the
finite—and finally time as it exists on earth. I then suggest how these ideas
reveal the impact of time on the body and examine the way that time is
reflected in the almanac.
The Ptolemaic World
The three-fold categorization of time aligns with the concentric model of the
Ptolemaic universe. The outermost sphere is the heavens, where God exists
in eternity; the planetary spheres operate on aeviternal time; and finally,
earth sits at the centre of the universe, governed by the constraints of time as
it is most commonly used and understood. Folio 10v of the Borthwick
almanac contains a large diagram of a Sphere of Sacrobosco. John of
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Sacrobocso taught in Paris in the thirteenth century. Very little is known of his
life beyond his writings. Of these, there are three main texts attributed to him:
Algorismus, Computus, and the text most relevant to this inquiry, Sphera
Mundi. This third text is a small treatise that summarizes Ptolemy’s
Almagest,37 which was written by the polymath writer in the second century
AD. While the work by Ptolemy is a substantial treatise on mathematics,
physics, and the measurement of the universe, Sacrobosco’s Sphere seeks
to consolidate Ptolemy’s writing on the universe into a small elementary text.
One of the ideas described in the Sphere is the arrangement of the World.38
The Ptolemaic model of the world depicts nine concentric circles, with the
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For a comprehensive translation of Almagest, see Toomer, G.J. 1984.
World here refers to the known universe.
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earth at the centre.

Figure 29: Sphere of Sacrobosco, Borthwick 10r
These circles, Ptolemy argues, are the result of the divine shape and
the rest of the world being made in its likeness. Sacrobosco explains that this
formation is the result of “likeness”: “because the sensible world is made in
the likeness of the archetype, in which there is neither end nor beginning;
wherefore, in likeness to it the sensible world has a round shape, in which
beginning or end cannot be distinguished” (Thorndike 120). Sacrobosco’s
Sphere became a core curriculum text in the medieval university, and as
such, numerous commentaries on his work have been found in manuscripts.
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One such commentator was Robert the Englishman, a thirteenth-century
astronomer who probably taught at Montpellier (Pedersen). In his
commentary on the Sphere, Robert reiterates and expands on the
Sacrobosco theory by postulating that, “Since the world was in the divine
mind and that which is in God is one with God, as Augustine holds, therefore,
as God has neither beginning nor end, so no more had that world. Moreover,
a figure without beginning or end is circular” (Thorndike 208). The resulting
arrangement is that the aether, the highest and most noble of the spheres,
envelopes the rest of the universe, with the seven known planets and the
earth embodying their own spheres inside the aether, each smaller than the
previous one (Toomer 40). Medieval mathematicians and astronomers
readily accepted this Ptolemaic model of the universe. Sacrobosco depicts
this model in his Sphere, and extant examples can be found in numerous
manuscripts including Harley MS 3814 A f23v, and Harley 531 f4v. However,
the example in Borthwick is much larger and more detailed. As was
previously established, time is the measurement of motion, and circular
locomotion is eternal (Aquinas Commentary L5 2490). With this notion in
mind, I will explore the significance of time in the Ptolemaic model.
Eternity
Eternity is the measure of a permanent being, while time is the measure of
movement (Aquinas Summa Theologia Q10 A 4). Aquinas claims that, while
many philosophers, including his predecessor Boethius, argue that eternity is
that which is without beginning and end, this definition is merely an accident.
Instead, he argues, eternity is “simultaneously whole.” The lack of beginning
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and end in eternity is not a temporal marker, but rather it is a characteristic of
its completeness. The ethereal sphere, according to Sacrobosco, revolves
around the subsequent smaller spheres in “continuous circular motion […],
which is lucid and immune from all variation in its immutable essence. And it
is called ‘Fifth Essence’ by the philosophers” (Thorndike 119; Grant 37). This
outer sphere is also the origin of the Aristotelian Primum Mobile or “first
mover.” Essentially, in the furthest outer sphere the most pure and
foundational element and source of movement is located. This location is the
boundary-less far reaches of the universe where, if He were to be corporeal,
God would exist, and here would be the seat where He activated the
universe with the purest element and the beginning of motion that
orchestrated life. Robert considers the practicality of the ninth sphere and
whether all the celestial spheres are continuous or contiguous, by which he
means whether the spheres are connected or overlap, or whether they share
boundaries. Furthermore, he considers whether there is space between the
boundaries, as might be needed in order for the spheres to travel at separate
speeds and distances, as is the case with the inner spheres. Robert argues
that, geometrically, the spheres must have independent boundaries:
Since the orbs are moved by contrary motions […] then one
and the same would be moved by contrary motions, which is
impossible. Also, it would then follow that, if one orb were
moved by some motion, all other orbs would be moved by the
same motion, which, nevertheless, we know to be impossible.
(Thorndike 202)
Robert develops a theory about the motion of the spheres by observing the
movement of the celestial orbs: the seven known planets. He argues that the
spheres must not have connected boundaries because then all the spheres
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would move in the same direction, and this would be observable by the orbs
(stars and planets) contained within the spheres. Since time is the method in
which to measure movement, the motion of these spheres and orbs is
relevant to time. The ninth sphere, or the heavenly sphere in which the first
mover and prime essence is located is continuous and uninterrupted. The
other spheres operate in a similar manner, but the planets within those
spheres are moving contrary to the outer sphere, thereby proving multiple
directions. Aquinas also discusses the separate movements of the spheres,
concluding that the “second agent, which acts in different ways, acts by
power of the first agent” (Commentary L6 2512). Since there are contrary
movements, there must be different modes of time. The spheres in which the
earth, planets, stars, and aether are contained operate on eternal time;
however, the heavenly bodies, that is to say the orbs of planets and stars
operate on a different time: a time that Augustine calls aeviternity.
Aeviternity
According to medieval theories of time, there is a mode of time suspended
between eternal and temporal, called the aeviternal (Fox 259-260).
Augustine explains in Summa Theologia, that what distinguishes the
aeviternal from the eternal is the potential for change. “Eternity,” Augustine
writes, “is the measure of a permanent being, in so far as anything recedes
from permanence of being, it recedes from eternity” (Q10 A5). The heavenly
orbs have not receded from the eternal ninth sphere so far as to deteriorate
or, as Aristotle explains, change: “change, in itself, makes things depart from
their former condition” (Physics 4.13); however, they are far enough removed
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as to not exist as eternal objects. According to their metaphysical status—
their omni-presence, their elevated seat within the circles of the universe,
their proximity to the divine—the heavenly bodies have a “natural immortality”
(Fox 260). Despite the significance of the planets on the earth and their
unending presence, “the key difference,” Fox explains, “must be due to the
fact that the now of aeviternity was related or joined to change whilst the now
of eternity was in no way related to change” (272). This is made apparent in
the movements of the planets, and the effect of their orientation to other
celestial bodies, as observed through the humours. Since the heavenly
bodies move positions within the spheres and affect change upon each other,
they belong outside of eternity and exist instead in the in-between of eternity
and time. Aquinas clarifies this notion, stating that the aeviternal bodies have
“change annexed to them either actually or potentially. This appears in the
heavenly bodies, the substantial being of which is unchangeable; and yet
with unchangeable being they have changeableness of place” (Summa
Theologia Q10 A5). 39 The heavenly bodies are near to eternity, as they are
closer in proximity to the ninth sphere, they are closer as well in terms of
elemental substance; however, their rotational changes in location remove
them from eternity and instead place them in the realm of the aeviternal.
The movement of the first mover in the ninth sphere is distinct from
the movement of the celestial bodies. Due to these rotational distinctions, it is
evident, according to Sacrobosco, that there are in fact two motions in the
universe:
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Be it understood that the “first movement” means the
movement of the primum mobile, that is, of the ninth sphere or
last heaven, which movement is from east through west back to
east again, which is also called “rational motion” from
resemblance to the rational motion in the microcosm, that is, in
man, when thought goes from the Creator through creatures to
the Creator and there rests.
The second movement is of the firmament and planets contrary
to this, from west through east back to west again, which
movement is called “irrational” or “sensual” from resemblance
to the movement of the microcosm from things corruptible to
the Creator and back again to things corruptible. (123)
Note that this passage demonstrates that the movements of the primum
mobile and the stars and planets are reflected in the microcosm. While
Sacrobosco does not address the medical importance of the movement of
the planets, he does acknowledge the connection between the movement of
the heavens and the actions of humanity. This becomes medically apparent
when he goes on to explain that the second movement encompasses the
zodiac. He explains that the zodiac is arranged, as stated by Aristotle,
“according to the access and recess of the sun in the oblique circle, [which
cause] generations and corruptions in things below” (Thorndike 124). To fully
understand how the zodiac operates according to this secondary movement
requires further explanation of what it is.
The heavenly sphere is bisected by the zodiac circle, which is divided
into twelve equal parts. The Venerable Bede explains this arrangement thus:
“The gyre of the heavens, perfectly round at every point, is bound by the line
of the zodiacal circle, like the discrete settings of twelve gems adjacent to
each other on a sort of girdle wrapped around a very large sphere” (Bede 55).
Each of the twelve sections of the zodiac is allocated the signs that have
been previously discussed. The sun and moon orbit along this zodiac line
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travelling through the path known as the ecliptic. These orbs travel at
different speeds through the zodiac—the sun traverses across a zodiac
house in thirty days, whereas the moon only takes two days. Each section of
the zodiac is dominated by the elemental properties, which are in turn
connected to the four humours. When celestial orbs are positioned within a
section of the zodiac, the signs’ elemental properties enhance the planets
accordingly. These heavenly bodies, moving in the oblique circle of the
zodiac, cause “generation and destruction of lower, lesser bodies” (Aquinas
Commentary L6 2512). While the eternal sphere is the primary source that
governs all possibility, the orbs operating on aeviternal time impress physical
effect upon the vulnerable and changeable forms on earth. This is why the
secondary movement is significant to the body. The orbs move
independently of the prime mover, and their changing positions have
consequences.
Robert further unpacks the zodiac by exploring the idea of solidity. He
explains that ‘solid’ can mean hard, like earth; continuous, like the elements
and celestial bodies; and finally three-dimensional, like a body. He concludes,
“therefore, it is not superfluous to say a sphere is a solid body” (original italics,
Thorndike 200). Here we see that, rather than an abstract idea of ethereal
geometry pushing against the earth, in fact, the Ptolemaic universe is a
machine (Thorndike 119), with the outer cogs affecting the subservient parts
in the middle. Even more interesting is that this physicality is enhanced when
discussing the zodiac. Sacrobosco explains that the spheres of the world are
divided into 360 degrees, which are then divided again into 60 minutes,
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which are divided into 60 seconds, and so on. However, the zodiac is treated
differently: “While every circle in the sphere except the zodiac is understood
to be a line or circumference, the zodiac alone is understood to be a surface,
[…] each sign is 30 degrees in longitude, 12 in latitude” (my emphasis,
Thorndike 125). This physicality of the zodiac emphasises the unity between
the zodiac, planets and body. Rather than mere figurative approximation, the
planets touch the zodiac houses. In the previous chapter I suggested that the
moon behaved as a conduit for transferring the humoral influences from the
zodiac to the body. With three physical components existing in three kinds of
time, the universe behaves as a system of interconnected gears. The zodiac
exists in eternity: moving due to the push of the prime mover, but unchanging.
Ptolemy illustrates how this is possible by differentiating between the
movement of the sphere and the movement of the orbs. In the Almagest, he
explains that the stars in the zodiac are fixed, meaning they do not reorient in
relation to each other. However, the sphere that houses the fixed stars
moves, as observed by their changed distances “with respect to the solsticial
and equinoctial points” along the ecliptic. The planets orbit in their nested
spheres, moving independently, but rolling along the ecliptic of the zodiac.
Unlike the fixed stars, they change position relative to other planets, and thus
the reorientation of the planets and the consequential elemental influence
points to their existence in aeviternity rather than eternity. Finally, the
corporeal body absorbs humoral changes affected upon them by planetary
influences until its time comes to an end.
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A pattern is beginning to emerge connecting time to materiality. The
ninth sphere is the aether, the first mover, and the location of the eternal.
While the subsequent spheres inside the concentric universe are also eternal
and unchanging, they contain celestial orbs or heavenly bodies that are not
eternal but instead aeviternal, because they relocate and their humoral
influences change. The temporal body on earth is influenced by both of these
modes of time. The aeviternal entities impact the humours, while the eternal
condition is the desire of the soul. Each of these systems of time are
measured by the movements that can be tracked, recorded and displayed in
contexts housed in textual displays such as the folded almanac.
Time
The thesis of this section on time emphasises that eternity is a measure of a
permanent being, whereas time is a measure of movement. How, then, does
the aeviternal movement of permanent bodies, such as the stars and planets,
truly impress upon the motions of time? Aquinas offers a concise explanation
of the way in which the movement of the planets is essential to the
measurement of time. He writes “if the movement of the heavens lasted
always, time would not be of its measure as regards the whole of its duration,
since the infinite is not measurable; but it would be the measure of that part
of its revolution which has beginning and end in time” (my emphasis, Aquinas
Summa Theologica Q10 A4). It is this part of the movement, in relation to the
fleeting duration of life, that draws the planetary rotation of the zodiac into the
lowest realm of temporality.
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Although medieval philosophers appeared less concerned with the
impact of time on the body and more interested in the way in which God’s
omnipotence might be reconciled with the movement of time, in fact,
Augustine does investigate temporality and the human body. In her book,
Once out of Nature: Augustine on Time and the Body, Angela Nightingale
points out “Augustine also conceived of a temporality that features the birth,
aging, and death of all living organisms in the natural world” (8). She refers to
this branch of time as earthly time. Nightingale argues that scholars have
been mostly preoccupied with Augustine’s theory of time and the mind, but
he does touch on the deterioration of the body as well. In a sermon on Psalm
121, Augustine considers the evidence of earthly time and change: “A person
has a body that is not absolute being because it has no stability in itself. It is
changed with the passing ages of life, it is changed with the changes of
places and of times, it is changed by the diseases and defects of the flesh”
(qtd. in Nightingale 59). These “ages of life” that Augustine references are
phases of human life that help to understand, predict and contextualize the
ongoing deterioration of the body from life to death. There are, in fact, a
number of “ages of man” used to explicate the life cycle of an individual.
According to Elizabeth Sears, the Pythagorean stages of life numbered four,
and were divided into a child, lad, young man, and old man (10). Another
system of the age of man corresponded to the seven known planets—a
system that Edward Grant suggests originates in Ptolemy’s Tetrabiblos (577).
Bridget Ann Henisch remarks that during the Middle Ages, stages from birth
to death numbered from three to fifteen, but the ones that were easiest to
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remember corresponded with identifiable numbers (135). The season of life,
for example, was compared to the seasons, with birth at spring to the death
at winter (Henisch 135; Sears 9). Additionally, Henisch reveals that during
the fourteenth century the twelve-month calendar was juxtaposed over the
human life span, with six years corresponding to one month. “In this plan,”
she explains, “it was assumed that the age of seventy-two marked the proper
end of a life (135). Aligning with Christianity, St Augustine divided the ages of
man in accordance with the six days of creation (Burrow 80). While certainly
more dogmatic than astronomical, this system of compartmentalizing the
ages still superimposes smaller blocks of time across the longer lifespan. By
these accounts, time imposed itself onto the projection of duration of life. By
compartmentalizing life into accountable and definable stages, the medieval
life became somewhat predictable and therefore manageable. Furthermore,
the bulk of these systems derive from planetary influence, such as the
seasons and the revolution of the sun divided into months. In the centre of
the Ptolemaic world, where the lowest bodies are the furthest away from
eternity and at the mercy of time, human conceptualizations of measuring
their own movements throughout life turn to the celestial bodies in order to
make sense of the span of a lifetime. Turning now to the almanac, this notion
of fragmenting and segregating stages of life is reflected in the content of the
calendar.
It was addressed previously that the calendar-proper in the almanac
contains information pertaining to the four nineteen-year metonic cycles of
the moon. The metonic cycle mathematically measures the duration in time
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for the moon to traverse its orbit and return to the exact place and phase as
in the beginning. The total is actually 235 synodic, or orbital months, which
calculates to almost exactly nineteen years. These columns in the calendar
reveal the hour and minute when the new moon, also known as the total
conjunction of the moon, occurs. This marks the event when the sun and
moon align completely, thereby signifying the new moon. Because the 235
synodic months are not divisible by the twelve calendar months, each cycle
does not correspond to the Gregorian calendar, or the monthly calendar as it
was used in the medieval period. Therefore, the metonic cycles in the
calendar-proper are designed to show the conjunction of the moon as it
traverses across both systems of time, metonic and Gregorian. A century
after the metonic cycle was established by the Greek astrologer, Meton of
Athens, Callippus mathematically expanded upon the concept to create a
slightly more accurate system. He discovered that the moon underwent an
even more complete revolution every four metonic cycles. These four cycles
became known as the Callipic cycle which was completed in 76 years.
Harkening back to Henisch, who noted that 72 years was considered the
proper duration of life, it appears a wonderfully tidy astrological
correspondence that a complete Callipic cycle encompasses the duration of
a human life. The calendar-proper in the almanac contains information
enough for an entire lifespan. The almanac allows the physician to stand on
the metaphorical mountain and observe the road of time.
The synodal months are useful in medieval medicine because they
show the moon’s course around the earth over time. This allows the
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physician to evaluate how the body may respond to the humoral changes
caused by lunar motion. The time of the new moon is important to know
because the body was thought to be particularly vulnerable during
phlebotomy in this time. Furthermore, Somer’s canon instructs that
determining the precise moment of this lunar phase is necessary for knowing
when the moon enters into a new sign of the zodiac. The metonic cycles in
the folded almanac condense decades of material into the space of a few
columns, and allow the physician to reference the conjunction of the moon
over the span of an entire career, possibly even his successor’s professional
life as well.
In a fitting pattern, we circle back again to the beginning and the
Sphere of Sacrobosco. Concentric circles demarcate the spheres from the
primum mobile through the planets, down into the four elements and finally
the centre of the world. Written in the centre, at the spot where the earth sits,
are the words infernus est in centro terre: Hell is in the centre of the earth. As
has been the case in interpretations of other elements of the almanac, the
Sphere diagram pulls the user from the farthest reaches of the cosmos, down
into the earth, and continues on to, quite literally, the centre of it. While the
sphere does not at first glance gesture toward notions of time, in fact, it maps
the way that the three temporal conditions interact within the Ptolemaic world.
The outer circle is first labelled the eternal primum mobile, followed by notes
on the domains of the planets. The subsequent circle is marked the sphere of
the stars, and here are quite plainly the signs of the zodiac. From there the
circles are attributed to the aeviternal planets, and the sphere includes notes
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about the elemental and temperamental characteristics of the planets. Then
follow the four elements: the building blocks from which all substance on
earth is made. Finally comes the earth, where its dwellers are subservient to
the more noble bodies of the universe, and time for them is comparatively
short. Then, written at the very centre is the reminder that when time is up for
an individual, there are two final forks on the road: radiating outward into the
celestial divine, or driven downward where, at least conceptually so, hell is as
far as possible from the supra-eternal and instead imprisoned in the most
vulnerable and least noble realm of time. True, Hell is also eternal, but rather
than an ascendance into divine time, it encompasses an opposing temporal
experience: a constant state of suffering, disease and deterioration. Certainly,
in terms of a medical context, the centre of this model of the universe is the
least desirable and most dangerous.
In order for a physician to truly understand the condition of his patient,
he must understand the way that the body behaves in accordance with
nature. In accordance with the Ptolemaic model of the universe and medieval
concepts of time, there are multiple components of the celestial machine
moving independently but at the same time synergistically. In order for the
physician to fully comprehend the manner in which these components
influence the body, their movements must be measured. Time is the unit of
that measurement. Although the most powerful physician—the divine—
cannot be observed and measured, the aeviternal and the temporal have
much to divulge to the medical practitioner. Moving forward, I will examine
the recording of these measurements within the folded almanac.
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Patient
Time—natural and artificial
The philosophical constructs of time discussed in the previous section
emphasise the overlapping systems of motion that impact the centre of the
world. Yet, medicine required practical applications beyond philosophizing.
Determining how time allegedly affected the body required calculations in
order to track and predict the movements by which time is measured. The
folded almanac contains numerous charts and tables that record and
anticipate these motions. One of the most obvious tables displaying a wealth
of such calculations is the twelve-month calendar, or calendar-proper. In
addition to displaying the days of the month and important saints’ feasts,
these monthly tables contain valuable information regarding the duration of
days and nights in accordance with the position of the sun throughout the
year. This record of astronomical time allows the physician to read the
movements of the planets retroactively, and into the future.
In order to find evidence of the position of the sun as a diagnostic tool
and a practical measurement, one need only revisit Chaucer’s pilgrims. Linne
Mooney and Sigmund Eisner both acknowledge that there is a very good
chance that Chaucer was aware of the calendars of Somer and Lynn, and
even used them as sources for his Treatise on the Astrolabe (Mooney 2;
Eisner ix). The Physician in The Canterbury Tales is knowledgeable and
skilled, as evidenced by the references to astronomy, humours as well as
ancient and contemporary physicians:40 “In al this world ne was ther noon
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hym lik, / To speke of phisik and of surgerye, / For he was grounded in
astronomye” (I (A) 414-416). However, the Physician is not the only example
in the Tales of Chaucer’s familiarity with astronomy. As John Scattergood
points out in “Writing the Clock,” the Host also makes astronomical
calculations in order to tell the time. Scattergood notes, however, that in
order to determine the hour of the day, the Host required a lot of resources:
Oure Hooste saugh wel that the brighte sonne
The ark of his artificial day hath ronne
The ferthe part, and half an houre and moore,
And though he were nat depe ystert in bore,
He wiste it was the eightetethe day
Of Aprill, that is messager to May;
And saugh wel that the shadwe of every tree
Was as in lengthe the same quantitee
That was the body erect that caused it.
And therfore by the shadwe he took his wit
That Phebus, which that shoon so clere and brighte,
Degrees was fyve and fourty clombe on highte,
And for that day, as in that latitude,
It was ten of the clokke, he gan conclude (II (B) 1-14).
Here Chaucer demonstrates that time keeping in the fourteenth century was
not only clock-dependent, but rather oftentimes it was informed by the sun.41
This meant that the time of day varied in accordance with latitude. In order to
establish the time of the day, the Host geometrically calculates the size of the
shadows against the latitude of his location in order to determine the hour
against the “artificial” day. Chaucer’s drawn out details of this calculation
paint a comic scene because the Host puts so much energy into merely
determining the time of day. In this context of everyday time keeping, the
unequal hours are inconvenient and laborious; however, in medieval
41
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medicine, they are essential to measuring the changes in the humours.
These contrasting uses of time reflect its complexity and various ways of
being observed and recorded.
Robert the Englishman also refers to artificial hours as “unequal”
hours. He explains that, in astronomy, there are two kinds of hours: equal
and unequal. The equal hours equate to clock time—one twenty-fourth of a
natural day-and-night. These, Robert explains, are measured against the
equinoctial cycle, or the time it takes for the sun to make a complete rotation
around the earth.42 Regardless of the season, this equinoctial cycle does not
change. However, depending on the season, the night and day are almost
always unequal, except for the two equinoxes, in March and September,
when day and night are the same length. Paul Glennie and Nigel Thrift
explain this complicated system of unequal hours thus: “Unequal hours relied
on cosmological observation of fixed points of the day (sunrise, noon, and
sunset), and sub-divided the intermediate periods into set proportions,
indicated by angular shifts in shadows or stellar alignments” (125). Chaucer’s
Host is able to calculate these angular shifts in shadows according to the
month of April in order to determine the time of day. Throughout the Tales,
the Host expresses a keen interest in cosmological fields. Perhaps this
exercise in time merely demonstrates the Host’s learning; perhaps he is
another example of Chaucerian irony, which subverts stereotypes by
imparting a surprising level of education to a lower-class pilgrim. Whatever
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Chaucer’s intent, the Host demonstrates how time might be measured by
synthesising location and the angle of the sun. The inclusion of this scene in
the Canterbury Tales emphasises that measuring time in the Middle Ages
required exercises beyond ticking off regular intervals. The day necessitated
daylight, which changed throughout the year and so needed to be observed
and calculated. These “artificial” or “unequal” hours are featured quite
centrally in the almanac, as well as, it seems, as being among Chaucer’s
astronomically inclined interests. It is this type of time that seems so crucial
to the Host, and it is significant to medieval medicine as well.
Artificial hours are also called planetary hours, according to Mooney,
“because they were each assigned a ruling planet according to the day of the
week and the order of the seven planets in the Ptolemaic system, as detailed
in the Table of the Planets which follows the month-by-month kalendar” (40).
But, this definition does not explain why they are called “artificial.” Surely it
makes more sense for arbitrary clock time to be considered artificial hours,
whereas the planetary hours are the more natural. According to the OED,
etymological denotation of “artificial” is “in post-classical Latin also prescribed
by art, scientific (4th or 5th cent.; 14th cent. in a British source), produced by
human skill (from 9th cent. in British sources), skilled, artistic, involving
craftsmanship (from 12th cent. in British sources)” (OED “Artificial”). In this
sense, the planetary hours are indeed artificial. Clock time is consistently
divided regardless of the time of year and made known by the ringing of bells
or technology such as a water clock, candle clock, or any other time-keeping
device of the period. Artificial time of the planets required complex
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understanding of the science of astronomy in order to reach accurate
calculations. In this regard, the planetary hours and the duration of the day
and night is both natural, because it operates outside of human
contextualization, unlike clock time, but also artificial, because it requires
human interventions of science and art in order to come to the correct
calculation.
Examining the columns in the calendar-proper closely reveals these
two methods of keeping time are recorded in the almanac. The duration of
the day and night as well as the conjunction or prime of the moon are
juxtaposed with clock time and recorded in hours and minutes, while
measurements that involve the zodiac or the position of the sun are given in
degrees. Degree time appears in the calendar columns that provide
information about the location of the rising sun within the houses of the
zodiac, the peak altitude of the sun on the horizon, and the ascendant of the
zodiac. While the degrees are, at first glance, perhaps not measurements of
time, I argue that they are recordings of time by virtue of two things: first, they
are recorded in the calendar proper—an instrument of recording time, and
second, by the established definition of time as the measurement of
planetary movement.
We understand clock time as a system of hours and minutes. One
hour is made up of sixty minutes. Degree time, on the other hand, also uses
the term “minute” as the smaller unit, but in this instance one minute is onesixtieth of a degree. The planetary hours are measured in degree and
minutes rather than durational clock time. In other words, the planetary hour,
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which rarely encompasses the span of exactly sixty minutes, is in fact a
measurement of distance. In August, for example, the planetary hour sees
the sun travel roughly eighteen degrees. On the contrary, in December, the
planetary hour is completed when the sun travels only nine degrees. These
changes in planetary hours coincide with the length of time it takes the sun to
cross the sky relevant to the time of the year. Certainly our own observation
of the daytime during the year makes obvious to us that the day is shorter
during the winter months than the summer, but the way this is recorded in
artificial hours alters this perspective to the medieval observer. Whereas we
observe that the sun rises and sets at different clock times dependent upon
the time of the year, the medieval physician would observe that the sun
travels different distances during the day and night relevant to the seasons.
Planetary hours are significant to medicine because, as was
discussed earlier, humours were dominant during certain parts of the day. It
was necessary to know the planetary hours because they governed the
humours throughout the day but did not heed to sixty-minute increments.
Instead, they depended upon the distance travelled by the sun. Arbitrary
numbers that evenly divided the cycle of the day into twenty-four hour
increments did not influence humours. Instead, the humours changed based
upon the movement of the planets and the arrangement of the earth relevant
to the zodiac. It is not that time is important because the body recognizes ten
o’clock in the morning, but rather, the body, according to medieval theories of
medicine, behaves differently in accordance with the movement of the
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planets. The careful calculation of artificial time is recorded because it
reveals where the body is in relation to the planets that govern it.
Medietas: The Middle
The calendar proper enables the physician to bring together clock and
artificial time. The calendar-proper has columns beside columns of different
calculations, all relative to the positions of variables in relation to earth, but all
contextualized through the measurement of time. Two columns demonstrate
this in particular: Medietas Noctis and Medietas Diei. These columns
measure in hours and minutes the duration between midnight and sunrise,
and midday and sunset respectively. Adding these two numbers together
equals twelve hours. For example, on the 5th of March, the Medietas Noctis
reads 6:12, and the Medietas Diei is 5:48. These two numbers added
together result in eleven hours and sixty minutes, or twelve hours. This
system amalgamates clock and artificial time by using midnight and midday
as starting points for calculating the movement of the sun. Significantly, these
measurements also locate the user within celestial time as well as clock time
and, like other parts examined in the almanac, these timely calculations
direct the focus of the reader into the centre.
John Somer emphasises the importance of these columns in his
canon when he instructs that consulting the Medietas Diei will also determine
the length of the entire artificial day as well as the night. Somer writes:
Joint with this […is] the moiety of the artificial day [or,
semidiurnal arc], showing how often the clock will strike in its
last striking before the setting of the sun [i.e., the time of
sunset], which hours and minutes if you double them will give
you the length of the artificial day. And from this column with
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the first and other aforementioned it is possible easily to find
the oppositions, whether any conjunction will occur by day or by
night, and how long the day or night will be and what will be the
length of day beginning the day from sunrise. (trans. in Mooney
104)
Establishing the midpoint of the day or night, Somer explains, allows the
physician to extract a variety of data from that singular calculation. He points
out that knowing the medietas diei allows the reader to also perceive the
medietas noctis, which is also recorded in the calendar. It also provides
enough information so that, with additional calculations, the reader can
determine the length of an artificial day or night. Furthermore, Mooney
explains that the numbers in this column, when divided by six, will give the
duration of a single planetary hour during the day (41). Artificial hours are
also used to determine the exact time of the conjunction or new moon, which
is a key sign of impending humoral changes. If a practitioner understands
how these columns operate he can determine a great deal of additional
information. Not only can he glean the length of the night from consulting the
day, he can also determine a sole planetary hour. The middle provides a
central point to expand outward and observe a whole day, but can also be
used to find the duration of a single planetary hour. This provides the
physician a more fully comprehensive look at the movements of time and
their impacts upon the body.
The content related to artificial hours in the almanac allows the
physician to chart the absolute position of the body in relation to time. The
folded almanac is not a leech book or an empirical account of methods for
healing. Instead, it is a comprehensive map of the orientation of the universe
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in relation to the patient, translated into the movements that measure time.
Before the patient can be treated, the physician must evaluate where and
indeed when the individual aligns with the celestial bodies. This examination
of the patient through the almanac is the medieval equivalent of what we
think of today as personal medical history. It evaluates the patient in the here
and now by taking into account the planetary and humoral conditions of the
individual at birth, at the onset of illness, and the prognostic potential of the
changes to come in the future. Conceptually, the columns related to the
middle of time in the calendar reflect this all-encompassing evaluation of
health. The Medietas Noctis and Medietas Diei columns display a segment of
the day, which can then be used to evaluate the entire 24 hour and 360
degree cycle. The artificial hours reduce the planetary movements to smaller
measurements of time, which allow the physician to overlap his prognosis
onto clock time. This gives the patient an accessible frame of reference for
understanding the progress of his health. Through his own time keeping
method—most likely the town bells, a water clock, or a candle—the patient
can anticipate when he is past the most vulnerable time for a fever, the
appropriate time to take medication, or when he might expect to undergo
phlebotomy.
The Table of the Planets
Somer mentions clock time in his explanation of the midday column, but
really, there is a different arc of time at work in his Kalendarium. Certainly the
clock time is useful in these calculations—overlapping the artificial hour over
the arbitrary clock hour helps to locate the moment of the setting sun in
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relation to a socially shared measurement of regular time. In addition,
Mooney explains in her summary of Somer’s Table of the Planets that it was
necessary to consult the “figures for times of sunrise or sunset, and length of
artificial hour” in order to determine the ruling planet at the moment of one’s
birth (Mooney 41-42). As was addressed in chapter two, the table of the
planets records the cycle of dominant planets by hour throughout the course
of one week. However, because the table of the planets is charting
astrological movements, the hours in the table are artificial hours, not clock
time hours. Clock time provides an arbitrary linear frame upon which to
record history, but astrological time, that which is measured by the
movements of the planets, is the means of articulating the interpretation or
prediction of planetary causes and bodily effect.
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Figure 30: Table of the planets, Borthwick 6r
The Table of Planets divides the rotation of the sun into twenty-four—
twelve equal parts for the day and twelve different equal parts for the night.
The seven days of the week are also represented on this table. On top of this
progression of time runs an orbit of the planets: each of the seven planets
dominating for an hour then replaced by the next planet in the sequence. In
addition to these slotted amounts of time, the far right side of the table shows
that the day is also divided by the four humours and their temperaments. As
discussed in the previous chapter, this table of the planets is arranged so
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that, although it is depicted as a rectangular chart, in fact, when reading the
table it becomes apparent that the information represents an ongoing cycle.
Before continuing the analysis of the table of the planets, it may be
helpful to consider how it is read, using the date 21 April43 of any given year.
In order to consult the table of the planets, one must first glean information
from the calendar-proper. The practitioner would locate the day in question
and then read the time given in the column Medietas Diei. For the day in
question, 21 April, this column reads seven hours and nineteen minutes. This
is the duration of time between noon and sunset (half a day). Dividing this
time by six will provide the calculation of the planetary hour. By these
calculations, one planetary hour during the day on 21 April is one hour and
thirteen minutes. This information can now be used to read the correct time
in the table of the planets. As mentioned previously, the sun does not care if
it is arbitrarily 6am. The sun is instead positioned by the planetary hour. With
this information in mind, we can determine that the seventh daytime hour on
21 April is actually the second planetary hour during a time of the day when
blood is the ruling humour and the planet governing that time, according to
the table of the planets, is Mercury. With this information, the practitioner will
be able to make a far more specified diagnosis. The almanac does not
provide information about what that diagnosis might be. In fact, in many ways
we have lost the ability to diagnose in the same manner as the medieval
physicians. What this chapter is attempting to demonstrate, is the way that
the folded almanac compiles all these measurements and calculations and
43

Both Mooney and Eisner use April 21 to demonstrate the way the table of
the planets works.
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translates them into tangible numbers and methods of reading in order to
synthesise all the movements of the universe in its vast and unreachable
space and its intangible and unending speed, and manipulate those figures
in such a way that the practitioner may be able to understand and anticipate
the effects that the planets are having upon the patient.
Understanding how time interacts with the mind and body helps the
reader to predict how the patient is imprinted by time at birth, and how the
humours will change as time progresses. Andrea Nightingale explores
Augustine’s consideration of time in regards to its psychological ramifications.
For Augustine, she explains, the mind is continuously reaching into the past
and the future, and therefore in a sense has no true grasp of the present.
There is no now, according to Augustine, and to a certain degree Aristotle,
because before the mind can comprehend the now, it is already part of the
past. “The mind cannot dwell in the here and now of the body” states
Nightingale, “Since the mind is pulled forward and backward by memory and
expectation, it distends away from bodily presence” (8). With this theory in
mind, it is possible to view the Table of the Planets as a projection of the
same distension of the humours pulling forwards and backwards according to
time. This table prerecords the movements of the planets in order to account,
by each planetary hour, the effects upon the body and the potential for
upcoming change.
To return to the two columns in the calendar proper that launched this
discussion, the middle locations of the artificial day and night are the
beginning points which are used to expand the analysis of time: a time that is
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measured by calculating the movements of the celestial sphere, which
radiates outward from the here and now of the bodies of the patient and
practitioner. Since the fluctuations of the humours are the dominant influence
on the body, and the planets in turn govern these humours, observing the
condition of the patient requires a physician to read the body against time.
He must determine what state the humours were in when the patient fell ill,
and then he must also determine the orientation of the planets in time during
the course for treatment. Just as the mind extends backwards and forwards,
essentially overlooking the now, so too does the past leave prints on the
body, when the humours were dominated by Mars during the second hour of
the day on a Thursday, and as equally when the humours will be imprinted
by Saturn on the third hour of the night on a Saturday. The almanac records
the interconnectivity of time and the universe, which radiates outward from
the here and now of the bodies of the patient and practitioner.
The measurements of time within the almanac situate the patient
within the system of the universe. As such, the practical texts investigated in
this section offer a more complete picture of the case’s condition. Observing
planetary motions by recording time transforms untouchable and largely
inaccessible variables into tangible data that can be tracked, predicted and
applied to treatments. Time in the almanac anchors the patient inside the
rotations of the celestial. The Ptolemaic system decrees that the earth is the
centre of the world; but according to humoral theory, each patient is in the
middle of a unique universe. Although the body can only exist in the here and
now, the comprehensive account of time throughout the year in the calendar-
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proper as well as the day in the table of the planets demonstrates that the
past and future are always making imprints.
Constellations
Day, night, hour, minute, month and year have all been established as
markers of duration relevant to the movement of the planets. As the planets
move along the zodiac, they are oriented into arrangements, or constellations,
that bring forth seasonal and humoral changes. Although time is also used
for measuring other things—duration of travel and length of cooking times,
for example—these measurements in astro-medicine reflect the distance and
speed in which the heavens circle around the earth. The monthly calendars
also track important religious dates. They embody the seasons, which
influence not only the humours but also agriculture and labour. Evidence of
these foci is present only intermittently in the folded almanac, but they are
also elaborated in other calendars, such as those present in books of hours.
The almanac and the book of hours
The examination of the medietas and the table of planets emphasised the
beneficial use of smaller components of hours and minutes in evaluating
health. This measurement has proven significant to medical practice, as the
humours influenced by the rotating planets change throughout the day.
Medical observance occurs in the minutiae of time. Yet, the almanac is a
calendar, which means that in addition to recording the hourly adjustments
throughout the day, it is first and foremost a record of the year. Medieval
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calendars did not only appear in almanacs.44 Another genre of medieval
manuscripts that relied heavily on the calendar was the book of hours. These
decorated, cherished manuscripts included calendars of saints days as well
as paschal information about the moveable feasts. Like the almanac,
examples of books of hours are illuminated and appear to be valued.
However, a comparison of the way in which the calendars are depicted in the
book of hours and the almanac reveals that the cycle of the year and the
connotations attached to that cycle are starkly different.
In general, the medieval calendar in both books of hours and folded
almanacs contains columns, which are read vertically. In both, they include
feast days, dominical letters used to determine where Sunday falls
depending on the year in the metonic cycle, and the kalends, ides and
nones.45 Along with these characteristics, there are elements of the calendar
in the almanac that go beyond recording the day of the month. Nicholas of
Lynn’s and John Somer’s calendars include “saints’ days with the dominical
letters, sunrises and sunsets throughout the year, twilights, new and full
moons, solar and lunar eclipses, some planetary information, dates of
movable feasts, medical information including proper times for phlebotomy or
bloodletting, and astrological information pertaining to all of the above”
(Eisner 7). Eisner’s summary of the content in the calendar and its
astrological relations emphasises the importance of the celestial over the
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Calendars also appeared in computus manuscripts, but because the
computus also contains medical and astrological content, I will refrain from
providing a comparison between them and the almanac.
45
Kalends, ides and nones are reckoning days inherited from the Julian
calendar that identify the days of the month (Henisch 216).
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majority of the important calendric events. The movements of the sun and
the moon inform significant Christian temporal monuments. The feasts
connected to Easter depended upon the new moon. The success of
phlebotomy, as has been established, was tantamount to the lunar relation to
the zodiac. The fact that the calendar incorporated such a vast amount of
astrological information condensed into a single table is a textual triumph.
Contrary to the folded almanac, the book of hours focused more on
societal living than medical interventions. A calendar in a book of hours often
depicts seasonal characteristics and the cycle of labour. As surviving books
of hours tend to be illustrated objects of interest along with good Christian
guides, the calendar pages are decorated with scenes of pastoral work and
pleasant moments of leisure. February, for example, might show an image of
men pruning trees, whereas April might depict two young lovers enjoying an
intimate stroll in the garden (Henisch 12; 65). They don’t show instances of
suffering or death. Even during the winter months there is a promise of
renewal—the year will go on.
British Library, Add MS 50001 is a good example for further examining
the types of imagery in the books of hours and the manner in which they are
contrasted to the content in the folded almanac. This manuscript is believed
to have originated in England and was compiled over a number of decades,
beginning around 1415. As the folded almanac is basically an English
technology, I want to compare it to a book of hours that is both visually
impressive and therefore probably valued and expensive, but also English by
nature.
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Around the calendar pages are leaves and miniatures of people
undertaking acts of labour and participating in pastoral scenes. For example,
the lower left corner of February depicts a man turning over the ground with a
shovel, and in April a man is gathering flowers. At the top left of the calendar
pages another miniature depicts the zodiac sign for the month. February
includes an illustration of the two fish of Pisces, and April contains a young
bull of Taurus. As the year progresses, the images continue to show scenes
related to food production. May includes a miniature of a hunter with a dog
and falcon, and November shows a boar about to be slaughtered. December
reveals a crowned man at a table with a plate and two chalices, suggesting
both a table prepared for a bounty and an altar laid with the Eucharist. The
calendar itself is very simple in comparison to the calendar in the almanac. It
contains the dominical letters, years attributed to a single metonic cycle, and
saints’ days. It is void of any astronomical calculations.
Time is treated with a gentler hand in the book of hours. While the
almanac conveys that time is a vast and simultaneously oppressive condition
that is constantly pinning the universe against the body, the book of hours
conveys images that show people and nature harmoniously at work. It is as if
the book of hours is saying that the cycle of labour moves steadily on at the
pace of the flip of a page, whereas the almanac requires the reader to
interpret far more complex information, lingering with concentration on the
sophisticated table in order to grasp the possibilities of movement and peril
within a month.
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The calendar in the almanac also has saints’ and feast days, kalends,
ides and nones, and dominical letters, but it contains a great deal more.
Whereas the calendar in a book of hours promises safety and regularity, the
almanac calendar is fraught with danger and complexity. In other words, the
calendar in a book of hours gestures to an ongoing cycle in which; if its
readers behave in the manner depicted in the seasonal scenes and perform
the appropriate prayers as the book instructs, all will be well. Furthermore,
the book of hours depicts public and group behaviour. Even when the images
show an individual, he or she is typically outdoors in a public space. Other
images, such as the feast in December reveal the success of a society at
work. The almanac, on the other hand, is for singular contemplation in a way
that the book of hours is not. While Jessica Brantley states that the book of
hours is intended for mostly private reading and a meditative state (199), the
schedule depicted in the imagery—group work and festive dining—along with
the hourly calls to prayer are instances of community and societal time. In
contrast, the almanac is consulted in a private space, such as the physician’s
office or the patient’s home, but the object itself renders the reading an
outward performance. At the same time, the content does not summarize
group behaviour or practices, but focuses on the unique patient. With the
book of hours, the solitary reader meditates on societal labour and ceremony.
With the folded almanac, the physician might be seen reading by the patient
or his family, but the time consulted in the almanac is individualized.
Bridget Ann Heinsch points out that as well as the absence of
suffering in the medieval calendar there is no bad behaviour in the main body
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of the text. The images in the book of hours calendars do not show acts
against the law, such as stealing corn—Heinsch suggests that in the
calendar, stealing corn is akin to stealing time (16). Many depictions of the
labour cycle centre on planting, growing and harvesting corn, followed by a
period of feasting and relaxation. Since corn is a central figure throughout the
labour cycle, it symbolically stands in for the cycle of time. The labourers
work throughout the year to produce as best they can and reap the benefits
of what the cycle of time has to offer. As they sow their seeds and harvest
their corn, they are working with time, accomplishing what they can when it is
appropriate. What then, does the book of hours tell us about time? Just like
the almanac observes, calculates, records, and anticipates time because of
its impending impact upon the human body, so too does the book of hours
convey through its illustrations that time influences society’s way of life. The
difference is that while the book of hours reveals how time perpetuates
bounty and life, the almanac reveals the ways in which time can affect illness
and death. In the book of hours time rejuvenates, whereas in the almanac,
time can be deadly. Medical intervention allows positive change to health, but
it does so by using its ability to anticipate the changes caused by time.
Practical engagement with the almanac calendar differs from its
counterpart in the book of hours. First, the almanac calendar would not be
consulted regularly. Rather than reading the calendar as a continuous natural
cycle of seasonal habit and labour, the practitioner focuses on particular
moments in time. It is of no interest to the practitioner whether July is the
month for harvesting wheat. Instead, the practitioner is looking for
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independent moments as they relate to individual bodies. Perhaps a
practitioner might consult the almanac to deduce the quality of the air for a
population if he/she was forecasting an epidemic, but the point is, unlike a
book of hours calendar, which documents months, seasons, and the year as
a cycle, the almanac calendar provides detailed information of the here and
now. In this sense, the medical calendar has a more calculated relationship
with time, while the book of hours celebrates its omnipotence.
The book of hours calendar reveals an interest in time beyond
medicine; however, the labour cycle and focus on food production and
bounty suggests that overall the calendar does provide a metaphor for
healthy living. The sweet scenes accompanying the months in Add MS
50001 provide an air of wellness and satisfied quality of life. Reading this
calendar-proper promises the rewards of hard work. On the other hand, what
the almanac monthly pages lack in pastoral images, they make up in
astrological information. This allows for a calendar that provides a great deal
more insight into the complexity of time. The book of hours provides an
overall summary of an ideal year, whereas the almanac offers a thorough
chronicle of time’s movements reduced down to the minute. The book of
hours seems to always be looking forward, whereas the almanac is designed
to address the immediate.
The Seasons
Medieval cosmology acknowledges that “Both the stars and the lights of
heaven are for signs and seasons, and for days and years” (Augustine,
Confessions, Chapter XXIII.29). In this examination of time, most of the focus
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has been placed on the hours, minutes, days and years. However, as
Augustine says, the stars inform the seasons as well. The humours change
in accordance with the seasons, because seasonal changes affect the
temperature and moisture in the air. Theoretical foundations of the
significance of the seasons were carried into medieval medicine from the
Classical era, when Galen published his thoughts and commentary on the
works of Hippocrates. Many of the prominent medieval medical writers
sourced Galen as the foundation of medicine, so much so that, in the
translation of Arderne’s Treatise of Fistula in Ano, D’arcy Power proclaims
that “It is unnecessary to show the debt of the medical profession in the
Middle Ages to Galen” (n. 3/36 p. 110). Galen’s name appears in numerous
medical texts from the classical period up until and beyond Vesalius’
Anatomy in the sixteenth century. While medicine of the period focused on
the works of Galen, Hippocrates remained through Galen a great father of
medieval medicine. In fact, Chaucer recognizes Hippocrates’ contribution by
including him in the list of great physicians whose works the pilgrim Physician
knows well. Therefore, in order to examine the importance of the seasons
and its connection to the folded almanac, this section will use the instructions
of Hippocrates and Galen as primary sources of investigation. One of
Galen’s exuberant commentaries in particular looked at Hippocrates’ text, Air,
Waters, Places, in which Hippocrates argued that “For knowing the changes
of the seasons, and the risings and settings of the stars, with the
circumstances of each of these phenomena, he will know beforehand the
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nature of the year that is coming” (73). It is from this text that much of the
understanding of the seasons and their impact on the humours derive.
Hippocratic and Galenic medicine incorporated the theory of the
“naturals” and “non-naturals” (Wallis 144). The Isagoge, also known as the
Tegni, written by Constantine the African, the great Arabic translator (809887), is an encyclopaedic text compiling many of the theories of Galenic
medicine. In it, naturals are listed as the foundational elements and qualities
that make up the human body, such as humours, members of the body (fat,
muscle, limbs, etc.) and the four elements. The non-naturals include the
external conditions of environment, nutrition, rest and emotional events that
cause a change to the body. The four seasons are listed among the nonnaturals. The Isagoge explains that “the nature of the air is changed by the
stars, for when the sun approaches a star or a star the sun, the air becomes
hotter. But when they separate, the coldness of the air is increased” (Wallis
144-45). Generally speaking, the proximity of the sun to the earth and other
planets changes the temperature of the air, and this air quality is the driving
force behind humoral conditions. Along with the change in temperature, the
proximity of the planets also influences humidity. The result is that as the
planets move through the universe and zodiac, seasonal changes enhance
and reduce the four major properties of the humours, which in turn affect
bodily health. Each season is connected to an element and its corresponding
humoral condition. Significantly, there are two different ways that the zodiac
is associated with seasonal changes on the body. First, an individual is
heavily influenced by the dominant sign at birth. Yet, although a zodiac sign
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governs each month, each astrological sign is also connected to an element
and its characteristics that dominate at times of the year other than the
designated zodiac month. Therefore, there are typically contrasting signs to
engage with during the seasons. In order to provide an account of how the
seasons impact the body, I offer a summary of each season and its concerns
and characteristics according to Hippocratic and Galenic medicine.
Spring
While the calendar year begins in January, the celestial year, represented
not only by the zodiac, but also, arguably, by the ages of man, begins in the
spring. It is the time when “priketh hem nature in hir corages.” Beginning in
March after the vernal equinox, spring is associated with the element of air. It
brings with it hot and moist conditions, which are linked to the temperament
of blood. Spring encompasses the redemptive space between death and life,
when winter ebbs away and the grasses begin to poke out from the thawing
ground. Spring is also the symbol of childhood. Henisch emphasises the
private garden in her study on the calendar year, and notes that spring in
particular is associated with the space. The garden is a place of nutrition,
pleasant smells, and solace. It unites labour and pleasure, where “at the core
of the calendar tradition lies the cultivated landscape, coaxed and groomed
by human effort into harvest” (52). This metaphor of the garden is
appropriate for the temperament of spring. It is a time of new life, but spring
is also associated with childhood fragility. While hot and moist are the
sanguine conditions, too much blood, indeed too much of any humour,
throws everything off balance. As any enthusiastic gardener knows,
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preparing the garden before planting is imperative for success. Hippocrates
cautions that if the stars behave as they should and the seasons are affected
accordingly, then the year should be good; however, if the spring is too wet it
will inhibit the brain from being properly dried and “acute fevers will attack all”
(Airs, Waters, Places Part 10). Hippocrates goes on to caution that people
who are phlegmatic by nature particularly suffer during cold dry springs, and
that women are in danger of miscarrying (Part 10). While Aries is the
dominant sign during the birth of spring, in fact, Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius
are the influential signs, as they are associated with air. Finally, spring is
associated with the morning. This is fitting, as we have mentioned that spring
is the new beginning and the stage of childhood. Consultation with the table
of the planets emphasises this connection, as the humour most dominant at
the beginning of the day is blood.
Summer
Contrary to the more temperate seasons of spring and autumn, summer and
winter are expected to be more extreme. Consequently, Hippocrates
instructs his readers in Air, Waters, Places how to protect themselves in a
city where summer can be too extreme. He describes the violence of the
summer, cautioning that persons in their youth (under 30 years of age) are
“liable to severe bleedings at the nose in summer; attacks of epilepsy are
rare but severe” (Part 4). Temperamentally, summer is hot and dry and
associated with yellow bile and choleric personalities. In addition, summer is
associated with youth. In terms of the ages of man, as spring transitions into
summer, so the child moves from childhood to youth or adolescence. It
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seems ironic, but ages are attacked by the very season thought to represent
them. Just as it is hazardous to let blood at a location when the zodiac
governs that part of the body, so too by this reasoning, time attacks the very
age that it governs. Hippocrates cautions that summer winds can vary and
are subject to changing conditions according to their directions. As a result,
the waters can be either very sweet and healing or seemingly deadly,
depending on the summer air that blows over them. Hippocrates is of the
opinion that cities are healthiest when their summer and winter are as equal
as possible. Summer is associated with fire, midday, and the signs of Aries,
Leo and Sagittarius.
Autumn
The Autumnal equinox in September brings the hot seasons to an end and
tilts the cycle of time towards darkness and cold. Dry and cold by nature,
Autumn is governed by the earthly element and is associated with
melancholy and black bile. Hippocrates instructs medical practitioners to
watch the rise of the Dogstar, and if it arrives during rain and wintery storms
then autumn will be healthy. Autumn is the time of harvest and should be dry
and void of fevers, but this of course depends upon the preceding summer. If
the summer is rainy then the autumn will be sickly (Part 10). Headaches and
coughs occur if the transition from summer to autumn is too wet. This is the
season of maturity and melancholy. There is also a dichotomy at work
between autumn and spring, as the sun is on opposite ends of the ecliptic
during these seasons and thus things are born in the spring and wither away
in the autumn (Aquinas Commentary on Metaphysics Bk 12 Lsn 6 Sct 2511 p
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884). This opposition continues in a rather intriguing way in that the
childhood of spring gives way to the maturity of autumn, which is the age
when people bear children. Robert Grosseteste explains that fasting is
required in the autumn so that “melancholy, […] may be moderated in us”
(Moreton 14). Bede, on the other hand, observes that as black bile increases
one should eat hot and pungent foods, abstain from sex, and wash little (86).
In terms of the zodiac, Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn are the earthly signs and
are therefore connected to autumn. It was also associated with the afternoon.
Autumn was also a time for realignment, as according to the work of Paul
Glennie and Nigel Thrift, the autumnal equinox was an important marker for
realigning clock time according to celestial time (250).
Winter
Winter brings the year and life to a close. It brings with it cold and wet
conditions, along with the element of water and the humoral quality of
phlegm. Winter is associated with evening and old age. Its zodiac signs are
Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces. Phlegm is considered the coldest humour and
as such it is the most viscous and, according to Galen, requires great force to
rebalance it. Galen observes that winter fills the body with phlegm, which can
be easily seen through the production of mucus in the cold months along with
the swelling of extremities (Galen On Hippocrates’ On the Nature of Man 82).
Hippocrates observes that stomach disorders occur in the winter because
there is too much phlegm running down from the head (Airs, Waters, Places
Part 3). In continuing with the observation that the seasons are all
components of a greater system, Galen reminds us that, while opposites,
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winter and summer are connected: “For when it is summer, there is no
winter; when winter, no summer” (95). In other words, the properties and
conditions that exist in the summer are absent in the winter and thus
treatments are required to restore heat and dry moisture. Without
adjustments, the body, “muddy with the snow and ice” risks accumulating
congealed phlegm (Hippocrates Part 7). Hippocrates is essentially describing
the common cold; however, from the point of view of humoral medical theory,
it makes perfect sense that the dominant humour, phlegm, appears to
behave like the winter season: thick, slow and cold. Bridget Henisch explains
that the winter season was “passionately detested in the Middle Ages” and it
is easy to see why (30). As winter is the time of hibernation, barrenness,
famine, and risk of death, it would certainly be an unwelcome time for most
medieval people. However, at the same time, there were some positive
aspects of winter. For example, the plague would be frozen out during cold
snaps. Furthermore, if the year brought a successful harvest then winter
would be the time of rest and the occasional feast. As a symbol of old age,
winter was a time for wisdom, contemplation, and anticipation for the
inevitable coming of spring. Galen reportedly said that the phlegmatic
complexion was particularly unspiritual, possibility due to phlegm’s ability to
engorge the soul and impede the higher powers (Elliott 149). Certainly the
intake of air was impeded if the head was full of phlegm. However, it is also
probable that winter in the Middle Ages was merely slow—a time for rest
before the new birth.
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Each season is characterized by individual risks and strengths. No
season is truly healthy; regardless of position, season, or any other method
of measurement, one cannot escape the nature of mortality. However,
examining the seasons in this manner merely draws attention to the fact that,
as a cycle, everything is still connected.
Solstices and Equinoxes
Extreme weather conditions were looked upon unfavourably in medieval
medicine. In fact, extreme anything was risky. Balance and temperance were
the objectives. Therefore, it seems to come as no surprise that the solstices
and equinoxes, as they exist at the starting points of time if there is to be
such a thing in a circular system, would be considered dangerous events.
Hippocrates instructs in Air, Waters, Places “The following are the four most
violent changes and the most dangerous:—both solstices, especially the
summer solstice, both equinoxes, so reckoned, especially the autumnal”
(Part 11). He goes on to explain that significant stars, the Dogstar, Arcturus,
and Pleiades, must be observed during these times. He continues by
explaining that during these times diseases may “come to a crisis.” After
examining how time operates according to medieval medicine, this makes
complete sense. The humours are governed by the proximity of the sun and
the stars; therefore they must be especially vulnerable when the sun
perfectly aligns on the planes of the earth. Harkening back to the calendar
and the table of the planets, it becomes apparent that these tables operate
as a map in the same manner as the zodiac man—cautioning the practitioner
of the power of the planets.
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Seasons in the Almanac
This summary of the seasons reveals the multifarious associations and
symbolic meanings connected to the times of year. However, details about
the seasons are notably absent from the typical folded almanac. They do not
make an appearance at all in the Borthwick almanac, or any of the others
that have been used as examples throughout these chapters. The lack of
reference to the seasons in the almanac perhaps says more about the
overall purpose of the manuscript as a medical tool. While the seasons are
easy to predict, gradual, visible and regular, the timings recorded in the
almanac are much more difficult to see. The changes in planetary
movements recorded by time in the almanac are much more subtle; they are
smaller changes that cannot be observed by the senses. The almanac
provides the physician with a magnified view of the celestial orientations that
change throughout the year. An educated physician would already know how
the seasons influence the humours. The folded almanac behaves as
supplementary technology used to enhance the view of planetary
movements. In this regard, the folded almanac puts time under a microscope.
The physician engages with a textual model that demonstrates the
pervasiveness of time stretching beyond the seasons and also gestures to
the way in which small changes in time have the potential to cause big
effects.
Time Measures the Mind and Body
Medieval thinkers attempted to reconcile the way in which the memory and
the trajectories of thought operate within time. The Boethian metaphor of
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God standing on the summit of a tall mountain looking down upon a road is a
satisfying image of the span of time. God sees the duration of time in its
entirety, although the person walking the road only experiences it piecemeal.
As such, in the same manner that Aristotle postulated that time is the
measurement of a series of nows, the present can never be authentically
experienced: the traveller is never standing still.
The Augustinian consideration of that same traveller is not so
concerned with the movement of the body, but the movement of the mind. He
agrees that the present cannot be experienced because by the time it is
acknowledged it is in the past. Questions of God’s all-knowingness in
contrast with free will required medieval thinkers to consider this linear
imagery of time. However, time goes beyond the linear. As God stands on
the mountain he also stands outside of earthly temporal time. Attempts to
come to terms with these paradoxes resulted in the three kinds of time,
eternity, aeviternity, and temporality, which were discussed at the beginning
of this chapter. Yet, these divisions of time are noticeably absent in the
folded almanac.
In spite of the absence of these philosophical categories, there is a
division of time in the almanac, exemplified by the artificial hours and the
standard clock time. In addition, the fact that the calendar proper takes up
one third of the almanac manuscript and is not the only chart dealing with
time proves that it is, quite obviously, pivotal to the science in the almanac.
Yet the types of time that medieval philosophers engaged with—notions of
divine eternity and mortal temporality—are not the layers of time that have
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the potential to heal the body. Whereas the book of hours is spiritual in
nature and provides a dialogue with God, the almanac is instead a medical
tool providing practical calculations that situate the body within the greater
universe. The method of reading prompted by the almanac is not about
anticipating the changing seasons and coming of age, but rather addressing
the here and now.
This is, I believe, the most distinguishing feature of the almanac in
comparison to the book of hours: the almanac is all about the here and now.
While its design encompasses the span of a lifetime, due to the inclusion of
the Callippic 76 year cycle, the content, medically speaking, engages directly
with the immediate and the impending. The calendar, alongside the table of
the planets and the table to know the hour and the sign of the moon,
condense the universe, with its vast movements over unimaginable distances
throughout immeasurable durations of time, down to mere hours and minutes.
Relative to time as unending and space as boundless, the calendar seizes
hold of the intangible but impactful events of the past and the future.
Yet, although it is not directly mentioned, the almanac is not
completely void of the Augustinian division of time. As described earlier in the
chapter, the celestial realm moves in aeviternal time. The planets had a
beginning, but allegedly no end. Furthermore, their proximity influences the
humoral balance on the temporal earth. Within the microcosm of the body
there is also a tension of multiple times. The body, vulnerable, and consisting
of a beginning and end, is controlled in part by the soul, that which has a
beginning but no end. In this manner, the aeviternal spirit moves along with
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the planets. When the soul is released from the body it joins the heavens: to
move into the celestial realm is a move to bodily death and eternal life.
Conclusion
The folded almanac uses tables in order to organize the complex
system of time. The physician observes the movement of the planets, in both
the past and the future, in order to analyse the current condition of the body.
The Ptolemaic universe reveals how the arrangement of the spheres is also
organized by three types of time. The spheres between the fixed stars
(zodiac) and the earth exist in aeviternal time—a condition between eternal
and temporal time. Here, the planets reorient themselves, guided by the
movement of their independent spheres, and their change in position brings
about changes within the vulnerable, temporal body. Classical and medieval
theories put forth that time is the unit by which motion is measured. The
folded almanac records the movements of the planets using time, and this
data informs the physician when humoral changes will occur in the patient.
Planetary movements are aeviternal, driven by their cyclical motion
throughout the spheres. The hours of the planets are laid out in tabula form
on a linear page, but the top and bottom of the table guides the user to read
cyclically, thereby emphasising the perpetual nature of time. The sun’s
course through the zodiac and around the earth results in the seasons, which
not only impact the body via humidity and temperature, but also guide the
cycle of labour. Different types of calendars emphasise how the seasons
impact life on earth. The book of hours illustrates how humankind works with
nature throughout the year. In contrast, the folded almanac highlights how
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environmental changes throughout the year have consequences on the body.
The hazards of weather directly affected the imbalance within the body, and
so anticipating the severity of the seasons allowed the physician to predict
humoral changes. The domination of the seasons also became a
metaphorical correlation to the ages of man. Categorising the stages of life
according to the seasons, allowed people in the Middle Ages to make sense
of the progression of a lifespan and the changes in the body throughout. One
medieval theory determined that the stages of life conclude at 72 years. This
span of time lines up almost precisely with the Callipic lunar cycle of 76 years.
The proximity of these two calculations emphasises the micro/macrocosm,
suggesting that the cycle of life is in accordance with the cycle of the moon.
The nature of time is complex and ubiquitous so it must be dissected,
simplified and contextualized in order to evaluate what it reveals about the
movement of the universe. The folded almanac accomplishes this by
providing a detailed analysis of how the body interacts with the celestial by
recording motion through the measurement of time.
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CHAPTER 4: SPACE
Introduction
Much of the content in the folded almanac uses time to locate the body within
space. By understanding the spatial orientation of the body in alignment with
the planets, the physician can predict how the humours are behaving inside
the patient. Furthermore, the predictable movements of the planets within the
celestial spheres allow the physician to anticipate humoral changes before
they are manifested in the body. The folded almanac provides textual
authority over the universe by mapping it, foreseeing its movements and
predicting its influence on the individual. By carrying the folded almanac with
him on medical engagements, the physician demonstrates his understanding
of the way the body is governed by the planets, and his ability to mediate
between the body and space.
Physician
Space is Real
By mass and radius, the largest known star in the Milky Way dwarfs our own
sun by thousands of times over. Model comparisons demonstrate that the
source of light and heat that we depend upon for our existence appears as a
mere speck beside unfathomably massive celestial bodies such as the star,
VY Canis Majoris. Adages such as “there are more stars in the universe than
all the grains of sand covering the world’s beaches” attempt to contextualize
the vastness of space and the minuscule part of it that is taken up by earth
and its entire history. Anecdotal displays of the immeasurable universe are
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often used to state what has become obvious in the twenty-first century:
earth and humanity are not at the centre of the universe.
The universe’s infinite size, depth, weight, or whatever arbitrary
measurement resonates for people at a particular time has inevitably
overwhelmed the most logical or level-headed thinker. Informed by Aristotle,
medieval thinkers “regarded the earth as but a point in comparison to the
vast size of the spherical universe” (Grant Physical Science 62). What, then,
must it have been like to live in a time when the accepted model of the
universe placed one at its centre? How did the medieval thinker negotiate
between the responsibility of being the centre of the universe while at the
same time remain humble enough to believe, or attempt to believe, that the
earthly form was corruptible? The Dream of Scipio provides a perception of
the universe that most likely resonated with the medieval mind. This dream
vision is part of the sixth book of Cicero’s political dialogue On the
Commonwealth. Cicero was known to medieval academics—his work
reportedly inspired Augustine to study philosophy (Confessions 58). In The
Dream, the character Scipio converses with his grandfather, Scipio Africanus
after falling asleep. Scipio is shown the immensity of the universe, referred to
as “the world” in the text, and Africanus explains the nine planetary spheres
and their orientation with the earth. The universe was, according to Scipio’s
perception, so vast, that it “surpassed that of the earth in magnitude; and the
earth itself appeared so small, that [Scipio] was ashamed of [his] empire,
which seemed but a point in it” (Cicero 13). The immensity of the universe
moves Scipio to feel insignificant in the face of the rest of the cosmos. This
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size is further emphasised when Africanus asks Scipio to consider the
cosmic year. He challenges Scipio to reject fame by illustrating that a
complete year from the perspective of the celestial spheres is immense in
comparison to the year recorded in relation to the earth:
When all the stars shall have revolved in their orbits, and
returned to the point from which they first set out, and shall
have marked the same track through the immensity of celestial
space, at vast distances of time, then a whole year may be truly
said to have elapsed; in which I [Africanus] hardly dare to say
how many ages of man are contained. (23)
The vastness of the universe in comparison to the insignificance of the
human emphasises the significance of the cosmos relative to medieval
medicine. In The Dream, Africanus explains to Scipio “all things are
connected by nine circles, or rather spheres” (Cicero 13). The unity of the
nine spheres of the universe is foundational to the medieval medical theory
that the celestial influences the body. In order to further understand how
these influences work, this chapter explores the concepts of space and place,
and illustrates where the centre of the universe was perceivably located and
why this arrangement is significant in medical practice.
Space is Abstract
Like time, the term space is deceptively simple and difficult to define. If time
is the measurement of motion, as Aristotelian foundations dictate, then space
is the expanse through which motion occurs. Metaphysically, the body is the
object moving through space, recorded by the passing of time. Medieval
illustrations of the world arrange space into nested spheres, one inside
another, which culminate in the elements, the fixed stars, and all this is
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encompassed entirely by the sphere of the prime mover. Paradoxically,
although the spheres were modelled and measured in accordance with the
orbits of the planets housed in the individual spheres, the emptiness of the
spherical space not occupied by those planets was shapeless, measureless
and abstract. This led thinkers from Ancient Greece up until the Middle Ages
and beyond to hypothesize what to make of that void. Ancient Greek
Atomists, such as Democritus (460-370 BCE) thought very deeply of the void,
determining that it is the “portion of emptiness that occupies this or that
space” (Le Poidevin 16). This occupation is capable because atoms are an
indivisible substance that permeates everything. The theories of these
atomists would have been known to medieval thinkers via Aristotle, who
disagreed with Democritus’ notion of atoms because, according to Aristotle,
“no continuum, be it space, time or motion, be composed of indivisibles”
(Grant Source Book 312). However, medieval thinkers such as Bede and
William of Conches responded to Aristotelian anti-atomism by arguing that
indivisible atoms are “elemental components of reality” (Grellard and Robert
3-4; Robert “Anatomism” 335). The acceptance of atoms as elemental
properties gestures to the inherent metaphysical foundation of medieval
natural science and medicine, which rationalizes that everything in the
universe began as an elemental substance. Because of the common
elements that connect the body to the universe, the more powerful celestial
bodies have greater impact on the vulnerable and mortal body.
Additional Classical philosophies beyond Aristotle informed medieval
cosmological thinking. Hermes “Thrice-Great” Trismegistus was the mythical
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author to whom was attributed an ancient corpus of magical, alchemical,
natural and philosophical foundational texts, most notably what came to be
known as the Corpus Hermeticum, and the dialogue Asclepius (Yates 3). The
Hermetic tradition enjoyed a renaissance in the 15th century, particularly
thanks to the rediscovery and translation of the Asclepius (Hessenbruch 335).
Edward Grant postulates that writings attributed to Hermes Trismegistus
introduced to the Middle Ages the concept of extracosmic space: that which
is void of matter, but filled with spirit (Grant, Physical Science 77). Whether
the apparent emptiness of space contains atoms, spirit, or perhaps atoms
that make up spirit, the underlying theory of all three possibilities is that
space is not empty. This further emphasises the concept that the entirety of
the universe is a singular construction, made up of independent, spherical
parts that interact as a continuum. In this regard, space is not a lack of
anything, but rather, a presence that fills in the absence of matter. Space is
not a void, but it is instead that which fills in between the concrete objects of
the planets, stars and that which has form, including the body. This renders
the influence of the planets upon the body as quite comprehensible. The
distance between the body on earth and the fixed stars is vast, but the spirit
embodied in space acts as a conduit through which the humours travel from
the outer spheres into the centre. In his book, Planets, Stars, and Orbs,
Grant further clarifies this model when he argues that according to medieval
cosmology, “the world (universe) itself is not in some separate place or space,
but in its own space and place comprised of individual spaces of all its parts”
(32). In other words, the spheres that make up the world (I am using world
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and universe interchangeably here) are independent, but they make up a
singular body, much in the way the body is allegedly made up of simple and
complex parts.
In the previous chapter, it was determined that medieval thinkers
believed the spheres moved independently and this rotation of the world’s
parts could be documented by time. According to metaphysics, from Aristotle
up to and including modern concepts of this field of philosophy, there is a
space-time continuum. There are and have been dozens of ways in which
thinkers have attempted to make sense of this connection. Time is the
measurement of movement, but movement requires a relational grasp of not
only the here and now, but also the here and there. One way in which the
space-time continuum is fashioned is through the Cartesian notion of the
Field. Descartes lived three centuries after this particular type of folded
almanac was first created. Although Cartesian philosophies did not inform
medieval theories of space, his ideas on the subject well articulate the
manner in which the medieval universe was thought to be connected. His
metaphysical theories developed out of dissatisfaction for Aristotelian
metaphysics. He read Cicero and Aristotle, but seems to have skipped over
fourteenth- and fifteenth-century philosophy (Hatfield “René Descartes”) Yet,
regardless of this gap in philosophical influence, the concept of the field
suggests there is an extended substance woven across and throughout all
possible existence, much in the same way that medieval scholars posited
spirit or atoms fill the empty space between physical objects. The twentyfirst-century philosopher John Heil draws on the Cartesian concept of the
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field and invites us to imagine space in this manner: “Perhaps there is but a
single, unified field, the Field. […] It is useful to see space-time or the Field
as substances. Objects — tables, trees, the particles — are modes of these
substances, wrinkles in the fabric of reality” (Le Poidevin 318). Even if, as
Aristotle reasoned, nothingness equates to a vacuum, then that void must
have existence. Whether the void is filled with spirit or substance, the idea of
the fabric of reality fits nicely with Ptolemaic models of the world, where
boundaries between spheres are only conceptual, and everything is
contained within the outermost sphere of the prime mover.
Throughout this thesis, I have attempted to demonstrate that the
almanac both represents the motions of the world and thereby predicts or
conveys their influence on the body. I have argued that when the physician
opens the almanac it is perceived to stretch out and conceptually lie over the
patient, reaching outwards into the cosmos. The almanac depicts the body
through diagrams such as the zodiac and vein man: it locates the body by
measuring celestial progress and recording it through time. Here we see that
the progression is made not through arbitrary, abstract space, but instead
through a continuum of interconnected substance uniting the vulnerable
human body in the centre of the world and the powerful celestial bodies in
the outer positions of concrete space.
Locomotion
The thread that runs through this thesis is that time and space are
fundamentally united, and that time is observed by recognizing the duration
of the relocation as a body moves though space. However Aristotle argues
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that although time is the measurement of movement, time is not defined as
that movement. Augustine also differentiates between time and movement in
chapter 24.31 of his Confessions. In it he ponders:
If we were able to observe the point in space where and from
which

the body, which is moved, comes and the point to which it is

moved

[…] we can say how long the movement of the body took

or the

movement of its parts from this place to that. Since,

therefore, the

motion of a body is one thing, and the

norm by which we measure
thing, we cannot see which of these two is

how long it takes is another
to be called time. For,

although a body is sometimes moved and

sometimes

stands still, we measure not only its motion but also its rest

as well;

and both by time! Thus we say, “It stood still as long as it
moved,” or, “It stood still twice or three times as long as it moved”-or any other ratio which our measuring has either determined or
imagined, either roughly or precisely, according to our custom.
Therefore, time is not the motion of a body.
Whether the body is moving or remaining stationary, its existence is a
function of space. The movement, or lack thereof, through space allows one
to observe the course of time. Like Aristotle, Augustine concludes here that
time does not equal motion; however, he also demonstrates that motion is
essential to recognizing time. Even when the body in Augustine’s example
stays still, it does so in comparison to its potential for movement. Movement
is observed by the change of orientation of a body within space. Evidence of
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this theory in the medieval period can be found elsewhere, as Emily Grosholz
explains, “For Aquinas and his followers, the motion of a body is referred to
its place, understood in relation to the cosmos (whose centre and poles are
fixed) as a whole” (3). Motion of the body is perceived in accordance with its
spatial relationship to the fixed stars. To put it another way, time is a function
of spatial orientation. It is clear that time and space have a synergistic
relationship.
If we accept the connection of time and space as medieval thinkers
frame them, where does the body fit into that arrangement? There is a
phenomenological aspect to the body-time-space relationship. MerleauPonty defines kinaesthesia as the sensation of the moving body and the
approximation of objects around it, which anticipates the outcome of
movement based on the body’s intent (Merleau-Ponty 107). It is this
awareness of the body that allows us to then observe objects as separate
from ourselves (Langer 36). This subjective awareness of the body explains
how one recognizes one’s movements in space; however, this arrangement
can be inverted, where one is also conscious of movements around the body.
If the universe is connected to and, through the microcosm, is an extension
of the body, then there must exist kinaesthetic sensation deriving from the
movement of the planets felt within the body. This sensation was felt through
illness and bodily deterioration, manifested by humoral changes.
Returning to locomotion, it is the anchor of the individual body that
results in the perceived change in location of outside objects. If space is
understood as a consistent substance, then the locomotion of the planets
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was perceived by the body through this kinaesthetic awareness. The direct
unity of the planets to the body displays a mass-body universe where the
planets and the human body are parts therein. Through kinaesthesia, the
change in humours is discerned in the same manner that a body perceives
when an arm moves from straight at the side to extended outward.
When the physician consults the almanac, he does so in the context of
the position of the patient within the world. Phenomenologically, this is an
essential starting point. Monika Langer states, “To see is to see from
somewhere, and this ‘where’ can be described as a position of the objective
body with reference to external objects” (41). In order to “see” where the
patient is in the “here and now” the physician must do so by beginning with
the location of the body and then relate that position to the external objects in
space and time. Medieval medicine, as we have seen, calculates the effect
the locomotion of outside objects has upon the body. The almanac maps
these movements.
Further evidence that time and space are universally linked in the
human psyche is through semantic markers. In English, we say that events
“take place” at certain times (Le Poidevin 443). The solstices “take place” in
December and June, for example. When we claim that an event “takes place”
we are literally saying that it has claimed spatiotemporal identity. In the
aforementioned fabric of reality, an event creates a wrinkle. In the event of a
fever or other malign event upon the body, the substance of space has
changed to include the new condition. It is up to the physician to alter the
space in order to restore balance, or to continue the metaphor, iron out the
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wrinkle. In addition to the abstract calculations that are mapped in the
almanac to reveal the landscape of the unhealthy space, the treatment also
requires that the immediate space be altered. We see this in the teachings of
Galen, who recommends that the patient be moved or placed in an
environment with the proper air quality. Sometimes the orientation of the
window will be part of curative measures. For example, Galen instructs in
Method of Medicine that “if it is excessively hot and dry, build houses
underground against the heat, searching out those that are very cool and
very well ventilated, and are turned toward the north wind, contriving certain
sweet breezes in them” (55). Certainly one might be quick to argue that the
focus here is on air quality, because that is the condition that will bring about
the change in temperament and humours; however, it is important to note
that the air quality is spatially dependent. That is to say, the north wind has a
certain quality because its orientation is from the north, and the air is cool
and moist underground because of its place in relation to the ground.
Locomotion takes many important roles in the theories of medieval
medicine and its connection to time and space. The body changes due to the
movement of the planets in relation to the suffering body. Furthermore, the
body’s temperament and condition will change due to its movement in
relation to space.
Space and Place
The fabric of space is simply too large to really be useful for a physician or
anyone. It is one thing to establish that space exists, but it does not help to
answer the question, where exactly is the patient? Michel de Certeau
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philosophizes that conceptualizing space as a series of countable, itemized
units helps to locate the individual. He uses the pedestrian in the city as a
metaphor for this concept: “‘The city,’ like a proper name, thus provides a
way of conceiving and constructing space on the basis of a finite number of
stable, isolatable, and interconnected properties” (94). Measuring and
naming the components of the universe helped the medieval thinker to
exercise intellectual authority in whatever way he could. The universe, like
the city, is massive, complex and busy, so the act of naming and labelling it
makes it somehow manageable. Some geographers have adopted de
Certau’s philosophy in order to determine the “whereness” of a body. Jerome
Monnet explains that naming a space not only establishes it, but also
demonstrates its importance to identity: “Symbolisation can also be seen as
one of the major factors differentiating space into places, since this process
endows a portion of space with a name, an identity, a permanence, a reason
for existing, and a particular relationship with certain values and meanings”
(para. 5). While space has been established as a substance that exists, it is
in itself immeasurable. Monnet determines here that naming and portioning
space creates meaning—it defines space. Returning to medieval
metaphysics and the importance of space in relation to medicine, the concept
of naming is significant. The space of the universe is untouchable, mostly
unobservable and difficult to define. On the contrary, associating the
humours to the planetary orbs, which in turn can be tracked from one place
in the spheres of space to another through the measurements of time, allows
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the medieval physician to not only possess a broad gaze over the entirety of
the universe, but to redraft the universe into a legible cartography.
To illustrate the importance of delineating space in the medieval
period, one need look no further than Duns Scotus (1266-1308). A
Franciscan theologian and important contributor to the philosophy of
metaphysics, Scotus used three fundamental ways of defining space in
relation to the body: place, whereness, and position (Williams 70). Aligned
with the ideas of Aristotle, Scotus does not see space separated from bodies,
but rather, he views space as the containment of bodies and the relational
correspondence between the surfaces of those bodies (70). Since space is
definitive of bodies, in accordance with the views of Scotus among others,
then it becomes associated with identity, as described by Monnet. What was
once an abstract idea of the potential here and now becomes actualized
once there is a body placed within it.
There is also the temperamental identity of the patient to account for.
Galen argues that a man from a hot, dry place will have a different
temperament and require changes in diet and treatments different to
someone who hails from a cold and moist place (229). Furthermore,
temperaments will change depending on place and time of birth, appearance
of symptoms, and changes in fever. I walk a thin line in this explanation
because this section is about place, rather than time; however, the focus
here is on naming and measuring space, resulting in the establishment of
place. Temperaments and humoral changes are said to occur during a unit of
time that has been contained within a name. These changes and events take
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place in spring, summer, et cetera, or they occur at midday or sunset. By
applying names to these sections of time, the practitioner is able to classify
the temperamental identity of the patient based on his or her relationship to
spatiotemporal conditions.
For Scotus, the idea of place expands to include the cosmological
spheres. He reasons that in addition to being places, the spheres of the
universe are, in a sense, bodies. Scotus deduces that each sphere is
contained within the previous and thereby must contain volume. The one
exception to this model is the outermost sphere, which is not contained, and
therefore beyond it is no place (70-71). By juxtaposing the idea of space as a
fabric of substance with the Ptolemaic model of the heavenly spheres that
make up the universe, it becomes evident how manageable the universe
becomes from an astro-medical perspective. In order to locate the body and
thereby deduce its condition in relation to the universe, one need only
understand the appropriate calculations: it becomes as easy as plotting on a
map—a map that in this instance takes the shape of the folded almanac.
Compartmentalizing time in this manner may appear to go against the
previously established notion that time is not fragmented into past, present,
and future, but is instead an indivisible and continuous movement. However,
just as the heavenly spheres are conceptually divided but materially
connected, the same can be said for these components of time. Indeed,
England may be separated by boundaries, but physically it is still united with
the rest of the largest of the British Isles. Furthermore, the island itself may
be divided from the continent, but the ocean unites its coasts.
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Interconnectivity extends across the fabric of space and reality. However, this
indivisibility does not invalidate these boundaried places. Instead, Scotus
argues, “if this were the case, time would never have being except the being
of an indivisible. But its being is in flowing” (87).
Even today, space is a difficult concept to grasp with confidence. Its
intangible, unreachable emptiness slips through our fingers and passes
smoothly over our comprehension. In the Middle Ages, physicians attempted
to grasp the notion of space by rationalizing that the emptiness between the
stars and planets must also be animated. If it moves it can be measured. If it
is measured it can be understood. The medical practitioner need only use the
right tools of measurement to conceptualize how the body of the patient fits
in with the expanse of space. Locating the patient within space also orients
the patient’s unperceivable humoral changes. By mapping the patient, or
more specifically, his humoral temperament, against the planets, the
physician can prescribe treatments to counteract the changes brought on by
the position of the planets.
Patient
The folded almanac helped the physician to understand where the patient
was located within the universe. Since every patient had an individual
temperament based on the time of his or her birth, the location of that patient
in the humoral universe was also unique. Yet, in order to truly grasp the
notion of where a body is located in the universe, it was first necessary to
understand how that universe was arranged. The Middle Ages continued to
adopt the Ptolemaic model of celestial spheres. This meant that the patient
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was centred in an inverted ripple, where spirited energy radiated inward,
causing humoral changes to drain into the body. The universe may have felt
like a limitless sea, but a closer examination of its conceptual arrangement
reveals that there were patterns and margins, and the folded almanac acted
as an anchor to stabilize the body in all that space.
Places of Space in the Ptolemaic Universe
Now that it has been established that the universe in the middle ages was
mappable, this section will examine these places of space in the context of
medical theories at the time. As we have seen, the universe was made up of
nesting spheres, with earth at the centre and the prime mover at the
outermost sphere. The spheres in between were arranged with earth at the
centre, and then water, air, and fire. Next came the seven planets, arranged
with the moon closest to the earth, followed by Mercury, Venus, the Sun,
Mars, Jupiter, and finally Saturn. Beyond the planets was the sphere that
contained the fixed stars. Finally, the entirety of the universe was enveloped
by the sphere of Aristotle’s coined ‘prime mover’, or, in the context of the
Christian Middle Ages, God.
Ptolemy put forward so many mathematical and geometrical
reasonings that it appeared absolutely sensible that this model was an
accurate representation of the universe. He reasoned, for example, that the
planets must be spherical rather than circular disks, because if they were flat
then they would appear different depending on where on earth they were
viewed. He also reasoned, due to their observable orbits, they must inhabit
spherical spaces (Toomer 40). By these observations, Ptolemy concluded
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that the universe was geocentric. He deduced that the universe must take
this shape rather than a series of circles, because if the universe was merely
circular, then the heavens would appear different to the observer depending
on his or her position on a hypothetically circular earth (Toomer, 40). This
roots the understanding of the Ptolemaic arrangement of space in the eyes of
the observer, revealing the significance of the individual’s role in the
universe: that without the observer to locate herself in relation to that which is
observed, the universe would have no shape or organization at all.
The chief way in which the universe affects the individual is through
humoral influences. The four elements, or five if you include the aether from
which everything was generated, are at the centre-most point of the
geocentric universe, create humoral properties, dry, wet, cold, and hot.
Beyond that, the planets have their own elemental characteristics, which
further influence the four humours. Ptolemy was certain of this arrangement
and, as Edward Grant explains, he was convinced through observation and
theory that it was possible to predict the influences by the movement of the
planets: “Thus did Ptolemy transform Aristotle’s vaguely described celestial
influences, focused […] largely on the Sun, into a solid foundation of judicial
and horoscopic astrology (Grant Planets, Stars and Orbs 572-573).
Ptolemy’s theory was primarily mathematical, beginning with his calculations
in the Almagest, which he wrote first, followed by the Tetrabiblos, a treatise
that goes further to explain the potential of astrological calculations and
predictions. For the purposes of understanding the places of the universe in
the context of medieval medicine, it is superfluous to understand the maths
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behind these calculations. What is important, however, is the reasoning
behind the arrangement and its ability to influence the human body.
Medieval scholars created many images of the Ptolemaic geocentric
universe. Bartolomeu Velho, a Portuguese cosmographer, created one
particularly impressive diagram around 1568. This manuscript was created
one hundred years after the folded almanac was first put into use, but its
content is first, a very impressive image, and second, representative of the
way that fifteenth-century thinkers saw the universe. The manuscript can be
found in the Bibliotheque Nationale Paris. The image shows the earth at the
centre with its equatorial and hemispheric lines, showing the many ways in
which the spheres rotate in relation to the earth. The first two elements, earth
and water, are represented by the typical globe, with details of the land and
ocean. The next sphere is represented by what appears to be the sky and is
labeled as air. Beyond that sphere is fire, which radiates outward like light.
Next Ptolemy calculates the spheres of the moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, each with the duration of time it would take for one
full rotation of the sphere. Beyond those spheres is the firmament, or fixed
stars, and finally the primum mobile, the primary mover. Bartolomeu expands
his map of the universe even further, depicting a realm of heaven. This final
sphere is decorated with cherubim, a crucified Christ, and God.
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Figure 31: Figure of the Heavenly Bodies, Bartholomeu Velho
1568, Bibliotèque Nationale.
The details in this cosmographic map are fascinating in the context of
the hierarchy of place and the ontology of the body. First, the double image
in the centre of the map conveys both sides of the globe, arranged so that
the viewer can see all the habitable spaces. On one hand, this is merely a
wise artistic choice on behalf of Bartolomeu, who is simply showing as much
of the globe as he can. But on other hand, this arrangement puts all of
humankind in the centre of the universe. It shows that, as a human species,
we live here, right in the centre. Velho’s map was created one hundred years
after the Borthwick almanac, and depicts the “New World,” which was not
known to the almanac’s creator. Extant images in the fifteenth century do not
illustrate the earth as Velho’s example does, because it was not yet mapped.
However, the 1464 manuscript British Library Royal MS 19 A IX provides two
images that, when combined, provide the same message. The first, located
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on folio 42r, shows human figures standing on the circumference of a round
earth, thus also visibly locating humanity at the centre. The second image, on
folio 149r, depicts the spheres of the universe, with hell at the centre and
Christ, accompanied by an angel and a dove sitting above the outermost
sphere in the realm of heaven, echoing Velho’s outer spheres. While Velho’s
map does an extraordinary job of locating a detailed earth at the centre of a
well-calculated universe, the images in Royal 19 A IX reveal that the concept
was used prior to his cartographic masterpiece. The water in Velho’s
universe is arranged surrounding the earthly landmasses. Yet, there are no
visible mortal people in the image. In contrast, the Sphere of Heaven is
populated with divine beings filling the entirety of their assigned space. In a
sense, this image reveals the insignificance of the human. While on one
hand human beings are located at the centre and therefore appear to be the
focus of the entire universe, on the other hand, they are rendered so entirely
insignificant that there is essentially no room for them on the map. Instead,
the heavenly beings are emphasised because they are in proximity and also
by nature, closer to God.
Velho’s map contains measurements both in time and distance, which
are calculations that have been determined by Ptolemy. One calculation
reveals the duration of time needed for the spheres to complete a single
revolution. The moon, for example, requires twenty-seven days and eight
hours to complete an entire rotation; the sun, 365 days; Jupiter, twelve years;
and the fixed stars, 36,000 years. Measuring the rotation of the planets, or
their spheres, is a familiar calculation. Indeed, the moon and sun’s rotations
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remain essential to the way in which we measure time. As has been
established, time and space are metaphysically linked and are one of the
main ways that we determine being and existence. It seems obvious, then
that the duration of rotations would be included in a map such as this.
The other calculations included in this map record an impressive
mathematical feat. Bartolomeu the cosmographer has included distances in
leagues, measuring the radius of each sphere in relation to the centre of the
map. For example, the distance from the centre of the earth to the sphere of
the fixed stars is, according to this map, 32,208,750 leagues: a league is the
distance one can walk in an hour. Velho labels the circumference of the earth
at 6300 leagues (or roughly 30,000 kilometres). His source for this number is
unknown, but it sits between the calculations of Ptolemy’s modest 28,985 km
and Poseidonius’ measurement of 38,647—the difference between 5217 and
6956 leagues.46 The measurements reveal that the map is concerned with
orientation through both time and distance. Time by the duration required for
a sphere to complete a rotation, and distance measuring the leagues
between two identified places on the map. The inclusion of all these different
measurements that depict the distance from one point, such as the centre of
the earth, to another, shows how scholars around this time reinterpret the
infinite or eternal (such as the sphere) into manageable portions in order to
make sense of where they are in the world. Diagrams of the Ptolemaic model,
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such as the one produced by Bartolomeus Velho reveal the need for the
human intellect to locate itself within the confines of the vast universe.
Continuing representations of the geocentric map suggest an active
acceptance of the model throughout the Christian Middle Ages. Johannes
Sacrobosco wrote his textbook Tractatus de Sphera in the early thirteenth
century. In it, he considers the size and shape of Ptolemy’s universe and
produces a textbook that enjoyed great popularity up until the seventeenth
century (Thorndike 1). In her survey of the treatise, Lynn Thorndike deduces
that Sacrobosco independently studied the Almagest, but that in his
calculations he follows Eratosthenes’ more accurate calculations of the
circumference of the earth rather than Ptolemy’s (15-16). This reveals that
while Sacrobosco created his textbook modelled on the foundations of
Ptolemy, he was not merely recreating the ancient’s theories, but was
instead considering, adapting, and applying independent thought.
Thorndike observes that Grosseteste appeared to be aware of
Sacrobosco’s textbook but attempted to explain the universe in his own way
(23). Significantly, the Borthwick almanac contains charts attributed to both
Sacrobosco and Grosseteste. One can conclude, then, that while the
Ptolemaic system remained the accepted model of the universe, it was not
done so naively. I mention this for two reasons. First, to suggest that
determining the size and shape of the universe was as intriguing to the
medieval thinker as it was to the ancient predecessors, and that these
calculations were considered, revised, and challenged, revealing that
medieval scholars were still attempting to situate themselves within the
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context of the universe. However, that universe remained a mappable and
measurable realm of existence, no matter what text was created or followed.
Second, as multiple sources that speak to the shape and arrangement of the
universe are contained within the folded almanac, it can be deduced with
certainty that whoever possessed or commissioned the almanac was also
concerned with these questions of the where and what of the universe. As
these sections are in close proximity to the medical components, I would
argue that they are also medical in nature. It stands to reason that those
concerned with medical theories applied the same revision and questioning
to medical theories as they did to cosmological theories. The multiple
sources contained within the almanac and their varied considerations of the
places in the universe reveal that the almanac is an artefact divulging the
ongoing conversation of the physical and metaphysical position of the body
within an infinite but also systematic universe.
This geocentric system rationally posits the connection between the
elements, planets and humours, as those living in and around the fourteenth
century believed. The next section of this chapter will investigate more
closely the nine celestial spheres beginning with the elements, then moving
to the planets, fixed stars and finally the prime mover. It will then suggest
how the diagrams included in the Borthwick almanac contextualized the
interaction between the spheres and the body.
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Navigating the Elements
It is easy to see how, in the holistic practices of medieval medicine,
practitioners would depend upon the elements in order to treat illness and
discomfort. In his examination of the heavens, Aristotle reasons that all
bodies of the same kind have a “common goal of movement” (On the
Heavens Book III.2). In other words, that which is made of earth falls to the
earth, water pools together, the air moves around the sphere above these
two, and finally, fire is housed in the outermost elemental sphere and
provides the earth with heat and light. A significant explanation for why this
might have been the case derives from the alchemist, Paracelsus (14931541) who reasoned that “man consists of the four elements […] not only—
as some hold—because he has four tempers, but also because he partakes
of the nature, essence, and properties of these elements” (qtd. in Arikha 136)
The human body was not only made up of these elements, but the elements
existed in the spaces around it. As Aristotle explained, like moves with like,
and so the elements move about the universe, and they also move about
man. Yet, the human body is vulnerable and is constantly responding to
change. Man is considered a microcosm of the universe, and like the
macrocosm, he reflects the elements as well: the blowing air, swirling waters,
heavy earth, and fluctuating light and heat. Each humour mimics its element:
blood is airy, yellow bile fiery, black bile earthy and phlegm is watery. If the
physician understood the fundamental nature of the elements, he understood
more clearly the complexion of the body.
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In order to express some control over these tumultuous elements and
their influential characteristics, medical practitioners synthesised the
movements of the planets and the elements they govern into manageable
tables, such as the Table of the Planets (Borthwick 6r). As discussed earlier,
this table records the governing humoral temperament according to the time
of the day or night. The table of the planets allows the elements to be
accounted for, and thereby the changes on the body can be anticipated.
The Planets
A strong thread regarding the influence of the planets on the body runs
through medieval medicine. In his explanation of the astrological images of
the Très Riches Heures, Bober remarks that an individual’s “entire physical
make-up corresponds in a dependent and sympathetic relationship to the
celestial spheres, the zodiac, governing his external anatomy, and the
planets dominating the viscera or inner organs” (8). The prevalence of astromedicine in the folded almanac and among the accounts of physicians and
surgeons emphasises the importance of this relationship between the body
and the heavens. Edward Grant in particular demonstrates the perceived
importance of the cosmos on medieval health. He explains in his chapter on
Cosmology in Science in the Middle Ages, “Three major sources of terrestrial
effects were distinguished in the heavens: motion, light, and ‘influence’
(influentia). The first of these, motion, was apparently conceived as a
mechanical transmission in which some particular planetary influence was
conveyed from rotating orb to rotating orb and ultimately from the innermost
lunar sphere centerward into the terrestrial region” (Lindberg 289). Thanks to
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the works of scholars such as Grant, it is unnecessary here to rediscover
evidence that planetary movements were thought to exude control over the
body.
Likewise, there has been a great deal of research that has brought to
light the belief that there were specific risks to the organs brought by the
seven known planets. In medieval astro-medical theories, the sun affected
the heart; Mars reigned over the gallbladder; Jupiter the liver; Mercury was
responsible for the mouth and tongue; Saturn the head; and Venus governed
the kidneys (Grant 577). Other organs were also ruled by these planets, but
for our purposes it is enough to establish that this system of planetary
governance was accepted. Grant summarizes the humours that
corresponded to the planets: Mars to yellow bile, Saturn to black bile, moon
to phlegm, and the sun and Jupiter to Blood. He also outlines how some of
the planets dominated the elements: Saturn over earth; Moon, water;
Mercury, air; and Mars, fire (577). This summary reveals that the planets are
location-specific, correlating humoral fluctuations within the microcosm of the
body. In order to take stock of what is hidden within the body, the physician
instead can focus outward to bodies, which, while certainly far away, are not
covered by a veil of flesh. Rather than looking inside the body, which is for all
intents and purposes impossible or fatal in the Middle Ages, the conditions
that are occurring within the body can be seen by looking not to inner-space,
but outer-space.
Physicians sought to differentiate between benevolent and malevolent
planets. Another great contributor to the scholarship of medieval medicine,
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C.H. Talbot, describes how physicians reasoned epidemics. According to
Talbot, contagions were restricted to what people in the Middle Ages defined
as leprosy, and therefore the Black Death was not understood as a contagion
but was allegedly attributed to the conjunction of malefic planets (Lindberg
413). Determining whether a planet was benevolent or malevolent was
rationalized through the temperaments they imbued. For example, Cornelius
O’Boyle points out in his article “Astrology and Medicine in Later Medieval
England” that Jupiter and Venus were considered to be rather positive
influences, whereas Mars and Saturn were malicious, explaining “sanguine
Jupiter, being hot and moist, bore a particular affinity with all natural objects
sharing its particular temperament” (5). In terms of humoral theory, it seems
positively reasonable that a sanguine planet would bring about a sanguine
spirit, whereas a planet such as Saturn, dominated by melancholy, might
bring a more depressive state. Yet, the planetary humoral theory became
somewhat of a self-fulfilling prophecy. The Black Death was retroactively
diagnosed because of planetary alignments that occurred in the recent past.
If a physician was well versed in astro-medicine, he could justify just about
any change, provided he could demonstrate a planetary cause.
What is significant is not only the inherent quality of the planets, but
their position in relation to one another, and the resulting influence. As Nancy
Siraisi explains, “In astrological theory, the precipitating cause of outbreaks
of epidemic disease was usually held to be adverse conjunctions of the
planets” (128). Referring once again to the Black Death, she goes on to
explain that when it arrived in Sicily in 1347 it was attributed to the
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“conjunction of three superior planets” that occurred two years prior (129).
The orientation of the planets in relation to each other appears to carry more
significance than the simple fact that these planets have any sort of humoral
influence at all. Certainly Mars carrying a choleric burden is significant, but if
at the time of illness it appears that Mars and Saturn align in some way, then
the degree of the illness or the looming threat appears far greater.
Sacrobosco believed that the decision for a physician to act was dependent
upon the position of the moon in relation to the sun, “evil planets” or during
the time of eclipses (Thorndike 222-223). 47These proximities of the planets
reveal that as important as the planetary characteristics are, the true
influence upon the body is determined by the movement or the changing
spatial relation of the planets in accordance with the position of the body.
Analyzing the changes of the body dependent upon the planets
creates a subjective analysis, where the body is the centre of the system; but
what about the objective view of the planets? If the planets have agency, do
they have a motive? For the final word here we return again to Grant who
inverts the perspective of movement and considers the objective of the
planets. He remarks that the planets continue to move in their spheres
according to their love of god “who moves them indirectly as the object of
that love. In their ardent desire to come as close to God as possible, the
divine planets move around and around in circular motion” (Grant Physical
Science 71). This observation conveys the beautiful symmetry of the
medieval universe. While the planets influence the vulnerable and decaying
47
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human body, the soul waits to be released back to God, and it is revealed
that, perhaps unaware of the turmoil they cause, the planets are seeking the
same ultimate end as the human.
The Zodiac Map
The natal horoscope is created by observing and documenting the
arrangement of the planets at birth. It was believed that a patient’s dominant
temperament was developed in large part due to the position of the sun in
the zodiac at the time of birth. By creating a patient’s horoscope at the point
of illness, the physician can take account of the movement of the planets in
relation to the individual and thereby create a course of treatment customized
to the patient’s regular temperament. By determining the offending planet,
counteracting measures could be taken. For example, Nicholas Campion
explains, “if the horoscope for the diagnosis indicated that Mars was the
offending planet, the complaint—typically a hot fever if Mars was involved—
might be soothed by administering cool Venusian herbs” (77). The horoscope
could also be used to construct a broader picture of the span of illness or
even lifespan of a patient. Nancy Siraisi suggests that a retrospective
horoscope that examines the conditions of the planets prior to the outbreak
of disease may have been more common than a horoscope to predict the
future (134). However, a horoscope could be developed in order to predict
the possible outcomes of an individual. Campion remarks that “A Saturnine
person, liable to suffer from cold complaints, might be prescribed hot, Marsruled, remedies as a prophylactic; a diet containing astringent herbs and
plants such as nettles, onions, garlic, mustard and ginger would certainly
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help” (Campion 80). These varied uses of the horoscope reveal the many
ways that tracking and anticipating the influence of the planets might benefit
the patient, either through immediate action or precautionary understanding.
The relation between planetary qualities might also depend on spatial
configuration. Wolfgang Hubner demonstrated the arrangement of the
planets in his article, “The Ptolemaic View of the Universe.” By listing the
order of the planets vertically, it becomes apparent that, in a sense the sun is
in fact in the centre of this universe after all:
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Saturn
Jupiter
Mars
Sun
Venus
Mercury
Moon
In this arrangement, one can see that Mars and Venus are mirrored around
the sun. Hubner’s arrangement also points out that the planets that are
closer to the sun (Venus and Mars) are the hottest and driest, while Saturn
and the moon are the furthest and therefore cool and moist (65). The middle
planets, Mercury and Jupiter are the temperate planets, and therefore they
imbue more amiable characteristics (67). Their proximity to the sun in this
arrangement renders them the least extreme. These planetary characteristics
are reasoned by the arrangement of the planets and their proximity to the
sun. By comparing the arrangement of the planets and their temperaments, it
becomes apparent that spatial orientation more than anything appears to
direct their influence. Starting from Ptolemaic models, medieval medical
practitioners essentially reorient the cosmological map by placing the patient
at the centre, and the topography is translated from location of planets to the
degree of influence of their temperaments.
Yet, horoscopes extend beyond the planets into the fixed stars. This
component of medical procedure depends more upon the moon and the
houses of the zodiac. As was illustrated with the vein man, the signs of the
zodiac correspond to different sections of the body. When the moon is in
those corresponding houses then it draws blood from those sections closer
to the surface. Combining the moon’s pull on the humours with the humoral
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influence of the planets creates a much more comprehensive picture of
celestial health. O’Boyle explains that the moon “magnif[ies] the astrological
influences of the zodiacal signs through which it pass[es] and gather[s] up
the astrological influences of the planets with which it [is] configured. […] The
accuracy of one’s prediction as to the eventual outcome of an illness was
improved by knowing the precise positions of all the planets in the zodiac” (7).
Visualizing the physical interactions between moon, planets, and zodiac, a
more sophisticated medical landscape begins to take shape. The moon
travels through the celestial realm, pulling the humours toward the surface of
the body in conjunction with its position among the planets. By considering
the entirety of the universe with this medical configuration, one can clearly
visualize the celestial machine and its moving parts, and the way in which
those parts impact the body in its centre.
Visual representations of the zodiac are by far the most interesting
and artistic of the astrological diagrams in medieval manuscripts. The zodiac
man plays a key component in medieval medicine, and has become
emblematic of astro-medical practices. Other zodiac man images that appear
to be less medical in nature exist in Books of Hours. The Très Riches Heures
is a particularly impressive example.48 Other depictions include circular
arrangements of the zodiac symbols as well as decorated initials and
marginal illustrations. The circular configuration of the zodiac in particular
mirrors the apparent spherical orientation of the fixed stars. The commonality
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of these circular depictions in particular strengthens the spatial awareness
that the medieval thinker applies to the zodiac.
While the zodiac is likely the most obvious component of astromedicine, it is difficult to grasp exactly how zodiacal horoscopes were
created. They required a series of complicated mathematical measurements
and calculations, taking into consideration retrogrades and equinoxes.
Educated astrologers cautioned that there were many hacks with inaccurate
charts completely unqualified to create a helpful horoscope. The Ptolemaic
astrological text, Tetrabiblos served as a foundational textbook in the
medieval university. It warns:
The mistakes of those who are not accurately instructed in its
practice, and they are many, as one would expect in an
important and many-sided art, have brought about the belief
that even its true predictions depend upon chance, which is
incorrect. For a thing like this is an impotence, not of the
science, but of those who practise it (12).
However, the complex equations and sophisticated charts created by
a knowledgeable astrologer provide the foundations for the symbiotic
workings of the sphere of the zodiac. Ptolemy puts forth, “If, then, a man
knows accurately the movements of all the stars, the sun, and the moon […]
what is to prevent him from being able to tell on each given occasion the
characteristics of the air from the relations of the phenomena at the time?”
(11) The aether, or spirited air—that which is permeated with humoral
influence—interacts with the rest of the planetary spheres and, in particular,
the moon, and impresses upon the centre-most sphere where earth is
located. By analyzing the stars in order to develop a personal horoscope, the
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zodiac begins to appear like a broader sense of connected space, where, as
we have seen, places that are mapped and named become easier to grasp
and in turn easier to navigate. The zodiac is perhaps the most distant of the
spheres, but true to medieval medicine, the whole thing can be inverted,
compartmentalized, and folded down into a manageable diagram depicting
the course to balanced health.
Eclipses
It has already been established that eclipses were seen as particularly
malicious. It was believed that the Black Death was brought upon Europe by
a lunar eclipse followed by the conjunction of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn a
whole two years prior to the onslaught of the disease (Campion 77). Despite
this span of time, the eclipse took a large part of the blame. It is no wonder,
then, that, medically speaking, there was a great interest in determining how
eclipses formed and when they might occur. Sacrobosco explains in his
Sphera how both solar and lunar eclipses are formed. He explains the
location of the moon during a lunar eclipse is at “the head or tail of the
dragon beneath the nadir of the sun” (Thorndike 142). The celestial dragon
came into medieval astrology via ancient mythology and into Arabic
cosmology. The head and tail are the two lunar nodes where the moon’s orbit
intersects the plane of the Ecliptic (Kuehn 136). Certainly the symbolism here
pays heed to the apparent danger of the eclipse—as dangerous as a dragon
devouring the light.
Like many other folded almanacs, Borthwick depicts illustrations
showing the year and duration of partial and total eclipses. As a medical
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guide, it seems crucial to have this sort of information at quick glance. Yet,
this almanac contains more than just these diagrams showing the totality and
duration of eclipses. Depicted on the same page as the volvelle, are
diagrams similar to those in Sacrobosco’s text, illustrating the orientation of
the sun, moon, and earth that results in total or partial eclipses. Perhaps
these illustrations are included merely as a point of astronomical interest. On
the other hand, in terms of the greater understanding of the metaphysical
time and space of the body, these diagrams once again depict the location of
the earth, and hence the body, within the broader context of the celestial, at a
particular moment of eminent humoral danger. On the verso side of this folio
there are two large diagrams showing the orientation of the sun, moon, and
earth during the lunar phases. The upper diagram depicts the light cast upon
the moon by the sun at its various positions. The lower diagram shows how
these configurations reveal the phases of the moon from the position of the
earth. Here we see two perspectives: one revealing the orientation of light
and lunar location, the other revealing the prospect according to the viewer.
These two diagrams together acknowledge that, while there is a greater
system of movement beyond the earth-centric universe, the reality is that all
movement impacts the individual on earth. Medieval medicine acknowledges
that the eclipses are phenomena with great consequences; and the diagrams
in the almanac reveal that medieval thinkers sought to understand the impact
of the phenomena by plotting and understanding its spatial orientation.
The planets and stars were certainly essential components of
medieval medicine. As I have demonstrated, there are numerous scholars
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who have surveyed and recounted these ideas that planets and stars have
benevolent and malevolent agency. Yet, the folded almanac goes beyond
listing and reporting on these influences. It positions the reader within this
eternal and continuous system by means of charting space. The calculations
in the folded almanac help the physician understand how the patient’s
humours are aligning with the planets at any given moment. Since the body
is a microcosm, observing how the planets move around space reveals to the
physician how the humours are moving, accumulating, or receding within the
patient.
Constellation
When we think of constellations and space today, the most obvious idea that
comes to mind is the constellations of the stars. However, with regard to
medieval medicine, the star constellations have not held nearly as much
significance as the zodiac houses that take their names from these
gatherings. The folded almanac has more to convey through the gathering of
information into connected, adapted, readable and memorable units:
constellations of information, rather than constellations of stars. The folded
almanac as a whole is a constellation of scientific and medical information
bound together into an identifiable guide. Within the almanac there are a
number of constellation texts that amalgamate related information into one
textual component. These textual devices take up the role of artificial
memory, which assist the physician in maintaining a comprehensive grasp on
the interdisciplinary tasks of medieval medicine.
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The Craft of Thought in the Folded Almanac
All of these analyses are built around the notion that the folded almanac
functions as a physical memory. In order to unpack this idea, first it is
necessary to address the concept of memory. I am adopting Mary Carruthers’
definition that memory “foster[s] the qualities we now revere as ‘imagination’
and ‘creativity’ (Craft of Thought 9). In Craft of Thought, Carruthers argues
that art, texts, architecture, and other representations of thought are memory
devices that not only store impressions of events and information, but also in
turn inspire constructive thought. I argue that this is precisely how the folded
almanac operates. Not only does it serve as a physician’s reference guide,
but also the references prompt the physician to engage with the greater
metaphysical reality that creates and influences the condition of the body. In
order to fully understand the multi-layered, multi-temporal, and multi-spatial
circumstances that encompass the body here and now, the almanac stores
knowledge and understanding in an ordered place. The memory, Carruthers
explains, is in fact spatial, where one sorts and distinguishes multiple
memories and compartmentalizes them so that they can be retrieved on
command (13). In order to efficiently organize the memories associated with
the medieval body and its place within the universe, the almanac is built to
contain a variety of tools designed to stimulate different memories and
imaginative or constructive reasoning. The almanac facilitates specific
problem solving by activating individual memories, and this work is done by
specifically customized diagrams.
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Carruthers develops her theory throughout The Craft of Thought by
arguing that artistic representations are in fact the architecture of thoughts
and memory. This section will borrow this line of inquiry by examining the
architecture of the almanac. The makeup of the almanac has been explored
throughout this piece, and I intend to go further than merely accounting for
the orientation and accessibility of content. I will investigate the architecture
of the almanac by taking up Carruthers’ notion that the architecture of
mnemonic or artificial memory objects is an act of ekphrasis, where the
artistic representation tells the story of the original artistic inspiration, and in
turn becomes art itself.
After examining the ekphrastic architecture of the almanac, this
section will focus on specific diagrams that are designed to stimulate different
forms of consideration or meditation as well as address particular
approaches to medicine. These diagrams are the Sphere of Sacrobosco, the
Sphere of Apuleius or Sphere of Life and Death, and finally the Paschal Keys
diagram that is discussed by Robert Grosseteste. Each of these diagrams
appears in Borthwick, but they also appear in other folded almanacs and
medical texts. By examining these elements through the lens of Carruthers’
theories, I aim to solidify how these diagrams act as artificial memory
designed to encourage the imaginative and constructive thought required for
solving complex medical problems.
The Architecture of the Almanac
At the beginning of her book, Carruthers asks of her readers that they
“conceive of memory not only as ‘rote’ […] but the matrix of a reminiscing
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cogitation, shuffling and collating ‘things’ stored in a random-access memory
scheme, or set of schemes — a memory architecture and a library built up
during one’s lifetime with the express intention that it be used inventively” (4).
In examining the almanac through the lens of space, the architecture of the
almanac as a memory scheme is quite intriguing. Like Carruthers, I argue
that the almanac tells a story of the metaphysics of the body, and the telling
is represented in the almanac. Carruthers argues that ekphrasis is “a trope of
vision” (222). She goes on to argue that the artefacts are not only new art,
but also orators.
What is it, then, that the almanac is trying to say? Rather than an
oration of scripture, or an allegory of the kingdom of heaven, the almanac
provides the user with the materials necessary to orate the story of health
and decline, drawing upon the entirety of the universe to help narrate. The
calendars tell the story of the possibilities of changes over not only the
course of a single year, but also the course of a lifetime, spanned across four
metonic cycles. It narrates the rising and setting of the sun, along with the
revolution of the zodiac across the lunar months. The almanac addresses
individual tales of epic journeys across the ages of man, through series of
malicious influences and the promises of periods of healthy peace.
Heeding the warning of the eclipse that allegedly brought on the Black
Death, the eclipse diagrams act as chapters of concern, allowing the
practitioner to read ahead and also look to the past in order to prepare for the
inevitable invasion of dangerous humoral forces. In addition, the diagrams
that demonstrate the planetary arrangement of the eclipses provide
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illustrations of where about the elliptical dragon the human race stands.
Furthermore, the volvelle causes the story to be fluid and never ending. It
invites the reader to insert the patient into the story by physically changing
the order and orientation of facts and perspective. In this regard, the volvelle
is one of the first choose-your-own adventure stories. Significantly, even with
all the information given to the reader by this textual universe, the ending for
the patient will always remain uncertain. If the almanac is a true piece of
architecture, these diagrams are built as garrisons, offering if not total
protection, at least a place where one might stand a chance. Carruthers
argues that to envision artistic works in this matter is to “insist that all
medieval arts were conceived and perceived essentially as rhetoric” (223). I
would go further to argue that the almanac is a dialogue between the
universe and the physician. It is a place where the universe divulges its
course of action, and the physician can ask questions. In this regard, the
almanac dips into the tradition of the Salernitan questions. The practitioner
as chief orator raises questions regarding the nature of health and medicine,
and the universe answers, drawing upon all knowledge at its disposal. The
audience, then, is the patients, who observe and allow themselves to be
guided by the dialogue occurring between the two dialogists. Carruthers
claims that medieval art tends to be “loquacious, even garrulous” (222). If the
folded almanac is in fact ekphrastic, then garrulous might be putting it mildly.
The almanac carries on about time and space in such a manner that, while it
appears to repeat itself (content contained in the calendar appears again in
the volvelle, for example), yet every told and re-told story appears to offer an
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additional detail, an additional clue to assist the physician and the patient as
they navigate through the medical process. As an object of memory, “the
ornaments of such a work form its routes and pathways” (223). Such is
certainly the case with the almanac, as its story leads the viewer across the
universe, through time, and back to the beginning, centred in the body.
Significantly, in order for the almanac to act as an orator, it requires an
audience. Carruthers uses the example of a monastery constructed after a
vision. She reminds her readers that regardless of whether the building is
built from recollection, it lacks value if it is not actually used (226). If the
monastery is from a vision, but people do not gather there, then it is no
monastery at all. In the same regard, if the practitioner does not use the
volvelle or reference the other diagrams, then they too have no meaning.
Taking this into consideration, it is clear that the architecture of the almanac
is not about the construction of the volvelle, or the artistic sophistication of
the zodiac man. Instead, the architecture forms around the purpose of the
almanac. The potential of the almanac to reveal the manner in which the
body is situated within the universe, and thereby suffers its influences, does
not rest inside its folded leaves. Instead the potential of the almanac is
located in the practitioner who chooses to use it.
Blueprints and Mandalas
Carruther’s example of the monastery as a memory device is illustrated in a
medieval diagram with medical connections. The Plan of St. Gall is a
blueprint for a Benedictine monastery created around 820 (Wallis 94). The
plan depicts the monastery as a multifunctional complex, with sections
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restricted to the monks, and other areas that welcomed visitors and pilgrims.
Within one of the cloisters is a “health services area,” which has served to
enlighten scholars on the services of the monastic hospital while raising
questions about who had access to this infirmary. Interestingly, the plan
reveals a separate chapel reserved for the sick; a physician’s house that
doubles as a pharmacy and a “bloodletting facility” (96). Thanks in great part
to the Plan of St. Gall, we have a fairly clear picture of how a monastery
drafted and incorporated the treatment of the sick into the function of its
design.
Surprisingly, the Plan of St. Gall reveals much more than the blueprint
of a ninth-century monastery. Mary Carruthers reports that copies of this plan
were sent from the author, Abbot Heito to the Abbot Gozbert of St. Gall. In
his letter, Heito states that he sends “the lay-out of a monastery, by means of
which [he] might exercise [his] wits” (qtd. in Carruthers 229). It can be
interpreted, then, that the plan was not sent for the practical purpose of
building a monastery, but instead it was sent as a cognitive exercise.
Carruthers labels the Plan the earliest surviving example of an “architectural
pictura” (229). She argues that the plan can act as a memory device upon
which one can meditate. One supplements the structural plan in the absence
an actual monastery. According to Carruthers, the Plan is a “meditation
machine.” (230). She defines machine (machina) as “any structure that lifts
things up or helps to construct things” (23). By this logic, the Plan of St. Gall
is designed to lift up or construct thoughts.
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In a fascinating comparison, Carruthers suggests that the Plan of St.
Gall, as a meditation machine, functions in the same manner as a mandala.
She argues that both designs were “imagined and used as ‘the way’ of
prayer” (231). She suggests that using either of these images invites an
introspection that leads the gazer along a meditative path. I would suggest
including labyrinths in this comparison, as the labyrinth and the Plan of St.
Gall both guide the viewer through a physical, if still imaginary space.
Labyrinths were inherited into Christian symbolism from ancient artefacts.
They are present in Neolithic, Egyptian, Roman and Greek archaeology and
myths. The thirteenth-century labyrinth in Chartres cathedral in France
provided a place for pilgrims to walk, and its pattern is a template for
labyrinths still built today. There is a fascinating astrological orientation
connected to the placement of the labyrinth within many churches, observed
by Attali and Rowe in their book The Labyrinth in Culture and Society. The
labyrinth is often placed in the nave of the church which, when the building is
designed to represent the cross, is located at the level of Christ’s thighs.
Sagittarius rules this area of the body, which is also the sign for pilgrimage
and journey (13). The placement of the labyrinth in alignment with
astrological interpretation links this meditative guide to the divine and the
celestial. Attali and Rowe further emphasise this connection by suggesting
that the labyrinth represents the universe “whose traversal, like that of life, is
both sought after (because it leads to the discovery of eternity) and feared
(because nothingness waits there)” (15). The labyrinth, like the almanac,
provides a visual space to consider the implications of the universe on the
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body and motion. The pilgrim walks the labyrinth into the centre, a sacred
space representing completion, and the inner self. The mandala functions in
this way as well, drawing the gaze throughout the shape and into a deeper
subconscious space. Significantly I am using the term space rather than
state of mind, because I think it’s important to emphasise that, while these
images are just that, they do still take the viewer through an alternate
landscape and into the centre of the body.
Turning now to the almanac, there is a diagram that I believe functions
in a similar manner. It might seem curious that the Sphere of Sacrobosco is
included in the manuscript. This circular diagram depicts the Ptolemaic
universe, with the earth at its centre and the concentric spheres radiating
outward, from the four elements out to the primus mobilibus. I have
established that the almanac in its entirety is a representation of the universe,
and so on one hand the Sphere appears quite at home among the other
diagrams; however, unlike most of the others the Sphere is a passive
representation of the universe, and does not enable active calculation. It
does not dictate eclipse times or phases of the zodiac like the eclipse
diagrams or astrological tables. The Sphere of Sacrobosco appears to
merely represent. However, if one were to consider the Sphere of
Sacrobosco as a meditation machine, then its inclusion in the almanac is
quite profound. While most of the almanac presents constellations of data
that make up a complex picture of health, the Sphere of Sacrobosco conveys
a depiction of spatial unity that is not marred by calculation. Upon closer
inspection, I am quite convinced that the Sphere can operate in this capacity.
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The symmetry of the text on the sphere is quite satisfying. The first initial
written in each sphere forms a solid line, a place to begin. As the reader
traces her eyes around the sphere, reading the information provided, the
signs of the zodiac, the order of the planets, the duration of each sphere’s
rotation, she is allowing herself to be drawn into the centre of the diagram. If
the sphere happens to not require enough text to draw out the space, the
scribe includes wavy lines to fill the void. As a result, the line of sight does
not seem to break. In addition, the writing follows the circular shape, so
inevitably the reader will have to either rotate the page or turn her head. This
creates a sort of active journey through the sphere into the centre where it is
written in both directions, “hell is in the centre of the earth.” What purpose
does this statement serve other than to provoke contemplation of the
arrangement of the universe and the presence of the divine in relation to the
location of the human? The mandala is said to represent the universe. What
is the Sphere of Sacrobosco if not a western version of that very thing? Much
of the folded almanac prompts the reader to look outward into the farthest
realms through the lens of its pages. The Sphere of Sacrobosco invites the
reader to view the same universe by looking within through reflection,
meditation, and indeed prayer. Although the physician is not going to stop
and meditate over the patient, the Sphere of Sacrobosco provides a
compass that orients the physician in relation to the patient and the cosmos.
By examining the Sphere of Sacrobosco in this manner, I argue that, much
like the Plan of St. Gall, sent to a fellow abbot to exercise his wit, the Sphere
of Sacrobosco in the folded almanac is an imaginative spatial supplement to
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the charts and calculations, which reminds the reader of the exceptional
system they are a part of.

Figure 32: Sphere of Sacrobosco Borthwick 10r
Sphere of Apuleius: the Sphere of Life and Death
It is quite apparent that the almanac is a theoretical medical tool used
undoubtedly by an educated physician. The canons are in Latin, the calendar
is complicated, and the tables to know the sign of the moon require fairly
sophisticated cross-referencing skills. It is curious then that within the pages
of Borthwick there is a Sphere of Apuleius. Designed to perform a sort of
numerology—a form of divination that assigns numerical equivalents to
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letters and then determines a sum corresponding to the inquirer’s name—the
Sphere of Apuleius, or Sphere of Life and Death is used to predict the
probable outcome of a patient’s illness. By inserting the patient’s name and
birthdate into the sphere, allegedly the outcome can be determined whether
a patient will live or die (Edge 611). This sort of magic is exactly the type that
was outlawed by the church and we would expect it to be looked upon with
disdain by professional medical practitioners. However, in her survey of the
Sphere of Apuleius, Joanne Edge reports that the sphere appeared in
manuscripts attributed to university trained physicians (622). She cites the
example of Sloane MS 3229, a fifteenth-century manuscript containing
Regimen Sanitatis Salernitanum that incorporates a sphere into the main text,
written in the same dominant hand (622). Even more interesting, the
manuscript includes instructions on how to operate the Sphere. Edge is quick
to point out that, since the Sphere depends on astrological content it is
perhaps not so questionable that its methods would be employed. An even
more compelling thought, she suggests, is that using the sphere was a way
for the physician to balance the treatment of the body with the preparation of
the soul. Providing a predetermined, divine prognosis, however accurate,
might prompt the patient to ensure he has sought to cure his soul without the
physician being required to bear responsibility for any imminent negative
outcome (628). That it is included in at least two folded almanacs (Harley
5311, and Borthwick) shows that whatever the general attitude toward the
Sphere, it found its way among the other tools folded into these operational
medical manuscripts.
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Figure 33: Sphere of Apuleius Borthwick 10v
Although this may initially appear to be mere conjecture, I argue it is
nevertheless significant that another Sphere of Apuleius appears in a St. Gall
manuscript. It is entirely likely that the Sphere is in no way connected to the
Plan of St. Gall; however, it is a convenient segue that returns our attention
back to the machine. For, regardless of the position of this type of medical
calculation, the Sphere remains another textual machine, designed to
construct meaning. Whereas the Sphere of Sacrobosco generated
contemplative cognition, the Sphere of Apuleius is more constructive. The
Sphere of Life and Death creates a new timeline and outcome for the patient.
What might this have to do with space? Up until this point through my
analysis, the patient has been represented in the folded almanac by images
such as the zodiac man and the vein man. With the Sphere of Apuleius, a
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unique patient is inserted into the textual machine. Operating this sphere
requires unique details of the patient beyond his chance crossing with the
cosmos. It requires his name along with his birthday, and this extra
component of identity renders the Sphere a place of his and his alone. It
does not define any human at any time in any given place, but instead
focuses on a singular individual. The body may be a microcosm, but in
dealing with the Sphere of Apuleius, the microcosm becomes unique.
The Key, Borthwick 9v
There is one additional mnemonic contained in Borthwick that warrants
attention. At the bottom of folio 9v, after the lunar eclipse diagrams, there is a
second volvelle designed to determine the date of the moveable feasts
throughout the metonic cycle. The content within this circular diagram derives
from Grosseteste’s keys. Many of Grosseteste’s manuscripts were annotated
in his own hand with notations that indexed his scholarship, including crossreferences, corrections, and subject headings. Carruthers explains that his
notations were coded, and required a guide to decipher them (Book of
Memory 147). These marginal markings demonstrate that Grosseteste
explored methods for memorization and quick retrieval using textual spaces.
In his Compotus Ecclesiasticus, Grosseteste describes a mnemonic method
for remembering the dates of the five moveable feasts depending on the
nineteen-year metonic cycle. The mnemonic method he describes might
appear as complicated as merely memorizing the different days. It requires
adding nineteen or subtracting eleven, depending on the year in the metonic
cycle. In addition, Grosseteste recommends a method of counting fingers;
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however, each finger is designated a different number to add to the result.
Regardless of its complexity, Grosseteste devised a method for recalling
essential Paschal information. He also offers a verse designed to help one
determine the number of weeks between the nearest Sunday and
Quadragesima:
In gravibus causis hastam gerit improbus hostis,
Laudatur iustus, gladio caret hoste gravatus
Crudeles homines fur incitat hoste carente (Moreton 106).
This is a nonsensical verse that operates in the same manner as the
method of loci.49 Rather than designating memorable information to a
physical space, the information is attached to each word in the verse. It is
this verse that reveals that the Borthwick diagram is developed around
Grosseteste’s mnemonic. The outermost ring of the circular diagram contains
these nineteen words. It becomes apparent, then, that whoever penned this
diagram did so in order to apply Grosseteste’s method for finding the
moveable feasts. The user positions the arm of the volvelle (now missing) so
that it points to the word that corresponds with the current year in the metonic
cycle. From here he can see the dates of each of the five moveable feasts
listed beneath the key word.

49

This method has been used since the classical era. It involves picturing a
house, and imagining whatever must be memorized within the space. As the
mind’s eye walks through the house, the spatial memory will recall whatever
information has been figuratively linked to that space.
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Figure 34: Grosseteste’s keys Borthwick 9v
The moveable feasts do not appear to have medical relevance; but a
chart for finding these days does exist in John Somer’s calendar. What is
curious is why the compiler of this almanac felt the need to include this
diagram when one already exists. One of the first tables after the introductory
canon in the almanac gives information about the date of the moveable
feasts according to the metonic cycle. However, the inclusion of a volvelle
providing the same material suggests that the compiler preferred this spatial
orientation to the stationary grid table. Carruthers also points out that,
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contrary to our assumption that diagrams are static, in fact the medieval
diagram demands movement. “In exegetical traditions,” she explains, “the
‘place of the tabernacle’ was not static” (251). Carruthers is referring here to
Augustine’s commentary on Psalm 41 in which he invites the reader to walk
about a tabernacle (Carruthers 252-253). It is interesting to note that
Grosseteste labels his paschal mnemonic “the keys,” stating “because just as
entrance to the hall is gained through the key, so information about the feasts
is gained from these numbers” (Moreton 104). So once again, these textual
spaces stand in for physical place. Grosseteste, like Augustine, invites the
reader inside the hall, or tabernacle in order to consider a new perspective. It
is true that the moveable feasts are already conveyed in Somer’s calendar;
however, the addition of this diagram influenced by Grosseteste provides
another entry into a significant space—in this case, a holy and devout one.
Furthermore, the volvelle requires actual physical movement by repositioning
the arms to determine the correct dates of the feasts relative to the current
time in the metonic cycle. By moving the arms, the user engages in a
physical and meditative act, engaging with the text, moving components in
the manuscript, and revealing information connected to sacred events.
Conclusion
Constellations in space are separate objects conceptually grouped together
in order to help make sense of their position and role within a greater system.
In the folded almanac, there are a number of these groupings, which
individually approach a specific issue relating to time and medicine, and
collectively unite into a comprehensive representation of the universe and the
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humoral aspects of medieval medicine. They help the physician to make
connections between spatial movements and the body, and also operate as
mnemonic and meditative devices that remind the physician that humankind
is part of a celestial and divine system.
Considering the role of space in medical practice reveals that, not only
do individual planets in the universe have specific characteristics and effects
upon the body, but also the entirety of the universe behaves as a complex
animated machine, in which the body is one small part. Space is not, as we
might assume, a vast emptiness full of mystery and uncertainty, but instead it
is a contained substance that touches the body as well as the planets. It
becomes the observable substance that creates patterns the physician can
see rippling around and within the patient. The foundational theory of astromedicine is that the humours are affected by the elemental characteristics of
the planets. In order to understand how these effects are manifested in the
body, the physician must observe the spatial arrangement of the body and
planets. The folded almanac provides the physician with a map and schedule
of this ever-changing arrangement that causes the microcosmic fluctuation of
the humours. With this information, the physician can prescribe treatments
that are customized to restore humoral balance within the patient.
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CONCLUSION: FOLDING UP THE ALMANAC
The folded almanac is a textual medical tool that situates the body within
time and space. Its materiality and content allow the physician to observe the
movement of the planets throughout the zodiac in order to detect humoral
fluctuations that change over time. This astro-medical approach provides
diagnostic information that conveys the imbalance of humours causing the
deterioration of health in the patient. The folded almanac synthesises this
information into constellations of data arranged in tables, charts and
diagrams. These textual depictions are representations of the cosmos
translated into units of time and microcosmic illustrations reflective of the
universe. By consulting the folded almanac, the physician is able to observe
the planetary movements in relation to the body of the patient and determine
how the humours are reacting to celestial influences. This allows the
physician to make informed decisions regarding prognosis and courses of
treatment.
The materiality of the folded almanac also renders it a performative
object in the practice of medieval medicine. Its design allows for easy
transport and consultation, which suggests that the almanac accompanied
the physician to visits at the patient’s home. Evidence of cords and pouches
suggest that the folded almanac could be attached to the physician’s body,
thereby rendering it a figurative textual appendage. If the almanac was
orientated in this way, then the act of reading was performative, where the
physician unfolded knowledge from the folios and the information contained
within spread out from his body, stretched toward the patient and reached
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outward to space. There is a twofold significance to space in this
arrangement, first that the knowledge possessed by the physician grows as
the pages are unfolded, second that the content within the almanac is an
amalgamation of the celestial spheres that exist beyond earth. Since the
folded almanac acts as a tool for diagnosing the patient through the
arrangement of the cosmos, I argue that the object sits at the centre of the
triangulation of physician, patient and constellations.
The folded almanac is unique compared to other extant manuscripts
owned by medieval physicians. Texts used in this thesis to depict the
landscape of medieval medical practitioners include surgical works that
instruct the reader on anatomy and proper courses of treatment. The works
of Henri Mondeville and Guy de Chauliac have been instrumental in
understanding medieval medical approaches to treatment and the makeup of
the body seen through the lens of the medieval anatomist. Thomas Fayreford
and John Arderne left invaluable accounts of their practices and methods of
treatment, allowing medieval scholars to surmise the practical methods of
medieval physicians. Finally, the solid foundations of Aristotle and Galen
emphasise that medieval medicine stems from the rationale that the
microcosmic body mimics the macrocosm, which is manifested through the
response of the humours to the cyclical movements in the universe. The
folded almanac does not list the simple and complex components that make
up the body. Nor does it offer recipes or instructions for treating the patient.
Treatises from Galen and Aristotle about the elemental system that creates
and unites the entirety of the universe are not copied in the folded almanac.
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Instead, the folded almanac is a calculated representation of the movements
of the universe depicting figures that juxtapose the cosmos onto the body
and tables that chart the progress of the planets through the zodiac. This
manuscript is a telescope, gazing outward into the far reaches of the celestial,
and a microscope, delving beneath the surface of the body to view its
elemental essence. The folded almanac assists with medical intervention
because it is a guide to the multi-sphered, multi-dimensional universal
machine.
This analysis of the folded almanac and astro-medicine relies on
metaphysical theories that examine the function of time and space in the
contextualization of the medieval body. It draws upon Aristotelian concepts of
space as an essence rather than a void. This elucidates the interconnectivity
of the body to the rest of the cosmos. Since the planets are united to the
body via the nested spheres of the universe, the orientation of the elemental
characteristics of the planets are observed to have a pull on the humours. In
order to measure the movements of these planets in a way that allows the
physician to predict humoral changes, these movements are measured by
time. Augustinian concepts of time distinguish that the Ptolemaic spheres
operate on different levels of time, depending on the proximity of the spheres
to the outermost heavenly realm. The planets, operating in aeviternal time,
move in a continuum, whereas the body is finite with a definitive beginning
and end. The folded almanac provides a schedule of the continuous
movements of the planets, and the physician can insert the patient into this
progression of space in order to determine where and when the individual
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body is most vulnerable. Metaphysics has been defined as the first
philosophy, and the pursuit of understanding Being. This metaphysical
approach to astro-medicine seeks to demonstrate how situating the body in
time and space illustrates a reality of human existence within a larger system.
The folded almanac is a textual representation of that system.
The most observable component of the astro-medical system is the
body. It is the site of humoral destruction and the physical agent of
intervention. Multiple bodies are operating in astro-medicine. The physician’s
body physically unites with the folded almanac in order to emphasize his
medical authority and performance as a competent physician. The patient’s
body is represented in the almanac through images and tables, and is the
objective focus of astro-medicine. The bodies of the planets cause humoral
influences based on their orientation within the zodiac. Furthermore, the
folded almanac is a compiled body of knowledge. It synthesises data
required for diagnosis based upon the humoral system driven by the motion
of the universe.
Much of the data presented in the folded almanac is recorded in time.
Aristotelian metaphysical theory dictates that time is the measurement of
motion. Since the humours are influenced by the movement of the planets,
time is an appropriate measurement. Rather than using time in the manner of
a typical clock or calendar, such as the even division of the day into twentyfour equal hours, or a book of hours depicting the cycle of labour throughout
the seasons, the folded almanac relies more on artificial time. This system of
time relies far more on the varied distance of the sun across the ecliptic,
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which creates the seasons and the uneven duration of day and night. This is
a far more accurate use of time in astro-medicine, because it records the
actual observation of the planets as opposed to the arbitrary system that
consistently divides the day. By incorporating this type of time into the folded
almanac, the physician has a much more focused idea of how the planets
are constantly changing the humours in the body. Contextualizing the
movements of the planets according to time allows the physician as well as
the patient to visualize the progression of humoral changes without having to
intellectually conquer the awesome expanse of space.
The primary metaphysical question that recurs in this thesis inquires
where the body is situated in space. Time is the measurement that provides
this data, but the planetary orbs within the celestial spheres are the most
influential agents in this approach to astro-medicine. By evaluating the
humoral theories incorporated in medieval medicine and reading them
against the content provided in the folded almanac, space appears to be a
field or fabric of reality, where the planets are connected to the body by
elemental essences. The universe is illustrated literally through diagrams that
reveal the orientation of the sun and moon during eclipses, as well as
figuratively, demonstrated by the microcosmic image of the zodiac man. The
folded almanac provides a constellation of information within a manipulative
space that establishes a performative space of medical practice. Furthermore,
the folded almanac contains mnemonic and meditative spaces that anchor
the user within the intellectual context of the metaphysics of astro-medicine.
Ultimately, the physician and patient both are at the mercy of their vulnerable
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bodies, and the folded almanac gestures to the many ways in which the
celestial governs the human.
The folded almanac is a difficult manuscript to analyse. Its form
suggests that it was a portable object designed for wear. However, there is
no definitive example of this. There are a surprising number of extant folded
almanacs with content useful to the practice of astro-medicine. Yet, none of
these manuscripts seems to contain textual evidence, through marginalia or
personal accounts, that physicians used them in practice. Unlike recipe
books and personal accounts of medical treatments, astro-medicine appears
to be void of first hand reports of how precisely the folded almanac was used.
In order to study astro-medicine and the folded almanac, scholars have had
to rely on careful conjecture in order to hypothesise the practical use of
astrology in medieval medicine. I have attempted to put my oar into this
academic conversation by veering away from book history and steering my
inquiry instead to the shores of theory and impact. Throughout this thesis I
have argued that the folded almanac is a medical tool. It provides useful
insight into medical practice by looking at the body through a different lens.
The folded almanac examines the body from the perspective of the stars. It
allows the physician to see the patient as a microcosm, and reference the
data of the celestial movements in order to evaluate its impact on the body.
Isidore of Seville argued that medicine is a “second philosophy” because it
required an accomplished practitioner to be knowledgeable in all liberal arts
(Wallis 10). In this thesis I have attempted to illustrate a potential way in
which a philosophical approach to medicine had practical uses.
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Moving forward, there is still much to examine in the study of astromedicine and the folded almanac. The Borthwick is only one of thirty-one
extant folded almanacs and, as each manuscript is different, there are many
other examples to use in this approach. Furthermore, there are other
significant medieval theorists whose work might also have much to reveal
about the metaphysical ideas in astro-medicine. St. Augustine mused upon
the impact of time on the earthly body and its implications for the soul
(Nightingale 133). William of Ockham argued against Aristotelian logic about
space and place, and instead believed that causal impacts of the elements
had more to do with attraction and repulsion (Goddu 158). Duns Scotus took
the concept of time and enhanced it far beyond Aristotle’s notion of
movement, instead arguing that time and motion can only be measured
relative to other bodies rather than a prime mover (Grosholz 18). Any of
these medieval theorists would provide different and equally interesting
readings of the folded almanac and its theoretical implications.
The folded almanac has provided a way into astro-medicine that has
not yet been thoroughly studied. Medieval scholars and medical historians
have always accepted the importance of humoral theory on classical and
medieval medicine. Yet, the art of medicine and the scientific practice of it
are difficult to marry together in academia. This thesis acknowledges the
importance of the folded almanac as a useful medical tool providing
necessary information for diagnosis. It equally acknowledges the almanac’s
sophisticated form and function as an object that gestures to the
metaphysical arrangement of how a body retains its balance within the
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universe. I once argued that the folded almanac is a precursor to the
smartphone. Through its design, content and performativity, the folded
almanac allowed its owner to carry the entirety of the universe in the palm of
the hand.
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